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This Mattasi represents th«; culmination of experience gained by 

the United Nations Industrial Development Organisatii i (UNIDO) and 

the Industrial Development Centri for Arab States (iDCAS) in the 

field of project evaluation.    The idea tj draft a Manual providing an 

operational step-by-step methodology fcr industrial project evaluation 

was put forward by the participante in the Joint UNIDO/lDCAS Regional 

Workshop on Project Evaluation held in December 1972 in Cairo, Egypt 

On the basis of thin recommendation UNIDO and IDCAS undertook to 

develop an operational manual which the Arab countries,   as well as 

other developing countries,   could use for evaluating industrial 

projects as an integral part of their overall Industrial planning 

mechanism. 

The work on the Manuel, which started in er.riy 1974   has gone 

through several stages.    A firmi draft was prepared and submitted to 

the two organ!fing agencies by a group of URTEO/lDCAS consultants. 

The following experts wire memberp of thi3 group: 

1. Mr.  Ivan Angelov,  International Centre for Industrial Studi«a, 
UNIDO,  Chairmen of '¡he Working Group 

2. Kr. Marian Ostrowski,  Deputy Director,   Institute of Planning1, 
Warsaw,  Poland 

3. Mr. Jadranko 3endekovic, Head of Department for MioroeconondCS, 
Ekonomski Institute,  Zagreb, Yugoslavia 

4. Mr. Werner Hammel,  Director, Economic Department, Kredit- 
anstalt flîr Wiederaufbau, Frankfurt, Federal Republic of 
Germany 

5-    Mr. N.K. Agrawala,  United Nation« Expert stationed in 
Baghdad,  Iraq 

^ 6.    Mr. Hassan Hosny,  Central AnSiting Organisation, Cairo, Egypt 

7. Mr.  Mohamed Said Ali,  Director General,  Spinning and Weaving* 
Corporation, Khartcum, Sudan (then staff member of IDCAS) 

8. Mr. Jaafar Abdul Qhani, Deputy Director, Industrial Department, 
Ministry of Planning, Baghdad, Iraq 

9. Miss Saadia Montasser, Faoulty of Commerce, Ain Shams 
University, Cairo, Etjypt 
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10. Mr. î'. 21 Arawady, Vice-President, Price Planning Agency, 
Cairo, Egypt 

11. Mr. A.5    Khalil,  Head, of Sector of Production,   Central 
Auditing Organisation,  Cairo, Egypt 

12. Mr. P.C.  Sah,  Ministry of planning, New Dcliu,  India (then 
UFIDÖ Expart stationed at IDCAS) 

Throughout the preparation of the Ilar.ual the draft« were presented 

and tested at training workshops on project evaluation held in the 

People's Democratic Republic of Yemen,  Sudan and Somalia as well aa 

to a ragionai workshop helo ir  Cairo in early 1976 with participant« 

from laypt,  Sudan,  Libye,  Syria and Iraq 

The final draft wae thoroughly diaoutsed and endorsed by an 

Expert Group Meeting of Senior Expert3 on Project Evaluation from 

different Arab countries,  held in Ceiro,  26 January - 1 February 1976. 

The following experts took part in this meeting: 

1. Mr. Rafik Ahmed Sowelem,  Senior Economist,  Programming 
Division, Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development, 
Kuwait 

2. !¡r. líoheiddin El Ghareeb,  Director of Projects,  Abu Dhabi 
Fund for Arab Economic Development,  Abu Dhabi 

3. Mr. Abdel Kerim Hi Imi,   Director,  Technology Division, 
IDEAS,   Cairo 

4. Mr   Mohamed Helal,  Director, Economic Division, IDCÀ3,  Cairo 

5«    Mr. Fawri Riad Fahmy,   Director of Industrial Sector, 
Institute of rational Planning,  Cairo,  Egypt 

6. Mr. Ali Ismail El Einbaoi, General Manager, Research and 
Project Evaluation Departmant, U.A.E. Development Bank, 
Abu Dhabi 

7. Mr. Ahmed Amin Ibrahim,  ìli ni «try of Planning,   Cairo, Egypt 

8. Mr. Raafat Shafit Dessada, A~ab Planning Institute, Kuwait 

9. Mr. Mostafa El S&ic1 Urani.«, Associate Piofessor, Faculty 
of loonomics,  Cairo University, E^ypt 

10.    i!r. M.A.  Loutfi.  UNCTAD Expert, Geneva 

as well as the members of the Expert Group who contributed to drafting 

the :'anual 
J 
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On the basis of the final draft submitted by the group of con- 

fili tanti and of th« recommendations of the Cairo Expert Group Meeting, 

th« final consolidated vera!en of the Manual «a« prepared by 

Mr. Ivan A¿.gelov,  UNI DC, 

The authors of the Manua.1   always bore in mini that  their task was 

to develop a simple operational ctcp-by-step methodology which could 

be applied in the everyday practice by an average qualified project 

evaluator,  with an average availability of data,   taking into account 

at well the other limitations existing in the Arab countries as well 

as in the rest of the developing world     This is what the authors 

offer to the potential user,   the project evaluator,  hoping that the 

objective has been achieved      The final  judgement  on thie will naturally 

belong to the project «valuators from the developing countries. 

This Manual differs from the Guldelineg for Project Evaluation 

published by UNIDO in 1972,  and the Guide to Practical Project Appraisal: 

Banef^t-Cost Analysis in Developing Countries by John R. Harden,   which 

is currently under preparation,  both conceptually and in terne of 

•implicity.    It goee without saying that th<a authors find bo*h the 

concept and the operational  ster-by-step approach advocated by this 

Manual more realistic,   more operational, and preferable as compared 

to the above-mentioned publications      Practical  experience,  however, 

will be the ultimate   judge.    Ne leave it to the project evaluator« 

from the Arab and other developing countries to have a final say on 

th« applicability and the usefulness of this Manual, 

The authors are aware that the Manual is not free of shortcoming«! 

however this is  just natural for a publication which claims to be one 

of the first comprehensive operational atep-by-step manuals for evalua- 

tion of industrial projects ever produced within the United Nations 

system.    The authors exerted much effort to develop the Manual;    th« 

*««t way to improve it further is through practical application.    Any 

constructive comments and observations aiming' at improving the Manual 

will be highly appreciated. 
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The authors are grateful to »11 their colleague« who contributed 

to the preparation of the Manual by commenting on earlier draft» - 

•taff »embers from the International Centre for Industrial Studie», 

WIÍ0,  and other UNIDO staff member«,  UNIDO experts ttati -ned at 

IDCAS (in particular Mr.   T. Janakievski,   the UNIDO Project Manager), 

as well as UNIDO experts in ether developing countries. 

Tbe authors are particularly grateful to the Secretariats of 

«flDÛ and IDCAS for entrusting them with the highly responsible task 

of drafting this Manual ao well as for providing appropriate working 

conditions and facilities, 

A special word of thanks i e duo to the International Centre for 

Industrial Studies,  UNIDC,  for the secretarial assistance it provided 

during the preparation of the Manual,    The authors thank in particular 

Arne Lugmayr, Sheryl Cupps and Diana Rhind for their contribution in 

typing and even editing the varioun drafts of the Manual. 

The views and opinions expressed in the Manual are those of the 

authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Secretariats 

of UriDO and IDCAS.    The authors assume full responsibility for the 

Methodology developed in the Manual. 
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iumopucnor 

1•      Objective of the Manual 

The quest of Arab countries for economic and scoiai progress 

inevitably involves the basic problem of allocating limited resources, 

such as labour,  managerial and administrativo talent,   capital,  foreign 

exchange and natural resources, to their most rational ase so as to 

yield the best economic resulte     Each country has its own development 

objectives and this in turn requires the resources to be marshalled 

and judiciously allocated in order to attain -those  objectives,    Tha 

use of resources which are limited for one objective implies their 

reduced availability for other objective*.    If available resources 

are applied efficiently,  the nuxber of objectives that can be pursued 

simultaneously increases      Development planning therefore requires 

fixing and ranking of objectives and afficient allocation and use of 

scarce resources,    Once objectives are established and ranked for a 

certain period of time,  individual investment proposals have to be 

scrutinised in order to determine whuther and to what  extent they can 

contribute towards achieving the desired results. 

Investment leoisionn form an ecsential part of the development 

prooess.    The more pound the majority of investment decisions are,  the 

more successful a dovei opinent procese will be.    It is the objective 

of this Manual to help improve investment dgciaions in Arab countries. 

Improvement in this context haE three aspects, i.e.   selection,  modi- 

fication and rejection of investment proposals.    The oriteria in the 

Manual should first of all facilitate  judgement as to which projects 

meet the national objectiva? ¡r,ost effectively;    secondly they should 

aid in the modification of projects in ordor to make their contribution 

positive and moro effective;    thirdly they should assist in rejecting 

those projeots which,  even after modifications,  cannot adequately serve 

the national objectives.    The application of the criteria in the Manual 

«ill not only answer the question whether the limited resources will be 

used efficiently in a particular project, but also whether alternativa 

investment proposals would contribute more towards national objectives. 
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It 1« well known that at present there isa gap between the theory 

and the practice of project evaluation.    This applies to commercial 

profitability also;    but it i3 particularly acute a* far as national 

profitability is concerned.     The literature  on national benefit-cost 

analysis suggests a nu ber cf comprehensive sophisticated approaches 

w>icn are not appropriately tailored tc  ths economic reality in 

developing countries and which are,  therefore,  not applied in actual 

practice.    The gap between theory and practice is so large that they 

cannot find a common language.    The theory offers   iore and more elegant, 

sophisticated techniques;    however,   since on-    oes not use these 

techniques in practice,  the cap between theory and practice grows even 

larger. 

The objective in drafting this Manual is to contribute to narrowing 

the above-mentioned gr.p by suggesting a consistent,   relatively simple, 

easily understandable,  operational stap-by-step approach for national 

profitability analysis in developing countries-     Our conviction is that 

it is better to offer an operational methodology for approximate 

assessment of the soundness of a project with a tolerable degree of 

precision rather than recommending very sophisticated procedures which 

olaim to measure comprehensively all the effects of a project but which 

cannot be put int    operation in reality. 

As stated above,  the preparation of this riarmai was motivated by 

the absence or shortage of explicit and workable criteria of project 

evaluation in most Arab countries.    The problem came to focus at the 

I972 Regional Training Workshop for Project Evaluators from several 

Arab countries held in Cairo vndor the auspices cf IDCAS and UNIDO. 

Their suggestions eventually led to the decision to prepare an opera- 

tional   anual for project evaluation which could be easily understood 

and applied in the Arab countries in the wake of their present techno- 

logical and data availability constraints-    The main concepts of the 

Manual as well as its elements have,  therefore,   been subordinated to 

the prevailing conditions in the Arab region in terms of skills, 

Availability of data,  time pressures, etc 
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The Manual seek« to present and, where possible,  to synthesis« 

major approaches,  concepts and criteria of project evaluation 

for th« benefit of project evaluators in Arab countries,    It is hoped 

that the MVnual would be helpful t    project evaluato. J in acquiring 

ana/or sharpening their tools of analysis.    It is also hopsd that the 

•valuators,  after becoming acquainted with the techniques outlined in 

this Manual, will find it simple with regard to both application and 

interpretation of results thus leading to better choices and improved 

investments. 

Simplicity was the dominating objective as this Manual was designad 

and written.    This may cause »one disappointment to the more academically 

inclined fraction of professional economi st» and financial analysts. 

But if this aids the Manual in being practically applied by those 

responsible for their investment decisions,  viz.,  the Ministries, banks, 

assorted development agencies,  and public and private entrepreneurs, 

its lack of sophistication may be balanced out by its practical impact. 

This Manual is based on the simple philosophy that the aim of 

project evaluation is to determine whether a project is acceptable and, 

if it is,  whether it is the best alternative available.     The purpose 

is not to measure with great accuracy absolutely all direct and indirect 

affects which a project may have on the economy.    It is important to 

measure and/or take into account only those effects which may have an 

impact on  the final investment dec si on,  i.e.   to accept,   modify or 

rajeot a project.    This is what really matterai    to find out if a 

project is acceptable,  not how acceptable it is. 

Ths abovo-stated objectives could be achieved only if the authori- 

ties concerned in a developing country are willing and act accordingly 

so that ths formulation,  evaluation and selection of investment projects 

is baaed on oertain minimum elementary reasoning and logic and is not 

aa arbitrary rubber-stamp exercise carried out by instruction of a 

decision-maker to the project evaluators to "prove11  officiant, by way 

of implementing consistent scientific methods,  every investment proposal 

they wast to implement for one reason or another.    Any project evaluation 



methodology could be easily discredited and its UBO reduced to fill if 

one cannot,  or docs not want tc;  aoply it properly,    '¡Tic project 

•valuation techniques are or.iy ono of the tools in development planning, 

though not   i magic tool.    These t«vn:qutn  jo :wt  sci- ? the problems 

automatically r,nd easily.    They rar, only 9id those people who actually 

wish to take well-founded investment  ¿coi si oas.    If the above-mentioned 

reasoning and logic are not available,   evo a the most comprehensivo 

methodology for benefit-cost analysis ii hopeless and the project 

evaluation exercise is -j, waste 0/ ttm<.. 

The Manual is not meant  to K> r. textbook.    It cculd,  if supplemented 

toy appropriate reading natevial,   serve the purpose of assisting in the 

education of economistSi  accountants»,   financial analysts,   engineers and 

other professionalB in the methodology of oenefit-coat analysis. 

2.      Scope and Applicability of the Manual 

Project evaluation covers a wiiie range of questions:    market 

analysis,  appraisal of technical feasibility,  adequacy of finanoial 

arrangements,  management and staffing,  legal conditions,  etc.    All 

these aapectB enter the Manual1s 3oope only indirectly,  i.e.  to the 

extent that they afft-ct a project's commercial and national profitability. 

In other words,   the Manual i J ..uinly concirned with a project's profita- 

bility from the point of view of the onterprise on the one hand and the 

nation as t. whole en the other.    I    provides ?. step-, /-step approach to 

assessing the financial and economic impact of an investment proposal. 

The intention in drafting this Manual was to propose a methodology 

for evaluating mainly the .economic effectB and only 3o;ne of the social 

effect» of an investment project,    à project has other different aspects,  too, 

i.e.  a wide range of social aspects a& .well as political,  national security, 

ecological,  demographic and. other implications     All these aspects,  along 

with the oconomic ones,  are  tali in into account at   the level of investment 

deoi si on-making.    Thus the appraisal of the non-economic implications of 

a project is almost exclusively a prerogative of the decision-makers and 

not of the project «valuators.    The project ovaluatorc should, however, 
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inform the decision-makers about the economic "price",  the «conomic and 

other implication« of political decision».    This Manual is addressed 

to the project evaluatorc. 

The Manual i3 applicable by design to industrial projecta.    No 

narrow liinits should be seen as regards the kind of industrial branches 

Mhioh can be included     It c?,n also be applied to service projects ir 

the fields of transport,  electricity,  com.mmi cat ions,   etc ,  after 

appropriate adaptations.    Dasically,   the evaluation approach will be 

the same irrespective of the industrial branch;    it does not, however, 

preclude some differences in the computation procedures from one branch 

to another.    An understanding of the criteria which,   according to this 

Manual,   determine an investment's commercial and national profitability 

will also permit the evaluator to judge ite apnlicability in border cases. 

This Manual is by no means intended to be only a public sector 

handbook as will be stressed again later     Even though private entre- 

preneurs will tend to malee thoir investment  decisions primarily on the 

basis of simple commercial profitability criteria,   they do utilité some 

national resources and at one point or another they will have to approaoh 

the government and its agencies for financing,  import licenses, assorted 

permits or to utilize the national utilities,   i.c    power,  transport,   etc. 

There is need for a bettor understanding bc?twoen the government authorities, 

industrialists,  bankers and consultants regarding the plans and development 

objectives in order to cr:*,te a rrotivctional  direction that will spur the 

development process along correct and desired lines      A Manual of this 

kind,  if widely distributed and easily understood   ;y a wide range of 

professionals in government an" industry,   should contribute towards 

this end. 

The Manual is supposed to provide operational methodology for 

industrial project evaluation to all Arab countries.    It is designed 

for a group of countries which differ considerably in terms of their 

levels of development,  socio-economic systems,   objectives rnd priori- 

tie«,  decision-making mechanisms,  resources endowment,  availability of 

data,  skills of project evaluators,  etc.    For such reasons, the Manual* s 
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•copa obviously haß to be  f-lrly "uroad ir comparison to national manual J 

for project evaluation.     A country which in spr.rsely populated but 

commends rich natural   rosourcas freos different development obstacles 

compared te a country hr.vin.? both crossing populatior  and balance of 

payment« problem      Again,   •alternativo approaches to economic advancement 

will be neccscary wher> reicher human nor naturr.l resources are abun- 

dantly available. 

Thou;* it rray sec*  strange at  first  ¿lance,   the very fact that the 

Manual was carefully desinoci for -, grcup of tventy Arab countries, 

which differ so nuch in nany respects»   -.mites it r.PPÌ.i,c*blc to-a.1.l 

developing countries as *. etcxdr.rd iianual.    It is difficult indeed to 

find an essential aspect  of t'.e socio-economic development of the Arab 

countriea which is not  relevât to the r.st of the developing countries. 

Therefore, in spite of the title,  the f-nuU is oasi ly applicable to all 

developing countries,   which have v.ry -.any co;nmon problems and features, 

no matter whether they arc Arab or non-Arab countries.     Throughout the 

Manual references arc  made only to tht Arab countries;     this,  however, 

does not diminish the relevancy of the  operational  step-by-step metho- 

dology to other developing oou\trica outride tho Arab  region. 

The Manual,  therefor-,   'oes not advocate the m<»  of a single 

indicator for assossinc e cercini and/or national profitability,  nor 

does it attempt to combine various rspects of national profitability 

into one global comprehensive criterion.    An attempt  of this kind would 

require weighing different indicators and wculd 'nvolve a claim that 

both the aelection of,   enfi the weights given to,   specific indicators 

are equally relevant for all Arab countries,    For this reason the Manual 

provides a set of indicators each associated with a spocifio national 

objective.    It is up to the evaluating agency U> ¿eternine,  by recouree 

to national development plans or other inani fa stati on s of national priori- 

ties,  the objectives and their relative importance which are to be 

aehioved through different investment proposals      The Manual provides 

the methods which can help t,  measure whether a project does indeed 

contribute towards individual objectives and whether it does this 
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•fflalaatly, t.«. with * «i ni «ua of mow«« oo«t onwyaiad te ether 
el tonati vee.   UM evaluating af—oy oaa a« «ell rank the different 
la«eetere mi aoelga tfcea relative lieportaaoa eon*»twit with the 
dovelepaaat objeetiva» te feci li tat« AaclalOB-aaHnf - «nether e 

prejeet ateeld ¥e «adartaken in the light ef it« evaluate« aerlte ea4 

Keeping la alai toe elfferont «taadard» ef availability ef dato 
aad atllla la too Ara* «oaatrU«, the Manual eon tei na both the very 
at aal« aaé maniait aar« »epkietioatad nwtheaa ef project evalaatioa. 
It thae »revidee a «ade« in »eleoting aethei« for «eoBonie «veluetlea 
•f iav«at—at »remota.   It i« then up to th* «veluatlng areacy to 
»eleet the appropriât« aethed aad apply It to all competitiva project«. 
Mraovat, the aothodeloglaa aad t«ehalfue« preecrib»d in the Marnai eaa 

he applied Irrogatetiv« ef th« aethoda of planning and level« of 
deet«len «ari at   e.g. contralla*, «eam-eentrallied or dao ant rallied. 
TM« «ill held tra« aa leaf a« th« d«vulopaent objective« and priori ti •« 
fer iavectaaat acelaien« htv« b««a el early laid dot«.    Ih» only ooa- 
puloery rale ia tal« raapeot 1« that th« eet of critoria for évaluât!on 
ef a project am«t eorroopond to the »et of objeetireo for eccio- 

e»«aoale developaawt. 

Tao Manual deoa aot aad oaanet provide readily oalculated national 
paraaetare a»»4»d for too évaluation of project«.   Thia i a eoapl«t«ly 

lapo««ibla for a Raaaal d«rlgn»d for twenty Arab oovmtrle».   On the baai« 

ef the epeoifle oonditioa« in each ooaatry at a given period, the 
national paraawtar» afcould b« oaloulatod by the ooapotoat national 
authority.   To do »o they need a aethodelofy.   The Manual corara the»« 
aopeote aad «la« auggaota alternative awthed» which th« national agoaoy 

' w* eaa a»« to eolcet the «oat appropriata one to «ult th« actual conditi on« 

la th» ooaatry. 

A» atat»d above, to« Manual provide« operational technlqnee for pre- 
lareataoat «valuation of iaduatrial projeete.   Although ocrtela «leaeata 
of toi» Mthodolofjr oould be uaad for poot-lnvarla^nt «valuation, the 

a« a «hoi« 1« aot dedga«d for toi« typ« ef aaalyrl«. 
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Alene this MUM Un« of thinking, it may be worthwhile to clarify 

explicitly the use of tara» auch at "evaluation". wnapimi—1". "a«a«ea- 

Stti"» "— Itoti on*.    The Manual does not differentiate between "«velue)- 

li on", "appraiser' and "aa««M»ent",   In practice the/ are all ueed for 

analyais of the «oundnoea of an investment projact,  i.e. an ox-aat« 

anal/al• of th« eff«ct« of a determinad coarte of action.    Thia aaalyela 

i a baaed on prolactin«, forecaating in th« futur«,  on th« «xnected 

ooura« of «vanta.    Thi« analyrt« ia carried out by preset «valuator«. 

Ta« aaji« t«rma ar« being ua«d in practice to describe the analyai• of 

th« ejoaieveewats of on-going establishment« and thay ax« ol«ar «nought 

post-lnv«etmcnt «valuation,  po«t-mortcm «valuation,  perfornano« «valua- 

tion.   Thia analyaia relio« on actual data characterising th« paat ana 

present operation of existing production unit«.    The tern "«election* 

i« ua«d in th« Manual only when r«f«rring to a deoiaion to implement, 

noelfy or r«j«ct a project.    Selection usually tak«a into aoooant also 

factors that ar« not explicitly considered in the proceaa of «valuation. 

Seleetlon ia a prerogative of th« d«ci«ion-mak«r«, which ehould b« baaed, 

along with oth«r con«id«mtions,  on recommendati one submitted by th« 

project évaluât or«. 

Th« Manual can be uaed aa a basis for drafting national «anuals 

for project «valuation in any Arab country if national Authorities «o 

d«alr«.   Th« national manuale should be «ore «pacific In «ugge«ti eg 

bealo additional and supplementary indices corr«apo»<:in#; to th« relevant 

national objective«.   Th«y may lay down th« numerical valu«« of th« 

various national parameter«, th« oorreoti on-factor a needed for adjusting 

price«, oth«r r«l«vant dateli«, and p.r«scrib« the particular method« of 

•valuation and calculation to be followed.   Th« baslo feature« of th« 

aethodology contained in the Hanual may, however, be the fundamental 

baele for the national manuals. 

3.     »«finition of an Invtment Project 

A BioJeot 1« a proposai for an investment to cr«at«, expand ané/or 

develop oertaln faci li ti «a in order to ineraaa« th« production of geoda 
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»nd/or ssrvices in a community during a certain period of time      Furthor- 

s»re,  for évaluation purposes,   a project is a unit of investment which 

can be distinguished technically,  commercially and economically from 

other investment« 

A project cr an investment proposal -ay have different forms and 

it should bo oapable of being evaluated ir. all these  forms,     If a project 

is combined with ethers into an industrial complex In  such a way that 

•opumto evaluation is difficult  cr i nprudent,  th« so-cai: 3d industrial 

complox technique may be applied f^r its evaluation.     Tn case a project 

is part of a much largor investment programme,   such as the establishment of 

agro-industries which may consist of numerous projects,   the project can 

an^L should be evaluated separately.     Convorsely, the  ¿*hole programme may 

be evaluated in tot o on technical,   commercial and economic grounds,  but 

it may bo preferable to evaluate each unit of investment which is part 

of that programme as an indivi dual plant.    Profanine evaluation raises 

additional questions which are not covered in this Manual.     The samt 

applies to macro-type appraisals of entire sectors or  subsecters. 

The construction of •>, new warehouse may not qualify as a project 

because even though it can be  distinguished technically from the 

remainder of the factory, its functions aro so closely interrelated 

with already existing parts of  the plant that it cannot reasonably be 

attempted to separate its commercial and social impact.    On the other 

hind,  the replacement  of - delivery fleet of lorries by a railway siding 

with associated loading oquipment may be a project because savings in 

transport costs connected with tho measure can be made the  object of 

separate commercial and economic appraisal.    In many instances it may 

indeed be worthwhile to break down a proposal presented as a project 

into smaller units of inV3stment.    An integrated textile project,  for 

Ínstanos, may be planned to include spinning,  weaving and finishing of 

locally-produced cotton     The entire complex may easily pass national 

profitability analysia.    It may well be, however,  that domestic cotton 

eonmaads high prices in the expert market wherca3 staple cloth as 

dssanded by local consumers may be produced with lowor grade cotton. 
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Project evaluation then nu r demonstrate that a finishing complex based 

on cheap imported gray cloth would be an oven mere attractive proposi- 

tion In terms of national profitability.    The spinning and weaving parts 

of the complex, if appraisod separi.tely,   may be censiaerod uneconomical. 

Practical experience and good judgement are required to group invest- 

ment propesale into meaningful projects because obviouely not every 

smallest unit of investment cr.n and should bo appraised separately. 

4.      Major Types of Investment Projects to which the Manual Applies 

The Manual has been written with a focus on the evaluation of 

industrial projects in the manufacturing and extractive sectors,   to 

compare and evaluate alternative variants of technology,   of raw materials 

to be used,   of production capacity,  variants  jf location,  variants of 

local production vs.  import,  variants of international industrial 

specialization and co-opcrrtior. from the point of view of one country 

and of other socio-economic -ispects. 

The Manual deal3 with the projects'   commercirvl profitability,  i.e. 

the benefits that the investor may expect,  as well as with their national 

profitability, i.o,   their benefits to the nation as a whole.    As should 

be clear from the title of the ilanual, it is not directly relevant for 

the evaluation of projects within cr between such sectors as services, 

education, health and national defence where the  benefits are pre- 

dominantly non-quantifiable,  although there are certain methods for 

their measurement when possible      Evaluation of projects within these 

latter sectors may be best handled by cost-effectiveness techniques. 

Due to the difficulties of valuing the outputs,   the analysis may be 

done on a "least-cost" basic. 

The Manual is also applicable to modornizatlon and expansion 

projects if the aforementioned principles are observed.    If the expan- 

sion can be distinguished technically,  commercially and economically 

from the already existing facilities, its commercial and national merit» 

oan easily be evaluated.    The expansion may be horizontal, i.e. an 

i nor ease in oapacity for the samo output,   or vertical, i.e. the addition 
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of forward and backward linkage production processes <>T t'x expansion 

may lead to a broader lino of product« manufactured by the company. 

The Manual provides a special section on evaluation <>f modernixation 

and expansion projects. 

The question of h w to evaluate projects which arc multinational 

in character ie an interesting issue.    Such projects could,  of course, 

te evaluated from the strict commercial profitability viewpoint without 

difficulty.    These projects could also be easily evaluated from the 

social viewpoint of or* single country at a timo,    Much wore difficult, 

however,   is to evaluate such project* from their overall  social (i.e. 

multinational) viewpoint  of all participating courtrioa simultaneously. 

The evaluation of multinoti nal investment projects Í3 beyond the scope 

of this Manual. 

5"      Public and Private Sector Projects 

The necessity to evaluate commercial and national profitability of 

an industrial project applies t • both the private and the public sector«. 

Though it  should be expected that r Manual cf this kind will be used 

mainly by government agencies;   it is expected to be of help to private 

Investor«,   too.    Even though private investors oannot be expected to be 

mainly concerned with national profitability calculation,  it would be 

u«eful to carry out national profitability analysis in the caso of a 

private «ector project also as it vili assist the government agencies in 

reviewing' the project if they have to accer1 approval or to extend 

financial assistance     In these cases indic?.tcrs of national profita- 

bility will play a major role in considerations loading te a decision 

on the projeot. 

Hoirever, the need for thorough pre ¿cet evaluation i« felt most 

urgontly for public sector projects.    This applica equally to oommoroial 

and national profitability analysis.    Even if it is a«sumed that a public 

•ector project may not yield commercial profit and subsidie«,  for 

whatever reason,  are envisaged from the beginning,  commercial analysi« 

i« a necessity in order to determine the magnitude of «uch subsidies 
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beforehand «o that they oan be properly Incorporated inte the budgeting 

procedures.    Some public sector projects nay be undertaken aven though 

tfcey are not judged suitable  on grounds of bofch commercial and national 

profitability (e.g. defence-oricnti d projects),  bit ^jv^rnments should 

taks such decisions in full  T.w?ircnci8 of the magnitudo of the financial 

and social burden,  of the "price"  to be pnid for solving certain 

political,  social or other problems of crucial importance to the country^ 

It is not only fur fiscal reasrns that bcth cormercial and national 

project evaluation should be carried out ir, the public seotor.    The 

prooess of analysing a project's financial and social  implications is 

by itself a highly commendable  exercise because it confronts docision- 

makers with a variety of parameters both favourable and unfavourable 

to the projoct.    It forces tborr. to thir.k in terms of alternatives and 

poll ci e e conducive to ooonoi.rlc  development.    The enee unter with such 

parameters on a mi ero economic  level ia tr face the realities of economic 

decisions.    It is stimulatin¿- in commercial analysis as well as in 

national analysis     The preo3B3 of évaluâtinj a project tends tc be more 

revealing about the conditi ens for development than the mere acknow- 

ledgement of evaluation resulta.    Policy rnakere in the public sector 

who bear more responsibility for shaping these conditions than anyone 

elee should share the educational experience of ¡such overall and 

thorough project evaluation. 

«i 

J 
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I-    ÎHE KANUaL'S COHCEPT OP PROJECT EVALUAIT CM 

1.      IT«clonal and Sectoral Planning end Individuai Projects 

It is an aooeptcd principio that ple.n3 require projects ani project« 

require plans.    Good plana cannot bo formulated vrithout proper oconomio 

appraisal of the project and the real value   >f the project* cannot "be 

properly ascertained without the framework of a plan.    It is the national 

plan which lays down tha social objectives and priorities between 

different seotors and regions      The existence of <?. national strategy 

for scon onde and social advancement is a pre-requisite for a meaningful 

appraisal of a projoct,  especially from the national point of view. 

Projects are the pivot of a aoctoral programme and the sector«! 

programmes in turn oonstitutu a well-conceived national plan. 

The successful formulati en and implementation of a national 

development plan depends on the proper selection of projects and the 

consequent sectoral programmes..    Project formulation and evaluation, 

which is a continuous integrated procès«, are one of tho basic compon©its 

of economic planning. 

By elaboration of pre-foasibility p-nd of feasibility studies,  the 

parameters of investment projects crystallise mere and morst     output, 

investment requirements, manpower, material Inputs, foreign exchange) 

requirements, etc 

The national and sectoral plans have also their parameters!    output, 

Investment, manpower, material inputs, balance of payments, etc    These 

parameters are elaborated on the basis of general co-efficients, past 

experience, comparative analysis,  experts' appraisal, input-output 

analysis,  etc    These parameters of the plan are an aggregati on at the 

smoro level of the respective parameters of a number of individual 

investment projects.    The relationship between the above parameters at 

project,  sectoral and national levels is usually traced through th« 

balanoos, i.e.  simple cuwnolty, investment,  manpower, sto.,  balanoes 

or input-output balance sheets. 
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Tho balancea,  and particularly the simple ones,  answer only tho 

question "how much"  t- produce and not "how"  t<    laice it available in 

an efficient way.    Thia second question can be answered only at a 

project (product)  level,  usin,- the techniques of the benefit-cost 

analysis.    It is in this sense that project preparati en end evaluation 

are an indivisible part of the overall planning process., 

Due to this interdependence a constant  exchange of information 

and cross-adjustment of prices and production tercets between decisi en- 

makers at the macro- and nicro-levels is essential for successful 

planning.    This exchange of information will facilitate tho determination 

of gape whore new information is needed or studios have to be propared. 

An important fuature of a good sectoral plan is tho identification 

of a list of potentially viable projects,  almost like "building blocks" 

for which feasibility reports can be made according to a phased time 

programme to build a "shelf of projects" which could be drawn upon as 

circumstances permit without undue delays.    A sectoral plan should be 

elaborated on the basis of well-conceived investment projects. 

Prom the above it follows that: 

- Realistic plans can hardly be formulated in the r.bssnce of 

a groat deal of project planning and without proper ¿conomic 

evaluation of projects.    An overall industrial development 

plan is of only very limited valuo unless it is translated 

into more specific torms, i e. projects. 

- Realistic preparation and evaluation of a project from a 

national point of view can best be made in the framework 

of a national development plan. 

2.     Project Preparation and Evaluation-' 

Project development is an integrated prooess carried out in 

several consecutive phases which may be operationally condensed into 

1/     Projeot preparation is examined in groat detail in a special Manual 
being prepared by UTIDO.   It is touched on briofly hero only as is 
neodod for the purpose of project evaluation. 
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three stage«:     project preparation,   its evaluation and implementation. 

It is extremely importrjvt tu point out that  all three of them aro 

closely intorrclatod end that the ultimate  success if an investment 

docieicn depends equally on oach of them 

Project preparation itself cinsists again of a serias of inter- 

dependent measures aimed at translating an i der. inte an operating 

project.    This is done in different stages: 

1. Identification 

2. Preliminary selection 

3. Formulati en. 

Industrial project development starts with  the Identj ft cation of the 

Project Idea,   a notion of possibility/dosiro to produce specific 

product(s)  or to utilizo specific reaourcoSo    Project ideas may arise 

from studies of product-consumpticn pattern of the country,  market 

studies, surveys of e:cisting industrial establishments, import schedules, 

internal resouroes,   geological surveys,  industrial linkages,  sectoral 

and industry analyses,  development plans,   export possibilities, 

experience of ether countries, increasing demand for manufactured inputs 

for different  sectors,  studies of technology and development literature 

or from any other source.    All ideas for projects aro valuable and 

oan prove to be the beginning of development. 

The identification of a   .rojoct idea is followed by a Preliminary 

Selection Stage.    The objective at this stage is to make a decision 

whether a project idea Bhould be studied in detail and what should be 

the »cope of further studies.    The findings at this stage are embodied 

in a Pra-fea*]ibllity Study (Opportunity Study). 

The pro-feasibility study is carried out by an investor himself or 

by an investment promoter,   e.g. a ministry,   development agency,   etc. 

It is prepared on the basis of data which are available in published 

form or can easily be collected or worked out. 

Once it is proved that a project idea deserves detailed study, an 

investor should be found who would bo interested in following it up 

(should the prometer not be identical with the investor).    If the 
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pre-foasibility 3tudy indicates that the proposed project appear* tú 

be a promising one,   the decision may be takon to pr'ccod further with 

the formulation cf the project. 

The function of the FormulatiqnJ3tage is t > study from the 

technical,  economic,  financial and managerial aspects all the alternative 

ways of accomplishing the  objectivas of the project idea and to present 

the findinrs and supporting data in a systematic and logical order. 

This is done through partial (technical,   management, etc.)  or complete 

techno-economic foaeibility studies. 

The Complete Feasibility Stud/ is the final document in the 

formulation cf a project proposal.    It is on the basis of this study 

that a decision to implement and finance the project will be taken. 

The feasibility study should contain all technical and economic 

data which are essential for the overall economic and social evaluation 

of a project.    The feacibility study should be so self-contained that 

on the one hand the évaluât or should not complain of the lack of data 

or imperfect analysis and the decicion-makcr should not find something 

hidden or missing.    Accumulation and presentation   f all technical and 

economic facts in their true and complete picture should be the main 

objective of this study. 

The complete feasibility study is carried out either by a consulting 

engineering firm,  by a foreign supplier of equipment   r by a potential 

investor, who have the technical competence to accompli eh this job. 

The complete feasibility study should contain as much of the informa- 

tion needed for project evaluation as possible.    This ¡¡anual   suggests » 

set of nodal formats for the most essential  information needed for project 

evaluation.    Indeed,  a project's feasibility in terms of its commercial 

and national profitability should be established by means of the 

ori tari a and parameters which are usually applied \>y institutions 

involved in the investment decision.    Project evaluation manuals,  if 

widely distributed and adherod to, may serve this useful purpose. 

Ideally, commercial and national project evaluation can be limited to 
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oheckinc assumptions,  quantities,  prico3 and parameters of such 

feasibility studies with very little original work left to bo done. 

This will add  efficiency and opporli ti on to the usually protracted 

process of project preparation and évaluât! ""T .     Pecdloss to say,  the 

invostors will appreciate this. 

Tho   Tvcrall econ'Miic evaluation is a crucial exercise which is 

based on the project's feasibility report and precedes ita implementa- 

tion.    More specifically,   the overa] 1 economic evaluatior¡ is a systematic 

procedure to weave technical and financial inf' rmr.tr on about tho 

project,   together with relevant  data about its eccnonic environnant, 

into one - r few measures by which the project !,ould be recommended for 

•elocticn,  modification or rejection.    This,   however,   Is not to say- 

that the evaluation of a project starts only when its preparation ends. 

Actually,  pr'-ject preparation and partial economic evaluation should be 

carried out simultaneously and are cicely interrelated.    Only an overall 

eoonomio evaluation is carried   ut on tho basis of data provided at the 

end <f the formulation stage. 

Interest in tho technique   -f project evaluation has expanded 

•ignifioantly in recent years.     Countries at various stages of 

development and having different types of economic systems arc seeking 

articulation of,   and refiroments in,  the criteria by which corporations 

aad/or governmental agencies wou. ' rationally 3ift projects competing 

for relatively limited resources. 

What renders project evaluation an indi sponsible,  thoush sometimes 

a rather elaborate task,  is tho existenoe of alternative economic 

opportunities for the commitment of resources,    for the selection of 

a project would be considered rational only if that project is superior 

in so«« respect to others foregone.    Such superiority of a project 

could be baaed on commercial profitability,  i.e.  ths net financial 

benefits aooruing to the owners of the project,  and/or national 

profitability,  i,e.  the not overall impact of the project o» ths 

nation as a whole. 
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Whether tho intorest is in commercial cr national profitability, 

the core of the evaluation process is somewhat similar and consists 

of three steps.    First,   the identification of the quantity, quality, 

and timing of physical inputs and outputs respectively.    Second,   the 

attachment of appropriate prices for tho inputs and outputs in order 

to compute the respective values of costs and benefits.    Third,   the 

comparison of costs and benefits of the project in  such a way that 

facilitates its comparison with other alternative pr<-jecta. 

Throughout the process of project preparation,   evaluation and 

implementation many different yet interrelated aspects como inte  tho 

picture.    They are generally of technical,  economic,  financial and 

legal nature,  but their mutual relationship is strongly pronounced 

requiring that they all be taken into consideration at any stage of 

an investment decision.    Consequently,   the project's preparation, 

evaluation and finally implementation should be carried Jut through 

a team-wcrk of such specialists as engineers,  economists, financial 

analysts and legal experts.    The participation of legal exports  should 

save timo and resources by malting sure at an early stage that everything 

which is envisaged is consistent vlth the laws of a country and they 

should render the future parameters of a technical,  financial and 

economic nature more certain by proper contracts.     The presence of 

legal experts, probably highly specialized, is especially required 

if a project involves joint venturos» 

Tho entire process leading up to a project's implementation in 

reality will seldom be a clear-cut,   stop-by-step procedure as described 

above.    In practice,   evaluation may reveal that certain aspects cf a 

projeot have to be roprepared.    Similarly, project  implementation may 

encounter unforeseen difficulties which require  ooth redesigring of 

certain project elements and evaluating the impact  of thiB redesigning 

en the project's ovorall merits. 
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3.      Tho Manual* s Approach to Project Evaluation 

3.1    The ncod to accommodate multiplo national  objectives 

The development procese i3 a -iiuiti-objoctive procese - oconondc, 

political,  social,  national security,   ecological,  etc.    National 

development objectives are clcsely interrelated.    This interrelation- 

•hip iß very compier.    The nature of the interrelationship differ» 

from country to country and from ti.nc to tims within the same country. 

Its characteristic features are dynamism,  harmony,  conflict and com- 

plementarity between different objectives.    National  objectives are 

usually expressed in difforont degrees of cxplicitness in a national 

devolopr.iont plan cr i:i another form cf official policy statement by 

the Government, 

Investment projects are one of the essential instrumente for 

oarrying out the established development policy with its   nultipls 

objectives.    Tho link between national  objectives and criteria for 

project evaluation loóles obvious and simple at first glance.    It is 

commonly accepted that the criteria for project evalúa^ o*, must be 

derived from,  or be compatible vdth,  nr.ti onal objectives _and reflect 

their interrelationahip.    In practice,  however,  there are a number of 

obstacles which prevent national objectives from boin& plainly reflected 

in project evaluation,    It is hardly possible to establish in quantita- 

tive or qualitative terms and with sufficient precision the links 

between a project and the national objectivas which are sinmltancously 

pursued by the government by different measuroE.    Tho very objectives 

are often expressed in a vaguo and imprecise manner,   creating ambiguitios 

and permitting different interpretations.    Contributions of a project to 

various objectives can very often not be measured in the same terms, 

•ay monetary terms,  and aro fur this reason not directly comparable. 

Therefore, under these difficult conditions the core of the problem 

is to identify as much as possible a relationship between the 

development objectives and tho characteristics of an investment 

project, which could bo traced and if possible measured. 
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Starting on this fundamental ba3ia,  the Manual n.ssumos that if 

there is a let of development  objectives Cà the national level,   tho 

doveiopment projects should be evaluated as r.iuch as possible on the 

bails of thoir contribution   to the fulfilment ui each of these 

objectives;    in other words,  the Manual explicitly introduces a set 

of oritcria.    Each objoctivo at the national level is reflected in one 

or more criteria at tho project level and vice-versa.    The priority 

assigned to each of these criteria ?.t the project level must correspond 

to tha importance of the respective development • bjoctives at the 

national level. 

Tho linkages between national objectives and tho projaot evaluation 

criteria may be of a partial or comprehensivo nature.    The partial 

linkages appear usually during the identification r.nd formulation stages 

of a projeot.    The very act of identifying a project by a Government 

agency and giving a green licht for further studies is a reflection 

of certain national objective«-..    T^e exa:,iinatior of tiio technical aspects 

of a project (raw materials, input co-cfficicnts,  equipment,  technology, 

level of mechanization and automation) is always nir.de under the context 

of certain national priorities and objectives - utilization of indigenous 

raw materials,   employment, tochnical advancement,  etc.    The formulation 

of the economic aspects of a project - capital investments,  production 

costs,  formation and distribution if profit, pricing,  financial  structure, 

local and foroign currency components,  etc,  is clearly carried out in 

the framework of certain explicit or implicit national objectives and 

Instructions given in this rospoct to tho project planners regarding 

mobilization of local and foreign financial resources,  formation and 

distribution of income,  conditions of foroign participation,  balance 

of paymonts position,   etc.    Tho examination of variants of location 

for a project is usually done in the framework of objectives for better 

utilisation of resources (proximity to raw material deposits,   to 

consumption centres,  to manpowor resources) or promoting the development 

of backward or politically sensitive regions.    This listing may go on 

•ven further. 
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The relationship >etweo.i national objectives and criteria for 

prcjoct evaluation appeare in a moro comprehensive :ray in tho final 

overall socic-cccncraic evaluation of a project.    This relationship 

appears throughout the "anual. 

Attempts have been mac.o elsewhere to recommend evaluation of 

investment projects >y '. single aggrotto criterion which incorporates 
l/ 

soveral multi-objective arpéete of the devcluprKnt JT'.;cess.-/     The 

incorporation of different aspects into a si::sie aggregate criterion 

i8 possible only by r.SPijnin^ weights in nv. neri cal terms (directly 

reflecting political vr.lue judgements)  t'. these partial con si derations: 

a weight tc a nominal unit  <~r future consumption an compared to a unit 

of present consumption;     a weight te a nominal unit  cf present or 

futuro consumption in the hands of the rich as compared to the poor 

olas«}    a weight to 3 nominal unit cf present or future income in the 

hands of wage earners and profit earners compared to a unit of income 

in the hands of the government ;    a weight to r. nominal unit of incorno 

earned by a backward region .as compared t'a unit  of income in a more 

developed region,    This approach alno requires highly reliable justifi- 

cation of the distribution of the not benefits generated by a project 

botween present consunioticn and savings (for future consumption);     of 

the marginal propensities of different social groups to save and 

consumo;    of the rnargi ìal rate of return on investment;    of the marginal 

rate of savings;    of the shadow price of investment,   etc.     Moreovori 

all these weights and other value judgements producing a sort of 

normatives (national parameters) arc true only under certain conditions» 

As soon as the conditions charge, as they often do,  this extremely 

complex set of interrelated weights and normatives should be re- 

adjusted accordingly.    One can imagine the typo of highly qualified 

1/     Marglin, S.A.,  Dasgupta, P., Son, A.K., Guidelines for Projoct 
Evaluation, IFIDO,   1972;    A Guide to ^heläflDO Ouiflelinest    Social 
Benefit-Cost Analysis in Developing Countries by John Ft. Hanson, 
19f£5}    Little, Í.M.D. and Mirrloos, J.A., Manual of Industrial 
Project Analysis in Developing Countries, Vol. II,  OECD, Paris, 
I969, ana a more reconT^o^k ^1974)~hy the two authors on the 
same subject;    Economic Analysis of Projects,  IBRD Staff Working 
Paper Ho. 194» #ebruary 1975»  *¿tc. 
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personnel,  abundant information,  computers and tin.o this exercise 

requires,  not  to mention possible errore and thoir implications as 

well as the rcom it provi de a fer misuse of the approach and the 

consequences thorccf. 

Even if ideal conditi ^ns are assumer1 in a highly developed couitry 

in terms of skill,  i fonati on,   computers,   etc.,  it i8 hardly possible 

to apply this approach ooneistontly when evaluating investment projects.. 

The boat proof of this is that it has never boon applied in practice 

on a large scale in any developed country.    If thit; holds true for the 

developed countries,  it should bo   nuch more valid for the developing 

countries to which group the Arab countries belong.    Such a high dogreo 

of aggregation of the criterion for assessing investment projects in 

Arab countries is unreali.stio at present and ir the foreseeable futuro. 

This convinced tho authors of the Manual to recommend a set of criteria 

(basic, additional and supplementary) for assessing the contribution 

of an investment project t-   the achiovoment   jf the different national 

development objectives.    This approach is theoretically well-founded 

and practically easy to apply under the prevailing conditions in the 

Arab countries. 

The incorporati en of distributional and ot/.or aspects in the 

project evaluation methodol:gy by assigning to then numerical weights 

is ofton justified by the weakness cr unwillingness of the governments 

of developing countri.es to achieve cortain distribution or other 

objectives by other ways and means.    It is,   however,  difficult tc 

understand how a government,  which is weak or unwilling to implement 

its own distributional or other objectives through nere diroot and 

efficient ways such as prico,   tax,  monetary and other policies,  will 

b« strong enough and vdlling enough to achieve the same objectives 

by an indirect,  complicated ar.d less efficient way,  such as the 

methodology for project evaluation. 

It is very true that deplorable injustice exists in this worldf 

the question,  hewovov, is whether project evaluation methodology is an 

efficient tool for solving income distribution and redistribution 
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problems.    The authors of thin Manual feel that vroll-kncvm politi cal, 

economic,  administrativo,   financial and other instruments provide 

better opportunities to thi-3 end,    Project evaluation methodology and 

parti culai!, y national b^nefit-ccst analysis rre comp.-icc.ted enough 

without aesignint; to the:?, ouch additional function.    If national 

benefit-cost methodology is t-, be widely applied in real life in 

developing countries,  it should be Cvüeiderably simplified and not 

further cumuli cat ed by incorporating into it ir-iportant additional 

funeti i ns. 

Anothor justifient!  n in favour of a single aggregato criteri en 

(which implicitly means u3inB- numerical weichte)  is that the single 

critorion character!otic of r, project facilitates the selection or 

rejection of an investment project for the decision-maker and reduces 

the Bocpe for subjective or arbitrai^ decisions.    It appears BO on the 

surface,  but actually it does not prevent arbitrariness.    The wide uoe 

of numerier! weights automatically opens the  d->or for subjective 

Judfonenta on a large scale at the level of project cvaluators and 

people and interests associated with tho>7i uh<~ eve:, though acting with 

the best of their knowledge and intenti ens nay cumit groat  orrors 

becauBc they havo lest? information on overall economic and l.on-economio 

considerations than at the   level cf decision-mrJcors.    Ilio attempt to 

assign weightc - as precise as the figures are - is an ambitious and 

responsibl. exercise,  which o^pressos political valu    judgements in 

numerical terms and should be earned out by highly competent and very 

v:ell informed people.    Evoi: the ir.ost coi.ipetent top policy makers, as 

a rule,  in actual practice rofrain fr n being to; explicit in formula- 

ting national objectives and particularly in assigning numerical weights 

tc these objectives. 

Tho characteristic of an investment project bv a single aggregate 

criterion and its presentation in this way t    tho dccisicn-meJcor may 

be u«ed willingly or unwillingly for hiding the conflicts botween 

different aspects of tho project expressed by conflicting indicators. 

The oomplsx, multi-dime sional and often controversial character of a 
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project ìB very muoh oversimplified (and probably distroted) when 

expressed by a «ingle aggregate  criterion,    So on the surface it 

appears easy for the decision-maker to take the decision, but actually 

he cannot see what is behind the  single criterion, he may easily 

neglect the hidden conflicts between different aspects and take a 

wrong decision. 

The approach of this Manual in recommending a set of criteria 

may not be as elegant from a strictly formal point of view,  but it 

is more realistic.    It hr.s at least two practical advantage s t     First, 

the set of criteria approach presents e.e explicitly as possible the 

link between the parameters of the national plan which express the 

•peoifio national  objectives and the parameters  of a project  expressed 

by the basic,  additional cr supplementary indices, without claiming to 

expose all  these linkages in quantitative terms.    In many cases it 

does not go beyond stating that  there is p. causal relationship simply 

because it is impossible to quantify it.    In the alternative approaoh 

all these linkages are hidden behind a single figure.    Second,   the 

•et of criteria approach puts on the desk of the decision-maker the 

picture of the project - complex,   multi-dimensional and controversial 

as it is.    It provides him with warnings,  pro's and con's for one 

decision or another and gives him the final word based on the 

information available in the feasibility study and on many other 

actual eoorjmic  or non-economic facts and considerati ns on both the 

mi oro and macro level as well as  expectations for future developments. 

The decision-maker, when faced with the real complexity of the facts 

and being better informod than the project évaluât tr should be in a 

better position to take.the right decision. 

Therefore,   the approach of this Manual differB from some other 

approaches - not in not taking into account the  different aspects of 

an investment project, but in doing it explicitly by a set of indioe». 

Trying to be realistic and operational,  the Manual does not assign 

numerical weights to the indioes for incorporation into a single 

aggregate criterion.    Assigning numerical weights is not the only 
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way and under the present circumstances we believe rut the best way 

fcr considering the numerous national development objectives and 

translating them r.t the project level.    Weighting at the projeot 

•valuator1^ level cannot  ou a aubsitute fcr the comi r eh en si ve 

quantitative and qualitative anr.lysia at the decision-making level. 

It is clear from the abvc that the development < bjectives and 

the dimensions of welfare arc BO widespread that they revolt against 

the application cf single universal yardsticks for final overall 

socio-econorni o assessment   :f the national profitability of an invest- 

ment project.    The assessment >:f the national profitability in praQtice 

is to a very great extent subjective    It is based "n general and 

sped fio implications,   on moasuratl e and immeasurable,  direct and 

indirect effects,  on economic and non-economic censi derati ens rather 

than on any strict mathematical formulae.    More and more often the 

term "sooio-economie efficiency" is being used instead of "economic- 

efficiency".    The reality in that in inattera of   ,atKnal profitability, 

evaluatore and decision-makers are faced with innumerable difficulties 

and these cannot be resolved in the  same manner (by one single criterion) 

as in the case of commercial profitability, 

The Arab countries which this Manual seeks t    servo,  are quite 

different in respect  of resource endowment,   stage of development and 

the respective roles  of public and private sectors in economic activi- 

ties.    The variety of features and circumstances of ine potential users 

cf the Manual hae conditioned its design.    It cannot be a Manual's 

approach tc determine national objectives,  but it provi des criteria to 

determine whether a project meets specific nativ>nal  objectives.    These 

objectives will vary considerably among different Arab countries as 

do the econcmic and social conditions which determine such objectives 

and their ranking 

The user of the Manual, therefore, will have to obtain the policy 

objectives from national authorities,  for instance»    increase in 

production and productivity;    increase of employment opportunities} 

constitution cf a mere equal society;     reduction of external 
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vulnerability through imi roving the balance of payments position of 

the country and increasing the international competitiveness of 

exported goods;    upgrading the  skill of the national manpower 

developmem. of an appropriate economic a d social infrastructure for 

further industri ali zati or,  etc..    He can then assemble,  with the 

guidanoe of the "anual,   a set of criteria to fit these objectives. 

It will be up to «valuators and especially to planners to 

determine the set of indices to be applied for evaluation of invest- 

ment projects and subject to their Importance to decide which are 

basio, additional and supplementary 

3.2   Value added as a proxy of national welfare 

A fundamental strategic objective of national development polioy 

of any country is to raise the present  3tardard of living of its 

population and to allocata inveutment to achieve a higher growth rate 

of the economy to increase the future consumption 

It is well known that the national income is the only source for 

inoreasing both conoumption ani savings.    The national income is a 

basic quantitative measure of the level and rate of increase in 

national welfare.    The level of national income is regarded as a 

proxy of national welfare,  reflecting both the resource endowment of 

a country and "she degree tc which baric needs and ambitions of the 

people are satisfied. 

Thua,  a fundamental ultimate din of an investment project under- 

taken by the society is to contribute as much as possible to the 

national income.     The translation of national income at project 

(factory)  level is Net Value Added,    The problem,  therefore,  boils 

down to the assessment  of the value added expected to be generated by 

an investment project on the baais of tho real social value of input« 

and outputs. 

Vet value added consists of two major oomponents - salaries and 

wages and an exoess which may be called social surplus.    The question 

arises why not confine the analysis to the social surplus and abandon 
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1h« other component of the value added?    The Manual provides the 

following answer to this question:    Prom the point of viow of a 

project or existing production unit (putiic or private) the salaries 

and wages are inputs, but from the viewpoint of tho jociety they are 

part of the national income.    More salaries and wages means higher 

employment, higher income per person employed or both.    Larger wags 

bills (balanced with appropriate commodities) mean higher purchasing 

power of the population,  or in other words higher national welfare. 

The wages are a component of the national income,  already directed 

through the channels of the national distribution process in the form 

of personal cash income of the population.    The society cannot be 

indifferent with regard to the level of this income of the individuals. 

The higher this income,  the bettor.    The higher wage bill is ons of 

the major pre-requisites for higher present consumption. 

The social surplus is that portion of the value added which has 

been directed through other channels of the same national distribution 

meohanismt    taxes - to the treasury;    net profit (dividends) - to 

shareholders;    interest on borrowed capital - to the financial 

institutions;    rent, allocations for the expansion,  reserve and social 

welfare funds of the firms,  etc.    Through the complex network of the 

distribution and redistribution process part of the social surplus is 

being used for present private and public consumption - part of the 

taxes through the national budget,  the social welfar   funds of the 

firma, part of the reserve funds,  as well as a small part of the net 

profits.    The larger porti o    of the social surplus is being usually 

saved and invested - part of the taxes, the larger part of the dividend», 

of interest,  of rents, the expansion funds of the firms,    Therefore, 

a larger social surplus is a major pre-condition for higher privai« 

present consumption, normal functioning of the ontire state machinery, 

on the one hand, and on the other, a basic scure« of savings for 

aoo«l«rated sodo-economi o development of the oountry.    This in turn 

is a pre-requisite for higher future consumption. 
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It follows from the above that net value added is an easily 

understandable,  comprehensive operational criterion for measuring 

the contribution of an investment project to the national inco.ie 

and therefore to the present consumption as well as to the saving 

potential of the nation for the sake  of increasing future consumption. 

By adopting this concept the Manual takes into account the 

structure of the value added - the magnitudes of the two components, 

salaries and wages on the one hand,  and social surplus on the other. 

Talcing one of the components and neglecting the ether provides only 

partial one-side1 picture of the overall contribution of a project to 

national welfare.    The Manual, however,  provides equal treatment to 

wages and social surplus.    Both components of value added enjoy the 

same weight, both are equally important to the nation-    This conoept 

is developed in more specific terms in the national profitability 

section of the Manual.    Vie believe,  however,  that from the point of 

view of project evaluation it is advisable and realistic to stop here 

and not to attempt to trace the further flows of the produced value 

added throughout the channels of the national distribution/redistribu- 

tion system,  not to embark in an analysis of the pattern of distribution/ 

redistribution, and not to assign numerical weights on components or 

subcomponents» 

This approach is reoommended on both theoretical and practical 

grounds.    On theoretical grounds,  assigning weights to subcomponents 

of the value added - wages,   dividends,  taxes, interest, undistributed 

net profits,  etc.,  and their distribution to social groups or regions 

and then incorporating the weighted values in the value added by 

revising its magnitude,  is not advinabla because the laws which govern 

tho national distribution/redistribution process are exogenous factors, 

Independent of the project.    Introducing these factors would definitely 

distort the true picturo of the project in which we are interested.    On 

practioal grounds, it is not recommende1 simply because it is impossible 

to oarry out such difficult and demanding analysis for the purposes of 

project evaluation.    And even if one cycle of this exercise is carried 

« 
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out,  It should be repeated and new judgements passed as soon as the 

socio-ooonomlo conditions change,  whioh happens vory often.    No 

developing country we know could afford itself this luxury in the 

evaluation of investment projects. 

What really matters for an investment project is to generate more 

valus added comprising wages and social surplus,    The link between the 

soundness of the project and the di etributi on/redistribution process 

is only in the sense that the higher the value added,  the higher the 

social surplus after paying higher sel .trios and wages.    The higher the 

social surplus,   the higher the dividends to shareholders and taxss to 

the treasury after paying interost on borrowed capital,  rent,   royalties, 

if any,  making allocation for expansion funds of the firm,  reserve funds, 

social welfare fi-nds,  etc.    As stated above,   the value addod is a 

criterion for assessing the soundness of a project.    How this valus 

added is being further distributed and redistributed in line with 

numerous political,  economic,  financial,  legal,  administrative regula- 

tions,  is a different inattor and an investment project should be 

neither penalized nor givon credit  for that.     The complex socio- 

sconomic problem of distribution and redistribution of the value added 

should not be mixed with the ¡net h odo logy for evaluating ths soundness 

of an investment project. 

The value added of an investment project has special charac- 

teristics that have to be taken into account: 

- In the case of the evaluation of an investment project, 

both outputs and inputs arc anticipated or expected.    This 

implies that they can be estimated only with certain 

approximation,  and special care should be taken first 

of ths most important outputs and inputs of a projeotj 

- The thorny problem to include cr exclude unfinished or 

not yst told products into output value when one considers 

• fivsn time period (one year) fortunately disappears when 

one calculates the value added for the whole economic lifs 

of the project; 
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- Value added can be measured either in torma of gross 

or net value added. Net value added is equal to gross 

value added minus investment. In the case of project 

evaluation, investment outlays ^re material inputs and 

therefore, when considering the whole life of a project, 

value added should by definition be net of investment, 

!•••• net value. addPd. When a project i a evaluated on 

the basis of a normal year, net value added is derived 

from the gross value added by subtracting the amount of 

depreciation for the same year 

- Value added can be estimated at marmot prices (including 

taxes and excluding subsidies) or at factor cost (excluding 

taxes and including subsidies), But the value added of 

an investment project for evaluation purposes ought to 

be estimated on the basis of including both taxes and 

subsidios  The inclusion of taxes into the value added 

produced by a project is clearly based on the argument 

that there exists the "willingness to pay" at actual 

market prices which include direct and indirect taxes. 

On the other ha. d, the argument for the inclusion of 

subsidies is based on the assumption that subsidies 

reflect the social preferences ("merit wants") for given 

pro<*ucts or services. 

Value added as a criterion reveals both merits and demerits. 

Ih« most important merits consist in its relatively simple estimation, 

linkage with the national accounting system as well as the predominant 

us« of market pricec throughout the analysis  A project's net value 

added, i.e. its contribution to national income, becomes the yardstick 

of its relative benefit to the economy. Such a concept fits easily 

into common planning practice where national and sectoral targets are 

also expressed in terms of increments t > national income. Cohesion 

between planners and policy makers on the one hand, and the ultimate 

investors and micro-decision-makers on the other is improved. De- 

centralisation of economio decisions is facilitated as the value added 

J 
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becomes an easily comprehensible performanea criterion and a bali« 

for a motivational  system      An incentive system i3 based in this oase 

on tho "behaviour"  of the value added,  instead of profit.    Since the 

basio éléments of national accounting are In the rea.m of rather 

elementary economics,  the ¿valuation process will be easily under- 

standable to a fairly wide r?,nge of professionals with different 

educational backgrounds. 

The most essential limitation of value added as a proxy for 

national welfare is that It doea not reflect adequately the v/hol« 

range of policy objectives pursued by a government•    This limitation 

applies to all  operational criteria for project evaluation proposed. 

thus far.    For this reason,  as stated above,  the value added criterion 

should bo supplemented by a aet of additional indices and censideration*. 

3•3    Watjonal net value added 

It was stated above that the net value added is a proxy for 

national welfare.    In principle this is a correct statement, but not 

preciso enough.,    It may happen and it does happen in practice that an 

investment project located in a developing country (say,  in an 

industrial free tono)  generates a very impressive net value added, 

but the largest portion of this is being automatically transferred 

abroad,    i substantial portion of the wage bill is repatriated abroad 

by the expatriate labourers,   and only a minor porti en is being spent 

in the host country.    Only a limitad number of local,  predominantly 

unskilled and semi-skilled labour is employed with the project.    The 

bulk of the investment if finenced from foreig   borrowing and equity 

from foreign shareholders and consequently a very largo portion of 

the social imifcH» 1 e automatically transferred abroad a.3 interest to 

foreign banking institutions and dividends to expatriate shareholders. 

Tas projeot has been awarded special tax privileges by the host 

forernswnt and therefore r.iakas only a minor contribution to the 

treasury of this country.    The question arises whether this project 

is as food from a national viewpoint as it looksfrom the net value 

added generated;    is the net value added in this oase an appropriate 
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measure of the real contribution of the project to the national 

welfare?    The Manual answers "No" to this question.    The net value 

added is a measure of 1. project's contribution tc the national income 

only up tc the extent that it is distributed and consumed in a country 

and for the benefit of this country.    The portion of the value added 

which is repatriated abroad as wages,  interost,  dividends,  royalties, 

rents,  etc.,  does not add to the national income,  does not contribute 

to the national welfare of a country and therefore should be excluded 

from the net value added when evaluating the soundness of a project 

from the point of view of society.    In other words,   only the net 

national value added is a proxy for national welfare.    This is a 

fundamental concept adopted by the Manual and appropriately developed 

in the operational part, 

3.4    Two steps in evaluation - Screening and ranking; 
Certainty and uncertainty 

Given the range of ob octives and resource scarcities throughout 

the Arab world, the Manual recommends a two-step procedure for using 

the value added criterion for project evaluation.    First,  absoluto 

efficiency test for screening purposes,  which is a basic measure of 

efficiency.    As a matter of principle,  it should be applied as a first 

step under all circumstances.    Second,  relative efficiency test for 

ranking purposes if and when several projects pass tho absolute 

efficiency test.    The second step is designed tc determine a project's 

national worth under three different conditions:     shortage of capital, 

of foreign exchange and of skilled labour.    In those instances the 

value added of a project is measured against the efficiont use of the 

soarce production factor.    Evaluâtors may decido to limit national 

profitability analysis to the absolute efficiency test.    They may add 

a relative efficiency test if conditions warrant it and the data bas« 

is suffioient. 

The two-step approach advocated by the Manual is also expressed 

in the two recommended stagos of project analysis,  i.e. under 

deterministic and under indeterministic conditions.    The Manual does 

not oonsider project evaluation under certainty and under uncertainty 
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as two alternatives.    Tre,?/ arc   ';v,c  indispensable,   interrelated stages 

of projoct évaluât: on, 

In ti o course of -"„h? firs'. <"ta~o the complex realiiy ol  the project 

and iti ei.vironment arc overs:! mpl. fi o i by assuming ojrtain magnitudes 

of the variables.    The expected values of  &? variables are the most 

probable ones  ¿;> occur      Or the basis > f relative certainty the evalua- 

tors carry out the nnalyni s and susnit re commendati ens te the decision- 

makers.    Kowever,   Bitch ov;\iviM.on 1 gncrca the facb that there may exist 

other values for the variabler which  are alc>   "ikely t-> occur.    In 

addition,   there nre c,3os in widen it ir difficult to pinpoint the 

most probable values f^r RCT.C !te,y VPvie bles 

During the Eoccnd ctr^c the usKumptionj ere relaxed - key variebles 

and possible range '-£ "eu-iatien whici: ray have v  Ria cable impact on a 

project are identified;     fi.r aach vrviable cii/fercrit probable values 

with significant chancre <r    ociranc.   ar" osti^at.^;    end finally, 

probabilities of 03<.ur'.nc3 rrc v i igned te .--ir.-JA va.luo,    Therefore, 

deviations upwardi and dJv.n-.-artís Ir ¡i tho .adopied values under conditions 

of certainty are nei only su.i.ci an jwrdilf,  but they are expressed 

in numerical term?, and incjiporaiid in tro oom >utaticn      Such ar analysis 

may serve a? a baois for modify-" n£  che i ooon'iv-jndaii. r.s to be submittad 

to the investment deci túnn-Ml^rr-,     or at lia^t  ; f the sterministic 

assumptions do not materializo,   the deci Jion-wK^rc,  being aware of 

this p ssi bility well in ".avance,   ¿ili be prop ire-A •• > crpo with the 

new eoonomic reality,  instead c.-f be:.n¿- taken by surprise, 

3« 5    Di rcct and^lndir^ctL_e*f cet e 

Even with the applicatici of a ba^ic c:-it<3rion rlus a few addi- 

tional indices in the evaluation prices»,  a project's overall impact 

on a society may not be aseioacod t :• -an extent ;.hich is entirely 

satisfactory.    A project iray have indirect eff3cts which are covered 

neither by ths basic cri¿erion nor by the additional indices. 

Indirect effects arc additional benefits and oosts caused by 

an investment project under oonsiderati on,   occuring in other techno- 

logically and economically related projtscts.    Should the project under 
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have occurred.    Such effects of r. preiset may be substantial enough t<< 

warrant attention on behalf of evaluates and deci si ~n-makers alike. 

The Manual does not attempt t> provide ar. exhaustive list of con- 

ceivable indirect effccts¡   out evaluators are urgod to givo proper 

qualitative considerati'":   1 .  3ucl effects aa  envi r<x,..¡antal implications, 

the impact of a projoct  on health and skills  of future employees, 

infrastructure implications, basic values  such a~ the quality of 

life,  the dignity of the individual,   social   justice and equality,   on 

any essential changes in the life, net only of the. basic rural and 

urban oommunity but also of the individual,   if possible.    In this case, 

indirect effects should bo 4roated verbally as r, third blocl: after 

the basic criterion and the additional indicas. 

In certain cases the indirect effects of a project might be traced 

and even measured.    The "industrial compie:;:"   technique Ì3 suggested in 

tho Manual to evaluate indirect affects which are so important that 

they should not be severed from the project  itself. 

3.6    Market versus shadew pricos 

Shadow prices arc considered in theory to reflect more appropriately 

the resource scarcities that prevail in an econ<>uç/.    It has been said 

elsewhere that project evaluation, if carried out    n the basis of such 

prices,   should reveal more accurately the social costs and benefits tc 

a nation than the frequently dint rted market prices.    Prominent 

evaluation books such as those published by ÜECD and UÎÏIDO as well as 

•one World Bank staff working papers strongly advocate shadow prices. 

The authors of this Manual believe that the application of shadow 

priées for projeot evaluation in developing oountrles,  at least at this 

stage, is impossible both on conceptual   ,nd on practical grounds.    It 

is impossible on conceptual grounds because one cannot describe appro- 

priately the existing socio-economic complex of a country;    our knowledge 

concerning the interrelated socio-economic factors is very limited. 

It is Impossible on practical grounds since one oonnot simulate properly 

the complicated Interaction of the different interrelatod soclo-aeonomlc 

factors. 
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One may imagine for a moment that Appropriate shadow price* have 

been Bet up and thoy reflect the fundamental objectives of a country 

and the economic environment with all its constraints.    But what will 

happen if the objectives and the constraints change,   as they often do 

in practice?    The whole set of shadow prices should be accordingly 

readjusted.    In addition to this, the prices,  including shadow prices, 

are closely interrelated.    The changes of the factors which determine 

one shadow price will affect other shadow prices as a chain reaction 

and, therefore,   thoy should be readjusted accordingly.    It is unrealistic 

to expeot that this continuous readjustment of the whole complex of 

shadow prices for the purposes of project evaluation could be carried 

out in a satisfactory manner in a developing country in the foreseeable 

future.    To advocate the sotting up of two parallel price systems in 

a country (bo it developed or developing) - one for project evaluation 

purposes only along with the actual market pricoe - is also unrealistic. 

The decision-makers usually press the project planners to formulate and 

submit the projects for decision as quickly as possibla and no one 

even thinks of such extremely difficult, time-consuming setting of 

shadow prices and their endless review and readjustment. 

For the sake of simplicity and added appeal to practitioners, 

this Manual is largely based on actual prices (with some adjustments, 

if indispensable) and tharefore avoids shadow or accounting prices on 

inputs and outputs.    As a result the Manual advocates a compromise 

between the ideal shadow prices (which do not exist in reality) and 

aotual market prices.    This makes it operational,  easily understandable 

and closer to economic reality.    Every project ovaluator can oheck 

the prioes which have been used and,  if absolutely necessary, add 

further price corrections. 

Date, problems associated with the   calculation of shadow prioes 

are thus kept to a minimum and so are the disappointments generated 

by the unsuccessful attempts for application of shadow prices in 

project «valuation»    Practical experience has confirmed that when 

the gap between shadow and actual prices becomes toe wide,  the interest 
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of an investing agency in project -¿valuation may be jeopardized: 

price» lose touch with reality and turn into something su«pected of 

being imaginary and leas relevant in practice. 

There is no guarantee and • e    ne he.3 proved thus far that the 

distortions introduced by inappropriate application   >f •' arti fi ci ally" 

constructed shadow prices f'<r inputs and outputs arc less than dis- 

tortions arising somotines frcm market prices,  in addition to the 

great conceptual and computational difficulties related to derivation 

and application of shadov* prices.    This inappropriate application of 

shadow prices may result from unfounded subjective judgements,   lack 

of experience,  lack of information,   Lie's, of computation facilities, 

time pressure,  etc.    Unfortunctely,  this characterizes very often 

the project development process in noot of the developing countries 

which this Manual is t<   serve. 

Market prices,   with all their deficiencies,   at least reflect an 

economic reality,  economic environment in which tho project is going 

to operate.     The market price may bo distorted upwards or downwards, 

but usually behind auch deviations there are many socio-economic 

reasons,  social forces with their particular interests,   reflection« 

of the socio-economic policy :f the government using the price as a 

tool for income redistribution (luxury goods),  for discouraging or 

promoting the consumption of certain gcods (tobacco,   spirits versus 

bread,  sugar), etc.    all these considerati ens are reelected in the 

actual market prices usually in a more objective manner than in tho 

shadow prices. 

Tho application of actual market prices may help,  at least to a 

certain degree, to limit the r.oa for manipulation of prices and misuse 

of the price mechanism for project evaluation purposes in order to 

prove "economically efficient" any project one wants to be selected, 

irrespective of whether it is actually efficient.    There is also a 

tsndenoy in actual practice to override negative appraisal resulti 

lesa reluctantly if based on market prices as compared to shadow 

prioes because it is easier for the decision-malcer to imagine the 
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consequences,  i.e.  a net less of natical income.    It may be for these 

reasons that the direct lini; between fin increase in value added at 

project level and the increase of national income has always been of 

great appeal to national planners. 

3.7   rational parameters 

National parameters arc variables sot up outside an investment 

project.    Thoy aro given by a national agency and should reflect the 

optimal allocation of resources from the point '. f view of society, 

national parameters used for the purposes of project evaluation are a 

numerical expression of limits cf acceptability from the point of view 

of the society (minimum acceptable  social rate of return),  or quanti- 

tative measure of the value the society assigns t J certain major factors, 

having direct bearing on project  evaluation and selection (social rate 

of discount,   shadow rate of foreign exchange).    The national parameters 

»re yardsticks passed on by central planning authorities te the evalua- 

torr. and micro-investment decision-makers which set targets that have 

to be achieved or surpassed trithin the framework of actual prices 

prevailing on the market. 

National parameters are in general independent from all decisions 

taken with respect to individual projects      Thoy net only express 

national objectives and top level value judgements but are also 

concerned with systematic information on facts that are relevant to 

the examination of all investment projects.    This  systematic informa- 

tion is usually n* t available to the individual project evaluators. 

The national parameterr, should,  in principle, bo uniform for all 

sectors,  regions and projects,    Only under very specific ciroumstanoes 

might they be diversified. 

The theory on project evaluation suggests a number of ideas 

concerning the list  of national parameters to be used in national 

benefit-cost analysis as well as the derivation of these parameters. 

The authors of the Guidelines for Project Evaluation published by 

UNIDO,  for instance,  are of the opinion that a comprehensive set of 

national parameters should be used:    social rate  of discount,  social 



valuó of investment, shade« wage,   shadow rate of foreign exchange and 

have proposed a methodology for their derivati v.u. 

Throughout the cempr eh orisi vo anal/Bis ,f the prevailing conditions 

in the Arab countries (an-1 othor "iveloping countries as well)  whioh 

this Manual is designed to serva,   tho authors came to the conclusion 

that a mora operational approach i a needed with regard V  the national 

parameters.    Tho pre-roquisites f r dérivation and application in the 

developing countries of the ab ;ve list of national parameters suggested 

by the authors of tho 0uijleliii3_3 are not available at present and are 

not oxpected to bo available in the foreseeable future.    On those 

grounds the Manual advocates the utilization of c.rly two national 

parameters which arc considered to be of crucial importance:     social 

rate of disccunt and ad^sWl^a^-o£^o£oi^i^x£hange.    The llnaaal 

also recommends operational methods f^r their derivation 

The term "adjusted"  rate of foreign exchange is used on purpose 

to distinguish it from tho tcn.i ''shadow» rete of f^roi^n exchange 

and to make e:cpUcit the emphasis on tiro operational,   practical approach 

suggested for the derivati en ->f the adjusted rate of foreign exchange 

unlike the sophisticated techniques suggested for derivation of the 

shadow rate of foreign exchange. 

If in certain cases the evaluatcr believes that in a developing 

country pre-requisites are available for more .oational parameters, 

and more sophisticated methods f c v thoir derivation may be applied, 

he is free to set up such parameters in co-ordination with tho 

appropriate national agency and in line with the fundamental oonoepts 

of this Manual. 

3.8   Integrated approach in projoot analysis 

The value added concept permits tho use of one set of data in 

both commercial and national profitability analysis.    Physical 

quantities of inputs and outputs are - externalities apart - identical 

in both types of analysis.    TV   such quantities market prices are 

applied in commercial analysis.    Basically, the same sot of values, 

oomprising some indispensable price adjustments, is then used in 
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national project ovaluatton with the national accounts  serving as a 

reference system     Thue,  c.mmorcial profitability analysis serves as 

a stopping atono towards social  evaluation.    This provides fer a 

ooherent and more easily understandable appraisal pr.cose and reduces 

data problems. 

A combination of both cc:.i.:ercial and national profitability 

analysis is indeed part of the Manual's approach t: project  evaluation. 

This follows the wcll-catr.jlir.hed practice thpt whr.t ciunts as a 

profit   rjr loss to a part "f tho  economy,  eg.  an enterprise,   is not 

neoessnrily identical with r. profit or loes to the economy ao a whole. 

Commsrcial profitability analysis deals with the former,   national 

profitability analysis with the latter. 

The  commercial profitability is determined by the net profit 

generated by an investment project.    Items such as wages and salaries, 

interest,   ront,  taxes are part of tho costs of the entrepreneur.    The 

commercial benefit emprises    nly net profit. 

A project' 3 value added over it3 lifetime may be  substantial in 

torms of the sum of wages and salaries,   ront,  interest,   taxes and 

net profit.    A project may be very sound from a national point of 

view in terms of value added,   yet the profit element in this tutal 

which determines the net benefit to tho investor may be insignifioant 

even up to the point where bo would need a subsidy. 

The integrated application of both types of analysis permits 

comparison of individual and national interests and,   if industrial 

activity is predominantly in the public sector, it helps tu form 

judgements on the parameters,   e.g.  prices, which determine both and 

may cause them to differ. 

3.9    A broader underetan !lng of project evaluation 

The process of evaluation of an investment project from national 

point of view advocated by this rianual should bo understood as a 

continuous and broad exercise. 
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Projoct avalúa ti on isa continuous exercise because the evaluation 

does not take place at the end,  when tho formulation of a project has 

been completed.    Project evaluation is often considered (implicitly 

or explicitly) an activity which t.-?.!'.es place at a given point in time 

and as a fairly mechanical procedure.    In practice,   it starts in 

rough torma with the identification of a project and gees on throughout 

all stages of the formulation.     In the early staccar   even the basic 

information on physical inputs and outputs is very rough.    Because of 

the lind tod information and the tasks of evaluation in the early stages, 

this assessment is usually of a fragmentary naturo,  covering only 

certain aspects of a project.     The final overall socio-economic 

evaluation ìB far moro comprehensivo.    This Hanual is designed mainly 

for overall evaluation,  but it provides also an operational methodology 

of appraisal for the early stages of formulati>n - the simple annual 

formula« 

Rational project evaluation i e i very brood exercise because it 

comprises not only the application of a certain set  of basic,  additional 

and supplementary indices but  r,lso numerous cor nultatiens,   discussions, 

clearances,  co-ordination arm ng different government institutions in 

charge of socio-economic planning,  financing, balance of payments, 

manpower training, technological development,  territorial location, 

prevention of pollution,  medical and fire regulations,   etc-     These 

discussions arc held at different levels (macro raid  .dcro)  throughout 

the identification and preparation of a project, by moans of both 

quantitative and qualitative,   economic and non-eccnor,ic analysis. 

It might be an oversimplification to believe that in practice the 

national evaluation of a project is a pr cedure carried out only 

through a set of indices for final overall appraisal no matter how 

comprehensive they are,  and to underestimate the importance of other 

ways,  moans and procedures of social evaluation. 

3.10    The need for simplicity and practicability 

As stated above, the Manual endeavours to be as practical as 

possible.    It keeps in view the working conditions which potential 
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évaluât ors are likely to fn,ce.    Academically oriented people may find 

It too simple and too operati trial.    It is not rooted in a given 

theoretical concept such as neoclassical ec> nonic theory.    Nor will 

the indiced of national profitability often produce ^lear-cut yes cr 

no answers.    The Manuel attempts to guide the cvaluator to assessing 

the financial and social implications of n. project end lie will have 

to adjust any bench-marks t- the decision-making situation,  which 

varies widely from country t;   country.    It is hoped that this approach 

will  encourage its applic?„tion by a widor rango of professional* with 

different backgrounds working under varying conditions.    It is of 

unquestionable norit to define in rigorous terms a project's contri 

button tc the welfare cf tho people.    3ut it may be at least as 

important t-j lay down a fevj operational conditions which a project 

must meet if it is to proviso a 3tnall but noticeable imprcvoment in 

prevailing conditions. 

In short,  the Manual attempts to be deliberately oclcctic in 

its exposition and,  therefore,  permits an eclectic U3e of its contents 

by project evaluators from tho twenty Arab countries for whioh it is 

designed.    The ucer of the Manual is offered also a fairly wide range 

of ohojee in the degree of sophistication cf the analytical tols he 

would wish te uso.    A range of techniques is offered for both commercial 

and national evaluation amongst which the user may select whichever 

is appropriate in the light cf da'"a,   time and resou: je availability, 

both financial and human. 

For these and similar considerati ens the Manual has adopted neither 

the ïïarglin, 3en, Dasgupta Guidelines (published by UNIDO)  nor the 

Little and Mirrlees approach to social cost-bonefit analysas published 

by OBCD.    In the Guidelines,  tha criterion of national profitability 

is "net aggregato consumption".    In tliie approach,  all the main 

aspects of evaluating the project,  i.e. the foreign exchange, 

employment and redistribution offects are evaluated through the 

reflection of their impact' on tho level  -f consumption.    Shadow prices 

are the basis for pricing inputs and outputs.    In the CECD approach, 

Ï 

i 
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ih« numeraire is national savings in tan• of foreign exchange,  with 

foreign exchange  shortage doni.nr.ting the det ormi nation of shadow price« 

for moat inputs and outputs. 

In bcth cases the aù-pti ...i or  one ^1 ubai a^gre^ate indicator 

renders these methods both rigid and complicated.    In addition,   the 

a priori inclusion cf foreign exchange constraints may give them a 

bias towards conditions which may bo typical for neat developing 

countries but not necessarily for all Arab countries. 

Any project  evpluator,  regardlcae  <f the methodology ho uses, 

must always possess an indispensable £,:¡Kunt of intuition and judgomont, 

accumulated throu^i experience.     Thi3 Manual,  li .e any other Manual, 

cannot claim to furnish a substitute for these requisite qualities. 

It is hoped,  however,   that this Manual    lay serve as a guide which 

would reduce the  scope of suujectivc  judgement in project evaluation 

to its possible minimum. 

Towards added practicability,  the  following features are incor- 

porated.    Each criterion of evaluation is prosentod successively in 

terms of (a) definition and significance,  (b) methods of calculation, 

(o)  data requirements,  and (d)  problems of application. 

A simple hypothetical illustrativo example is developed throughout 

the commercial and national profitability sections of the Manual.    It 

is hoped that such a numerical example will contri bite towards better 

and easier understanding of tho operational methodology advocated by 

the Manual. 

Three case studios (textile mill, urea plant %nd oement plant) 

are designed to exemplify the approach, elucidato procedures and/or 

caution against major pitfalls. 
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Fari I of the Manual i* designed to provi da in a vary conden««d 

manner a baaio iu»tifloatlon for why thi« methodology for project 

evaluation haa baan adoptad.   The moat essential faaturaa of thi« 

Ramai ara enumerated.   Only a vary limitad number of explicit 

reference« ara macie to other publication« on project «valuation 

«imply baoauae the author« were aware that thla i« an operational 

manual and not a comparative theoretical analyst« of the nuaarou« 

alternative technique» for project evaluation aval labia In the 

literatura on économie« and management. 

Fart I conolude« with a «at of model format« union are u«ed 

throughout the Manual.    The modal format« indicate the moat eaaential 

information naadad for project «valuation and how it «houid be 

"organized". 

Part II la the main body of the Manual and expound« the major 

ori t eri a and indio«« of commercial and national profitability in 

meeaaalon.    The expo «iti on of both i« mad« firat within the fraaewoifc 

of ocrtainty.    The last aection of Part II contain« * brief outline 

of the technique« of project «valuation under uncertainty and their 

analioati on under vari ou« conditi one. 

Part III oontain« annexée oomprielng a liât of aytabols used la 

the Manual and a present value tabla with i net rue ti on« on its utili- 

sation. 

4.     Mio Information Heeded for Project aVtlntjon 

4.1   A sat of model formata 
Project «valuation 1« a quantitative exeroiae to a larga ext eat. 

A sell« data base, therefore, la required to form a Judgement ea a 

«reject.    In collecting the«« data the «valuator nommlly has to rely 

ea information supplied by the inveator and hi« oonnultanta.    It is 

the ver/ purpose of vari ou« stagaa of project preparation to eetasliea 

the magni tudee, both phyaloal and in monetary terns, «felon aurrouad 

the oonatructioa and the operation of an inveetnent project.   Ultimately 
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the»« magni tudea are pulled together in a Tcchno-üc onori o Feasibility 

Study which if the starting point for an overall project evaluation. 

More often than not, however, it will be up t,   the evaluator to 

orfani le tiie data in a manner to suit the appraisal r.uthods which he 

intends to apply* 

The Manual recommends a sot of mi del formats tc assist the 

«valuator in this first  step.    The tables are designed in such a way 

as to serve both commercial Mid national profitability analysis,    Io 

universal  format exists for 3uch tables.    This sot of tables should 

bo viewed only as illustrativo enes.    The tables aim at indicating 

what is the minimum infirmaren essential for evaluation of a •. investment 

project under normal conditions.    This is an attempt to cover com- 

prehensively the major categories of benefits and costs.    It is up 

to th« évaluât or to modify the model formats subject to the actual 

conditions under which r  project has t    bo evaluated- 

Tho first question that is usually raised is how much the investment 

will coat.     Table 1 próvidos a broakdown if the investment outlays into 

its various elements.    Since time nlays a prominent role in project 

evaluation,  it will also be necessary to determine tho entire construc- 

tion period and the phasing of the investment during that period. 

That way the major characteristics of an investment become transparent, 

and it will then be feasible tc define tho lifetime of rnajcr investment 

elements,  i.e. to work out annual depreciation rates and the expected 

years, when additional investments for major replacements will «o 

oalled for.    By the same analysis any residual values at the end of the 

project's lifetime will bo known.    Table 2 provides a format for auch 

information.    Hext come the questions abtut tho manpower requirements 

of a project (Table }) and the magnitudes of the armual income - which 

goods a project is planned to produce, how much of each product in 

one year and what prices the investor hopes t~ attain in the local 

and export market«,  is any subsidy expected,  etc    (Table 4).    Again 

time will have to be taken inte consideration;    h^w long is the 

running-in period expected to last, what quantities can be produced 
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annually during that period,   the economic life of the project (product«), 

the utilization of the installed capacity,  etc.    Table j provides for 

a datailod breakdown of annual operating ccetp bath  during the running» 

in period and at full  capacity utilization 

Once the feasibility of c. pr joct ha* been ostablishod on the basis 

of these data,   the invest :.r will have tc secure the financing of th« 

project.    The infornati n in Trebles 6 ar.d 7 roprosent the date needed 

for the évaluât or to embark cm this task. 

Finally,   these data may be compiled into one comprehensive table 

which ocntcine all the info rinati en needed for commercial profitability 

analysis.    This is Table 0, Integrated Financial Analysis,.    Table 9t 

Integrated Value Added Analysis,  provides a si.Tiple fornai on how to 

compute the value added from the data contained in Tablee 1 throu^i 6. 

Thie table provides the items neoded for cemputatien of the net national 

value added generated by an investment project,  namely outputs,  current 

Material Inputs purchased fr'-m outside the project,  investments and 

repatriated payments.    Tables 3 and 9 ^ay be defined at an X-ray picture 

of an investment project,    ilie whele complex of diagnostic analysis, 

called project evaluation,   suggested by this Manual is  .ased on the 

information provided by these two integrated tables. 

Formats for calculation of specific indices can easily be obtained 

with the float« data base along the lines shown in the case studies. 

At first glance,  the tables may appear tc bo of a fairly 

exhaustive nature and,  in the light of data gaps typical for many 

Arab oountrles,  may discourage some «valuators from using them.    It 

may be emphasised that mainly the aggregates at the bottom yf eaeh 

table determine the econonic efficiency.    The évaluât or,  therefor«, 

does not always have to break dwi all his data in accordance with the 

acial formats,  provided the figures comprise the details outlined in 

the tables.    He should,  therefore,  consider these tables as a check- 

est to find out that no r.iajor elemente of project analysis are 

atssiag and that both the cow:   ge    f his data base and the definitions 

under lying its various elements are in accordance with sound accounting 
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practices.    Also,  depending on which indicatore the evaluator chooses 

in particular cases and whether he wishes to expand his evaluation to 

cover,   for instance,   operational safety analysis, he may not need the 

entire set of data,  not even all the ivggrogatos derived, in Tables 

1 through 7-    Practical experience will quickly yield the understanding 

necessary to cope with questions of permissible lumping and omitting. 

Along the same line of thinking it mar   be holpful to refer to the 

duration of time for which data should be collected in completing the 

model tables and particularly Table 0, Integrated Financial Analysis, 

and Table 9i Integrated Value Added AnrJyaie. 

It is well known that a project has a technical life as well as 

an eoonomic life.    The economic life of a project is tho period over 

which it will be economically justifiable to operate a plant.    The 

economic life in determined by the technical life,  the technological 

level at which a project has been designed and errected,  the rote of 

technological progress,  etc.    The economic lives of projects from 

different industrial branches differ significantly - the economic life 

of a pharmaceutical plant cannot be compared with the economic life 

of an iron and steol plant.    The economic life of a plant operating 

in a developing country will differ considerably from the eoonomic 

life of tho same plant in a developed country. 

Time \qrizon is the period in which a decision-maker is mainly 

interested.    What happens beyond this period does not concern him,  cr 

concerns him insignificantly.    The time horizon of an investment 

decision-maker depends on ¡nany factors,  among which are the economic 

life of a project,   the capacity to forecast in the future,  etc. 

It is desirable that the model tables contain the necessary data 

for the whole economic life of an investment project.    Sometimes it 

may be possible to compile this data, but very often it may be extremely 

difficult to collect reliable information throughout the economic life 

of a project.    There might be many reasons for these limitations.    We 

will draw attention to only two of them,  mainly from a practioal point 

of view.    First, to project what will happen 15-20 or 25 years from 
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now i« very difficult and risky.    The further one gceu in the future, 

the larger the margin of error-    Second,  the nominal annual value« of 

benefit« and costs occurring 20 ye?.rs from now,  di «counted at the 

preeent moment will mtvke an in«ign..ficant present vniue and could 

hardly affect the evaluation result«    For instance,  a nominal value 

of 1.00 dinar occurring 20 years from now,  discounted at 10 per cent, 

«ill have a present value -f only 0.15 dinars. 

In compliance with ti !.. above,  tho Manual recommends that the 

prcjeot analyst« be flexible,   sub ect to t'.o prevailing condition« - 

countrywisc and branchie,    As c. gonercd rule for practical purpose«, 

a tfrm horigon of J.0-12 jeara,  including the running-in period,   will 

be sufficient to define whether a project is acceptable. 

Throughout this ïlanual s. tino horizon of twenty years is used, 

which is not in conflict vith the above statement.    It has been 

purposely done to illustrato the technique of diacc-inting and,  what 

i.« even more i¡np rtant,   to convince the uaor of the Manual that the 

nominal annual values of benefits and costs occurring 15-20 years 

from new do not affect the project significantly.    What really matter« 

are the benefits and costs occurring in the ccurae of the 10-12 year«1 

period. 

A monetary unit,  ono dinar, has been used throughout thl« Manual. 

The «election of this monetary unit has been done  on)y for illustrative 

purpose«.    Tho Ilanual1 e Jinar is    iily an accounting monetary unit and 

exoept for tho name has nothing in common with the same unit of 

currency being used in some Arab or r.on-Arab countries.    On the 

same ground« one can use the dollar,  pound,  rupee,   rial,  etc 
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Table }.   Manpower Requirement ¿/ 

Category of manpower 
Number of personnel 

Unskilled Skilled Total 
Average 

annual wages 
Amount 

(000) 

1. 

2. 

¿. 

Direct opora^nft 
personnel 

1.1 Department A 

1.2 Department B 

1*3 Department C 

1.4  

Indirect operating 
personnel 

2.1 Service operators 

2.2 Maintenance opera* 
tors 

2.3 

3«    bupervjs ry personnel 

3*1    Plant superintendant 

3>2   Engineers 

i.3 

3.4 

Technical assistants 
I 
Ï ' 

Administrative personnel 

4.1    President 

-1.2 

.5 
.1.4 

»rsonnel 

Financial and salas 
manear 

Accountant and clerKft 

oerviC'iT.en 

Qranrt total 

Por the whole lifetime of the project. If the number of personnel ia 
smaller during the- runninp-in period, it should be clearly stated* An 
tncresB« of the manpower related  to «xpansion should also be indicateo. 

Ar  esiir.aMcT, nhPuH  ae nrovi'iei,   or   *!c ca^ir  cf n*st  experience  or 
"thop canai dorati on •;, concernine exp^cte-i norti or   of thei" wa~e bill   t^> 
o--» rocat"iatei !%':ror\•». 
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Taal« S. 

(«haaaaaa ilaara) 

I  *  •  H  • 
T a a r a 

0 1 2 3-loi Í" 12-1?»/  20 

1.   Imito»« (Taala 1, R«v 6) 100 100 

I 1.1   I «1*1*1 laraataaii« 100 100 

*•   Oa«»«lajf aaa« - - 40 75 70 70 70 1 2.1   Çaak «9MN« «sel««*« irtmt« 
(f»ala S, Iw 4) 

- - 40 40 40 40 40 

• 2.2   »aaraalatl«« (Thal« 2, ft* 4) - - - 10 10 10 10 

] 2.3   htmit (Taala 7, «•* 1) - - - 5 - - - 

*•   IMS (*>»!• 4) - . 70 100 100 100 120 
3.1   UM raraiata (Row 1) - - 70 100 100 100 100 
3.2    fttkfllái«! (lav }) 

3.3   Mai «Ml nlM (IM 3) 20 

4. fftl mti Timlnfr27 

a 

\ 
4.1    Taaaala arafl« (3 - 2) 

»*•»• *•*•• (29 «1 araflt) 
30 25 

5 
30 
4 

30 
4 

5« 
10 

i 4.2   M«« araflt aft«r tun aa4 UlmK 
pina iataraa« (lav 2,2.3 »kava) 
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5 

24 24 40 

4.3   ••« araflt »afar« lataraat an« 
aftar Uiaa 30 25 24 24 40 

! 

»Iva «aaraalatlaa (|av 2,2.2 aaava] 
«MM raalaaaaaa« (Taala 2, lav 4) 

- 10 10 10 10 

Tatal 30 35 34 34 50 

'•   ••* —:h fl«ve (4- 1) 100) m 30 35 34 34 M» 
•• n mu il nini! (**»it •) 100 100 . . . 

é.l   IvUty (Rav 2.1) 100 20 

a 

I 
4.2 laajM (lav 2.2) 

4.3 Cftaara (Rav 2.3) 
•0 

ì i*  rituim rllltaii IMI (1»Ua 7) . . • 27 12 12 12 

a 
7.1   liaajwaaat iaatalaoata (la« 1) • 10 . _ . 

ï 
S 

7.2   Irtamt aharga« (lav 1) . 5 _ _ — 

7.3    Hvtéaa^a (lav 2) - 12 12 12 12 

1.   Rat asa* aal«»« (5*4-7) 0 0 30 0 22 22 J* 

1.   OawUttv« »a« «aak aalaaaa «f lav • 0 0 30 

" 

114 292 Ï30 

1/ fta tau« aaatalaa figura« fra» a hjr»a«ha«l«al »rajaa« «Mah vili aa ««at «aro»«*»«« 
«a Ramai for Illustrati*« aaraaaaa.   la al «a 1-7 a** a» «aat#M4 «• Maiala ali taa 
amia aaa««aaJ7 fw *»• aaaalailan «f Taala 8.   la «ala aaaa aaly tao fi aal flaaraa 
•r« «akaa far taa aaaalatlaa «f Taala 8, vl«hav« a«aala«iaf laalaa 1-7.   lavavar, 
raftraaaaa an «aa« agalavt aaak Ita« of Taala 8, laérnaatla« valait af ta« araaaamac 
iaalaa la «a« —mr** «f «ha flmraa. 
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4.2    Som« selected dfets, problems 

4.2.1    Working capital requirements 

On« of the most frequent reasons for financial difficulti«» cf 

n«w project« in early stage3 cf operation i« insufficient provision 

for working capital     Wfcsrca*? cost  of machinery, building«, consultant 

«•rvicea,  etc-,  are uraally estimatoci with considerable diligence,  only 

cur«ory attention is often given tu capital requirement« nec««amry to 

op«rat« a plant.    The resulta are unrealistic profitability «xp«cts>- 

tions on th« ¿n« hand (because initial investment entériné* ta« oalesa- 

lati ons is too small),   and haphazard financial management on the other 

hand one« the project is opere-irig. 

Working capital constitutes the current assets (cash, ace unts 

r«c«ivabl«t inventoriée  of both input« and final products) required 

to op«rat« a project under normal circumstances     What is normal differs 

Mld«ly from country t^  courtry and from busine»3 to business.    In 

general t«rms,  thereforo,  only very rough guideline« can b« given for 

th« ««timation of working capital requirements which can help one to 

make at least a rough estimate: 

8t«p It    Divide annual  operating expenditure at full production 
(Table 4) by 365 *•.> arrive at daily operating expenditure; 

Step 2l    Estimate expected average number of days for which supplies 
hav« to bfi held in s-tore; 

Step 3i    Estimate average ter-', od of manufacture (i  e.  number of da/a 
between the day raw materials arc taken from «tore and the 
day the final product unterò the store ready for sale); 

lt«p 4>    Estimate expected average nunr.bor of days for which th« final 
products are stored until delivery; 

8t«p 3>    Estimte expected average terme cf sale (number of days 
between delivery cf goods and payment dates) and deduct 
average term« of purchase (average number of dry« between 
receipt of supplies -aid payment of invoices); 

8t«p 61    Add number of d-iys of step« 2 through 5 (i** bolinee of 
•t«p 5 is negative,   deduct from the total  of steps 2 
through 4) rvnd multiply with 1-vlly production expendi tur« 
(«t«p 1)  te ".rrivô «-t order of magnitude for net working 
eapital requirements. 
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Aimante T-ble 8 deplete the financial  f recast of a steel re- 

rolling nsill     Average daily operating expend!ture«from year 3 onward 

»re then estimated to sourit t~ 1644 dinars (60,000 dinar«    365 - 

Step 1),    Scrap ha« to be inp-rted and as arrival* of shipment! are 

difficult to scheduli; with sufficient reliability,   throe month« 

supplies Are held on average (Step 2).    The rerdling process take« 

one in/ (Step 3)»    An w&mge storage period of 30 days is expected 

before delivery to the  local construction industry (Step 4)-    Terms 

of purchase cover the  shipping period only.     Payments,   therefore, 

will have tu be effected on arrival of supplies at plant site.    Wo 

credit term« will bu offered to customers but 20 days will have tc 

be allowed for payments to be made against invoices (Step 5).    Dally 

operating expense« are  then tied down for an average of 141 day» 

(90 +1+30+20-0    -    141)  with w rking capital  requirement» 

totalling 23,180 dinars (Step 6i     1644 dinars x Ml). 

It should be emphasized again that such a procedure can only 

produce a rough indication iT working capital requirements,  which 

may be considered sufficient at the pre-inve«tment stage,    Sound 

Judgement has t<- be exercised and the figure adjusted upward or 

downward If indicated      In this process of adjustment the following 

elements have tc \>e taken into considerati cm 

- If a project's runnlng-in period is very long,   i.e.  if 

full capacity utilizati on can be reached   -nly after a 

considerable length of time,  a downward adjustment may 

be necessary; 

- If the raw material content of the final product is low, 

Step 2 should be dealt with separately by Including the 

oost of such raw material« only instead of basing Step 2 

on total daily operating expenditure; 

- If access to short- and medium-term bank oredit is relatively 

easy, part of the working capital requirements may be financed 

by mean» of such credit facilities instead of looking for 
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additional  equity or long-to rai funis.    Therefore,  net 

working capital  should be financed by 1 ng-term fund«. 

n»o net working capital oquals total working capital 

mimi» the portion financed through shert-{medidm-)  term 

credit«. 

4.2.2   Rent du*1 and salvage values 

for the purposes cf discounter! cash flew analysis,  a decisi un OB 

the lifetime of * project hr-a t'.  bo made.    Sinco a project consists -f 

mtfterous elements which may Inst for different lengths cf time,  e.g. 

lorries,  machinery,  buildings,  land,  rtc,  the concept of a project»« 

lifetime is a somewhat fiotitic-us one.    Yet all these elements together 

aro needed to producs the desired output and consequently either re- 

lnvestmerts have to be earmarked for those assets which have to be 

replaced fairly early,   cr residual values have tc  bo determined for 

such elements which are still usable after the lifttimu of other major 

imroetaents ha»    elapsed,    Such residual values may thon be considered 

income at the end of the project's terminal yeav.     Instead ~f residual 

values,  therefore,   such elements may alsc be called terminal values. 

With the kind of an lyoie carried out in Table 2,  the determina- 

tion of rosidual values is easily  carried cut-    Usually the lifetime 

of major investments,   such as the bulk of machinery,  is che sen tu 

represent the project's lifetime      Assuming that in Table 8 machinery 

accounts for 80 per cent of total Investment and that this machinery 

la expected to be depreciated aftar 19 years    f '.p orati en,  for 

analytical purposes,  the project's life spa'  may be fixed at 19 years 

including the running-in period,  but excluding the construction period. 

A «swing further that buildings account f^r another I5 per cent of 

total investment and their lifetime is estimated at roughly 30 years, 

then the difference between initial investment for buildings and the 

•an of aaaaal depreciation for year« 1 through 19 enters the calcula- 

tion as residual value in year 20.    This value is equal to the sua of 

sanasi depredation of yoars 21 through 30     Assuming finally that 

another 5 per cent of initial investment consists of working oaaital 
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and the value cf land, then that entire aum without any depreciation 

il added to the residual value in year 20.    The value of land i« 

taken at its prêtent or expected actual market price 

Too much precision is not justified since residual value I5 or 

20 years from now,  after discounting,  cannot affect considerately the 

overall soundness of an investment project.    Residual values will 

consist of more than two values if, as is usually the case, the 

investment is broken "own inte more than three major elements.    The 

same procedure may then bo applied.    But lumping together of investment 

elements with similar lifetimes is both justified and necessary,   ro- 

0 ogni sing the fact stated ab. ve that after discounting to the year 

«ero,  the present value of this particular income element will usually 

have only a marginal impact in a project's profitability. 

For those assets which are fully depreciated by the end of the 

project*s lifetime,   salvage values are sometimes taken into considera- 

tion.    Por even a piece of machinery which is completely w^ra out stay 

be sold to a sorap dealer and thus produce a modost cash income in 

the terminal year.    Again,  not toe much time should be devoted to 

suoh items in project evaluation,  because their value will usually be 

fairly insignificant relative to the entire cash flow and discounting 

will reduoe their impact to truly minute proportions. 
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II.    EVALUAT!(BT CT AK InVgTOBIT rROTBCT 

A.    Commercial Profitability 

1.     Introduction 

Commercial profitability analysis is the first step in ih« 

•oenomio appraisal of a project.    It is concerned with aaseeeinf the 

f«asililit/ of a new projsct from th« point of view of its financial 

results.    Th« project*s direct benefits and costs are,  therefore, 

oaloulated in pecuniary terms at th« prevailing ( «poete1) market 

prices.    This analysis ia applied to appraise the soundness and 

acceptability of n single project as well as to rank projects en the 

basis of their profitability.    The commercial profitability analysis 

compri seat 

- Imveetmant profitability analysis and 

- Financial analysis 

The two types of analysis mentioned above are complementary and 

not Sttbetl tut able.    Both need to b« carried out as they are concerned 

with différent aspects of an investment proposal.    Investment pro- 

fitability analysis is to measure the profitability of the resource« 

put into a project, more directly the return on the capital no natter 

what are the sources of financing.    Thus,  investment profitability 

analysis aeeeeoee th« potential earning power of the retouroes oommltted 

for a project noflectinf the financial transactions occurring durine 

the project's 11 fs.    On the other han,1,  financial analysis haa to take 

late conni aerati on the financial features of a projsct to ensure that 

the disposable finances till permit smooth implementation and operation 

of the project. 

Different nettooda may bo uno* te aooeoa the luve etnea t profitability 

of a prejeeti 

- Unni o rate of return; 

- fhr-oao* period, 

- lot preoont value; 

- Internal rat« ef return. 
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The first two methods,   simple rate of return and pay-back period, art 

usually referred to as the simple or static methods sino« they do not 

take into consideration the whole life span of the project but rely on 

one model period (-lost frequently oae year)  or at bes- on a few periodi 

in assessing the investment profitability of a project.    Furthermore, 

their application is based on the project* s annual data,  meaning that 

all the inflows and outflows enter the analysis at their nominal non- 

discounted values as they appear at a given point of time during the 

project's life. 

nie net present value and internal rate of return are called 

discounted or dynamic methods as they do appraise the investment pro- 

fitability of a project taking into consideration its entire life and 

the tins factor by discounting the future inflows and outflows to their 

present values. 

Hence,  the simple methods are somewhat less precise but in some 

oases the simple analysis could be sufficient and/or *h* 0n^7 possible 

alternative while in others it is preferable to carry out comprehensive 

analysis using the net present value und the internal rate of return 

methods, 

The choice of method depends on the objectives of the enterprise, 

the economic environment and availability of data,    However, in case two 

er more project a are being evaluate! and compared, th*> »ame method, 

consistent with the objectives of the investor, has to be used to secure 

a vai fled base for adequate comparison,  final ranking and rational 

decision-making. 

financial analysis is carried out on a year-by-year basis.   It 

includes liquidity and capital structure analysis.    The first one alms 

at ensuring the flow of oasli through the implementation,  running 1» 

and operation période of a project while the latter is related to the 

•onree« of investment financing and its repercussions for the flow of 

The above exposed framework of the ©ommercial profitability 

analysis Is préñente* in Chart I. 
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Chart I.    Framawork of Commwcial Profitability Analyaia 

Gommarci al Profitability 
Analysis 

Investment Profitability 
Analysis 

Sialic Methode 

Simple 
Bat« of 
Haturn 

Pay-back 
Pari od 

Di•counted 
Caah Plow Methods 

I fat 
Praaant 
Valu« 

Finanoial Analysis 

Liquidity 
Analyaia 

Xntarnal 
Rata of 
Return 

Capitai 
Struotura 
Analyaia 

Xnvaatmaat profitability analyaia and finanoial analyaia «ill ba 

illustrata« by tha «ample of a hypothetical project tha teta of which 

ara quoted in Tabla 8 - Integrated Pinanoial Analyaia.    Thia tabla ii 

a major aouroa of information for tha project «valuator in oarryinf out 

eommerolal profitability analyaia.    Tha tabla alao providaa an oppor- 

tunity to oheok tha lntardapandanoa of varioua data usad in oeawarcial 
profitability analyaia. 

|     *" 

2.      lavaafart froMtMb^ty A^iyf 

2.1   »lm»l« rata of raturn method 

llapla rat« of rata» ia tha ratio of tha nat profit in a normal 

imr ta tao initial investment (fUed and working capital).    Thia rata 

caald be computad «ithar an t tal i a vaat meat or on esjulty, áapaaalnf oa 

«tether ana «mat« to know tha profitability of tha total lnvastaont 
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(equity plu» loans)  or the profitability of only the equity oapital. 

Therefor«,  th« «impl« rate of return oould b» presented either aa 

R   -   -if^- (A.l) 

or 

R -Jr U.2) e Q 

wh«re R   -    simple rate of return on total investment 

R   •    simple rat« of return on equity oapital 

~f   •    net profit in a normal year aft«r making provisions 
for depreciation, interest charge« and profit taxa« 

T   •    annual interest chargea on loan« in a normal year 

X   -    total investment comprising equity and loans 

Q   -    equity oapital invested. 

It is necessary to point out the importance of the appropriate 

ohoio« of a normal year in a project« • life for assassine accurately 

the simple rate of return.    Normal year is a repräsentative year of 

the life of a project in which the project ha« reached its attainable 

oapacity and the loan repayment (if any) is «till continuing.    Of 

course, there can be more than on« normal year and the «valuator has 

to ohoos« the most representative one in terms of the n«t profit and 

interest oharge« commitment». 

If the rate R or R   is higher than the rate of interest prevailing 

in the oapital market, the project can be considered aa good fro« this 

point of view.   In cas« of a cholo« between ««vermi alternativ« prej«ete, 

th« one «1th the highest rate of return can ha selected for impleneata» 

ti on, other thing« being equal. 

Simple rate of return (l) can be ooaputed as fell aw» 1 

lt«p It   find out th« total Investment of a project (i), Ino ludi ag 
fizad ana working oapital. 
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Step 2»    Work out the net profit before interest in the moat 
representative normal year which is equal to net profit 
(r) plus interest charges (ï) in this year. 

Step 3t     Divi de the sum T + Y by the total investment (i) to 
srrive at the rate R. 

If the rate 1^ is ranted,  the calculation may be carried out aa followsi 

Step li    Find out the equity capital invested in a project (Q). 

Step 2i    Work out the net profit (F) in the most representative 

Step 3s 

normal year after making provisions for depreciation, 
interest on loans and profit taxes. 

Divide the net profit (F) by the amount of equity capital 
(Q)  to arriva at the rat« R . 

The application of the simpl« rat« of return in assessing the 

lnvestawnt profitability is illustrated by an example of a hypoth«tioal 

project whoee data are derived from Table 0 and compiled in Table Al. 

Tear 5 has been selected as a normal year. 

Table A.l    Calculation of It and H 

(000 diñara) 

•* 

I t e M s Amount 

1. Total investment (i) - Mow 1 in Table 8 200 

2. Huit y oapital (Q) - Ko* 6.1 in Table 6 120 

3. Wat profit after taxes (p) - ROM 4 2 in Tabi« 8 20 

4. Vat profit before interest (M) - low 4-3 In Table 8   25 

OR the basis cf data presented in Table A.l, the ratea of retara 

am total oapital and equity oapital invested are, reap»ctlvalyi 

II   - t • Y 100   -   -jg~ 100   -    12.5* 

100 •TB- 100 16.7*. 
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The calculation of the simple rate of return is -therefore straight- 

forward and not complicated a« it ie calculated on the basii of the 

expected values of the net profits and costi in a normal year without 

any adjustments.    The simplicity oí  the method may be  regarded as its 

main merit. 

However,  the simple rate    f return method has some limitations. 

First,  this is a method deriving an approximative criterion since it 

is based on one year's data, neglecting the rest of the project»• life. 

Second,  in real terms it may be rather difficult to find the normal 

year adequately representative for the «hole life span of a project. 

Third,  this method ignores the tilling of the net profite and coets 

during the life of the project. 

nevertheless,  the simple rate of return is a useful tool for the 

quick appraisal of the investment profitability of a project, parti- 

cularly one with a relatively short life span.    It can also be used in 

oases where sufficiently detailed information for more comprehensive 

analysis ie not available in the country or for preliminary evaluation 

at early stages of project formulation. 

2.2    Pay-back period method 

this method measures the time needed for a project to recover its 

total investment through its net benefits measured in terms of net 

profits.    Therefore, the pay-back period is the number of years during 

whioh a project will accumulate sufficient net profits to cover the 

amount of its total investment.    It is given by the expression» 

I    -     )       F4 (A. 3) 
npr 

wheret    X    -    total investment; 

p   •   pay-beck periodi 
th F   -   annual net profits in the t    year. 
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If » tingle project la being evaluated, it will be aooepted for 

iaplesMjntation in case 

• —-Iti 

«nor« p   is a put-off pay-back pari od adopted by the decision-maker. 

If p 1« greater than p , the project in question will b« rejeoted. 
• m 

Ilia pari od p   is uaually determined on the basis of past experience 

and othar invastmsnt opportunities of the investor and tharcfore varies 

largmly fron oase to oaae.    Wien selecting among several alternati va 

projeots, thorie which have the shortest pay-back period are accepted. 

The pay-back period of a project may be computed in several 

•tapas 

Step It   Compute the total investment of the project (i). 

Step 2t   find out the not profits for every year during *«• project»s 
life (F). 

Step 3s    Deduct from the total investment the not profits (if any) 
of the first year of the project1 s life, whioh simply 
means the beginning year of the implementati on period. 
Then proceed to the second, or further to the third or 
any of the subsequent years, as long as needed for 
matching the total investment by adding up the annual net 
profits. 

Stsp 4l    Find out the number of the subtractions whioh in fact 
refers to the number of years during «hioh one has to 

I sum up the annual net profits in order to write off entirely 
the total investment.    TMs number of years is the pay- 

í back period sxp: assed in ysars (p)     The pay-back period 
includes the construction period. 

1 Step 5i   Compare the pay-back period so computed with the cut-off 
I pay-back period set up by the i m'est or.    If the pay-back 
| period Is shorter than the cut-off rate,  the project is 
,' acceptable and vice versa.    Comparisons should also be 
I m «ade with the pay-back periods oomputed for alternative 
| investment projects (if any) for ranking purposea. 

\ Tas ©aloulstlon of the pay-baok period on the basis of sata frea 

I     *' Table 0 is illustrated la Table A.2.   Tear j is selected M a mrml 
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Table A. 2    Calculation of ti'a Pay-back Period 

(000 dinars) 

! 

if. 

Items rondnal         l 

amount 
Unoovvrad investment 
at the- and of a yeai 

l' ÌS&.TSSX) 
- yoar 0 

200 

100 

- 

- year 1 100 - 

2*   Annual not orofits 
?KU. 5, *Sw 4. ¿J 
- year 0 0 IOC 

- year 1 0 200 

- year 2 30 170 

- yoar 3 20 150 

- year 4 20 IK 

- J«»r 5 20 110 

- year 6 20 90 

- y«ar 7 20 70 

- yaar 8 20 30 

- year 9 20 30 

- year 10 20 10 

- year 11 24 • 14 

Therefore,  the total investment will be recovered by th« nat 

trotti» just befora th« «iddie of Tear 11,   or in approximately 11^ years). 

It oan be aaan that durine the yean of the implementation period, 

i.e. Year 0 and Taar 1,  the project does not yield any nat profita 

and eoaeesuently the investment is still entirely uncovered.   Starti *f 

ill Tear 2 and in the later years the project yields net profils ajad 

is able to recover the total investment by the middle of th« Tear 11. 

It it ahoMB above, when determining tao pay-back period, that omo ama 

te atari computations right from the beginning of th« project1 s Ufa, 

i.e. the eeastructiom period is lnoluded in the pay-back perlai. 
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Assuming that in Yoar 2 instead of a net profit of 30,  the 

project generates a net loss of 30, this amount would have to b« added 

to  the uncovered capital  of the previous yoar (Year 1    »    200).    Sub- 

sequent net profits will  then hr.vc to be deducted fro.n this total 

(230).    The pay-bac^ period will be correspondingly longer- 

The pay-back period 30 arrived at should be compared with the 

cut-off pay-buck period established by the investor as well as with 

the pay-back period» of alternative investment projects.    At a firrt 

glance one may say that a pay-back period of over 11 years is rather 

long for a project to be  »¿asily accepted, 

The cut-off payback period for the public sector should be 

established, and reviewed periodically,  by a relevant central institution. 

It may be uniform or,  which ia more advisable on practical grounds, 

diversified by industrial   sectors.    Por the private sector the cut-off 

rate is set up by the investor concerned.    Both for the public and 

private sector»,   the levels of the cut-off pay-back periods may be 

fixed on the basis of relevant past experience.     They should also 

reflect,  to the extent possible,   the development  strategy of the public 

or private investors. 

Sometimeo in practice the pay-back period is computed on the basis 

of the annual net cash earnings (Table 0,  Row 4)  instead of annual net 

profits (T\ble 8.  Row 4.2).    Such zn approach may alno have its raison 

d'ttre, but it is less precise conceptually and less rigid in practice 

than the approach advocated above. 

It is less precise conceptually for  the simple reason that net 

oaah earnings along with net profits (Table 8, Row 4.?) and interest 

(sub-row to  ,.2) contain also depreciation (sub-row to 4,3).    It was 

stated above that the pay-back period measures the time needed for a 

project to recover its total investment through the net benefits it 

f Sis rates.    Mo one can dispute that the profit is a measure of benefits. 

T»e saae does not, however, apply to depreciation.    Depreciation is net 

a benefit generated by a project,  but rather a way to recuperate,  recover 

ta« initially invested fixed capital.    Therefore,   one wrong step, i.e. 
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lumping together profit end depreciation, which have different  oconomio 

•«•nines»  inevitably larda to a second wrong etep, i.e. lumping together 

ths pay-back period and depreciation period    which aro totally different 

economic turate. 

It ii lee* rigid in practice because everything being the same, 

through annual cash earnings one comee to a shorter pay-back pori od 

(leae than 8 years in the abovo example) CB compared to net profita 

(ll£ years).    The mein reason for this is the oounting of depreciation 

as a benefit (which it is not) and adding it to tho net profit. 

Whet actually matterà to the investor i3 how long it will take 

to regain his investment through the net profit the project is expected 

to generate.    A project may «onerate ( one may assumo) a aero profit 

throughout its lifetime but, nevertheless,  the initial investment for 

fixed capital will le recovered through the annual depreciation allowances 

by the end of the depreciation pe: i od. 

The nain merit of the pey-back period metho   is its simplicity 

and easy understanding-.    But it has some shortcomings which limit its 

«se.    First,  it ignores the projact's net profits after the pay-back 

period.    Second,  it may be riisleadinj in case tvo or moro projects are 

oompetlng for the samo resources,  and not having a similar time phasing 

of the net profits.    Third, this mctho ' pays much attention to ths 

liquity of a project, not measuring the profitability of investment 

and not assessing the ti-.c phasing of cash inflows and outflows within 

the pay-sack period.    In spite of thes^ limitations the pay-haok period 

•ay be a useful criterion in case of risky projects, relative oa^ital 

•earcity or where much emphasis is put on the long-term liquidity of 

the enterprise 

2.3   1st present value method 

The net present value of a project is defined as the difference 

tatusa« the präsent values of its future oauh inflows and outflows. 

tHs —am« that all annual oash flows should be discounted to th« sero 

paint of tins (the start of the implementation) at a predetermina« 

snMoaat rats.    This is jiven by the expression: 
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OTT   -    WCFrt • (tfCF.  x a.) • (ITCF- x a„) +   ... • (FCF   X » )        (A.4) u i i ¿        ¿ n       n 

wheret    WV   «    net present value of n projoct; 

ÄCF   -    net oash flow of e project In years •'"',  1, 2,...,n; 

a   »    disoount factor in years l,2,...,n,  corresponding 
to the selected rate of disoount.    The 4L »count 
factor» arc to be found readily available in the 
present value tables. 

The same expression could be presented in & moro aggregated way 

in ths following formulai 

NFV   -      ' (CI  - CO)tat (A.5) 

uteres 

4^ 
a sum total  for the whole lifetime of ths project 
from year 0 to yoar n} 

CI      -    oash inflow in the t      year; 

y CO.    -    cash outflow in the t     yerr; 

a.    -    discount factor in year t corresponding to th« 
selected rate of discount. 

The project's net present value,   other things being equal, Increases 

with ills larger CI f,nd number of y oars,  but decrease % with a higher 

UtoOMt rate and CO. 

Th« rats of discount should as far as posaiblo be based on ths 

j actual rate of interest in the capital merket to reflect the tima 

preference and opportunity cost of the possible alternative use of 

I     • the ospitai invested.    In oase the investiront is financed by long-ter« 

I loans,  tas actual rate of interest paid should be taken as the discount 

\ rat«.    If no loans are used for financing a project, the rate of interest 

oharge« by the Central Sank on long-term loons should be adopted as the 

rate of dltoount. 
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A project it commercially «contable if iti presert value i« 

freat«r than or at least equal to »ero,    When selecting among 

alternativ« projects,  the one with the largest not present valu« la 

ohosen for implementation. 

Therefore, the net present value method neasures the magnitude 

of the net cash flow«,  or more ganerally uf the net benefits,   of a 

syeclfio project, but does not relate this magnitude to the total 

investment needed to produce these positive effects.    The latter is 

especially important in cases where alternative projects of différant 

magnitude« of investment aro compared and it becomes important to 

relat« the absolute amount of the project'« net benefits to it« total 

investment.    In such instances instead of computing only the net 

present value of a project,  the évaluât or may go on dividine* it by 

the discounted value of the total investment, i.e. to use a sort of 

discounted rate of return.    This ratio is gl van ast 

ÏÏPVR   - iff T (A.6) 

where*    WFvl    -   ratio of the project's net present value to 
the present value of its total investment 
(net present value ratio); 

JffT    •    not present value of a project) 

f{t)    -    present value of total investment. 

Tai« ratio shows how much of the project's net present valu« 

is generated by a unit of total investment,  which is disoounted to it« 

present value in order to account for the time factor.   Ifeedle«« to 

say that whenever the implementation period is not more than a year, 

there wall be) no need for di «counting the annual amount of investment 

sad it will bo included into the analysis at its nominal value. 

If the MfTR is used as a criterion, a single project is acceptable 

if th« ratio i a greater than or at least equal to «oro.   Of cour««, 

sjftong alternative projects the one with th« highest ratio oan b« 

select«« for implementation.    In oa«es when all projects show negativ« 

Wn bat oa« ha« to be «elected, it should bo the one having the 

amUl««t ratio (closest to aero). 
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The net presort value of a project and FFVR nsay be calculated as 

follow«! 

Step It    Compute the cash inflows over tho entire life of a 
project (CIt). 

Step 2:    Compute the cash outflows over the entire life of a 
project (CO^). 

Step it    Work out tho not cash flows for ev«ry year over tho entire 
life of ft project (FCPt) by subtracting C0t from CIt 

Step 4t    Find out the; appropriate discount rate to discount the 
future net  cash flows to their prosent value. 

Step 5t    Find out from tho present value   ta^loa enclosed with the 
Manual the respective discount factor for each year 
corresponding to the selected rate  of discourt 

Step 61 Multiply the nominal net cae'i flows in each year by their 
corresponding discount factors to arrive at their present 
values 

Step 7l    Sum up the present values of the rat cash flows of all the 
years to get tho net present value uf th¿ project. 

Step 8t    In case the NFVR is doeirad,  werk out the present value 
of tho total investment using the same discount rate as 
previously and divide the not prosent value of a project 
by the amount of total investment discounted to Yoar 0. 

In Table 1.3 the calculât!or of the   >jt prosont value of a project 

is demonstrated again using the initial data stated in Table 8. 

To clarify Table A3 some additional  explanation may be necessary. 

Sinoc at the present stage of the project  evaluation one is concerned 

with »Messing the investment prot it ability of a project,  only the real 

res urce flows are taken into account.    This moans that any flows 

connected with the financial transactions,   auch as the loans at the 

cash inflow side and the financial obligations at the cash outflow 

side,  are omitted from the analysis.    In addition to this,  the cash 

outflows do not comprise depreciation in order not to account twice 

for the investment outlays.    Not including depreciation in the cash 

outflows means that depreciation is transferred to the net cash flows. 

Having found tho net cash flows in e?-ch year,  one proceeds with 

further steps in the calculation.    Suppose th¿ discount rate is 7 P»*" 

oent,  the discount factors art stated in Eow IV of Table A.3« 
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The «um of Row Y in Table A3 gives the net present value of  the 

project at 7 per cent discount rvtc,  which amounts to 115,000 dinar*. 

Sine« the net cash flows in the T^T 0 and the Yüftr 1 encounter only 

the investment outlays,  and thcref TO are negative,   it 1B oasy to 

find the present value ¡f th-   total  investment by summing up the 

present value« of thf   -iet cash flows in those years,   which is 193,000 
di »erst 

vrv.i -W -    0 6C 

Therefore,  a unit of discounted tot-I investment generai  • 0.60 «alts 

of net present value 

Finally,  it mi,^ht be mentioned that thv» main advantage of the 

net present value method in assessing the invest'Tient profitability/ 

is the fact that it trices into account th , wholo  life of the projact. 

Also,  It accounts for the time preferences by discounting the future 

eeafc flows to their present values      Further,  by using a given discount 

rate It  encounters thè    pportunity costs of tho possible alternative 

uses of oasi tal.    Thus,  no matter what th<s time phasing of the future 

net cash flows is,   this method i¿  suitable fer .nailing a rational 

investment decision,   particularly by using the ÎTFVR as a roll able 

yardstick for oomparing alternativa projects. 

2.4    Interne.!  rate _ofm return   »ethort 

la the Interned, rate of return method the discount rate is unknown, 

«•like the n.t present value method where the discount rate was given 

outside the project.    By definition,   the internal rate of return is 

the rut« ef discount which reduces thu n..t present value of a project 

•• isr».  i.e. 

4x 
(CI - C0)t at (A.Î) 

all tas 

value. 

s have the •waning as in the ease of tas ast 
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Vkm %pplrins *hc internal rate of returr,   una atari« with an 

assunpti«i that :PV    -    0 an4 trie» to find out thu discount rate 

Whieh will mako the prosent valut   >f the receipt« from the projoet 

Sfual to the preaont vftluo of the i Treatment      In other word«,   the 

internal rate of return is the ratu at which the capital Invested will 

V« compounded over the lifetime of a project. 

Iirveetment deciti on i« taken comparing the internal  rate of return 

ef a «pecifie project (i  )  with a cut-off rate (i  .   ),  which «tate« the 
r mn 

miniimim acceptable rate at which the cp.pit.il invested should be com- 

pounded     Thua,  the project beine evaluated will be accepted if 

lr^  Un 

vie« versa. 

TIM eut-eff rate 1« equal to the actual rato of intereat on 1< 

term Ioana la the capital market or to the inWeat rate paid ay the 

«•»rower.    If one ha« to chooae Among alternativo projecte, the one with 

the highest internal rate of return will be selected,  provided thia 

Internal rate ef return i a higher than the cut-off rat«.    The internal 

rate of return of a project has to be determinad through trial ana 

error procedure and the atop« of it« ctleulation m\y be as follow«! 

•top li    Oo sack tc  the net present value calculation« and identify 
the present value of the project and the ra e of discount 
used in these calculation«.    Of cour««,  the net present value 
of the project has to be positive,   ainoe otherwise the 
project should have been rejected. 

Itep 2t    Use higher discount rata than thr.t in the net present value 
calculations to compute the present value of the future 
net cash flows at this new rate of discount 

•tap 3i    If the preaent valus of the net oaah flows is still positiv», 
keep increasing the rate of discount and oomputing the 
corresponding present value of the net cash flous until the 
latter is reduced to olose to tere. 

Stop 4<    K**P increasing the discount rate and compute one or two 
corresponding présent values with a negative sign, one of 
then being olone to sere 
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Its» 5l    Identify the rate  of discount r.t which the present value 
ef the net oMh flow« is tero, this being the Internal 
rat« of return of a project, and conparo it with the 
cut-off rate appropriately tot up and if needed with tho 
internal ratee of return of oth*r project«. 

•»eli a trial and error calculation may sometime* bo too dem—alna 

aad tie* consuming.    It might be useful to point out a short-cut 

netas* (in steps 3 and 4).    The two net present values of a project 

are worked oat, ono p si Uve close tc icro and the other negative, 

olese te a«ro.   Then te -void further rounds of calculations, the 

following formula may he usad to arrive r.t the internal rato of 

returnt 

i_   -    i, •      -uV i» »yv uw (A.ê) 
•f 

where i    1     »    internal rate of return of a project) 

ft   m   positivo value of HPV at tho lower discount rate; 

Wt   m    negative value of KPV at the higher discount rato 
in absolute torme,  i-e. the minus sign neglected) 

1.    .    lower discount rate at which IJPV is still positive 
but olose to aero; 

i2   -   higher rate  of discount at which WPV is already 
negative but  cloeo to zero, 

It is important that FT and WV are very olose to sero, menning 

that i, and i« are close to each othor, say not more than 5 P«r ••«* 

.   If this is not respected, the internal rate of return worked 

sat on the basis of tho ¡»sntioned formula may not be accurate enough. 

A« calculation of the internal rate of return is shown in Table A.4* 

Mass the internal rate of return is to measure the investment profi- 

tability, the financial transactions (ire oudttcd from the analysis aad 

depredation is ¿gai» not included in cash outflows.   Thus, in confuting 

the internal rate of return,  one does not need to go back to Table ft, 

hat te work further with ine net eash flows stated in low III of Table 

f A.}. Then these net oash flows are discount ed at different rate« in 
i 
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criar io find out ih« one «hleh «All make ih« nei pre««nt vai«« of a 

project equal io «ere.    Th« fi rat round of ealoulatlani hM alrexamy 

beea worked oui whan computing iho net pro«ont valu« of the projmet 

*0M In Tabi« A3-    Th« only ixirdio one hue to do 1« to apply 

mlf>ar aad hlfh«r dl«count raie« until the nai prenant rala« of m 

project become« no.jativc.    THbl« A.4 «tat«« ih« «Munitila«« of ime 

nai present valu«« of a project ai different dl «count ratea. 

Tabi. A.4   Calealailon of iho Inter-I Raie «f lauf» 

DI «count rate 
Rot pr«««nt value of a 
project in 000 dinar« 

n 
lift 

145« 

115.0 

32.1 

3.9 
- 9.3 

Ta »le A.4 ahow« that iha in era* a« in the dtaaamat rat« from 7 p«r 

eeni ie 11 par oeat brlnf» ih« nai prêtent valu« of a pr«>«t fro» 

115,000 diner« down to 32,100 mimara.   A higher rate of 13 p«r «ami 

ridaci« iha noi pr«»eai value io 3,900 dinar«, which 1« «till poeltlv« 

•mi vary eloa« io i«re.    Thla la way one aay procoa4 to «lacomni ai 

14 par oaai, but th«a th« aai preaani value become« Mfnilv« amel 

amount« io -8,000 uñar«.   Therefor«, lower ratea have to be apali «a. 

It aaa be «««a thai ih« project'a internal raie of return 1« «cat—Ewe 

between 13 per oeat and 14 par eeni.   For practloal purpoaea, iha a 

appro* natioa would be quit« auf fi eleni, bai orne any |° aa ealmmlmiiftf; 

the exact raie.    Since ih« dl ff «ramea between theae two rate« is rather 

amali am« the Arai yield« ike poalilve whll« the eeooad givaa m aemv- 

iire mai praaami value, ihe fermala for interpola ti oa amy be ammrn i« 

éaiermlm« ime laiermal rat« of r«tmra a« fcllowat 

-   13. Wt 
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Therefore,  the internal rate of return of the projoot is 13-31 per 

eent.    Ulis rfttc has to be compared with the cut-off rate (the intere«* 

rate paid or payable fcr long-term lorjae on the capital market) and/0' 

with the internal r^tes of the ether project« in coi.ipctition. 

Ai shown,  the internal rate of return determines the returr on 

the cnpttr.l inverted and therefor*   signals the maximum rate cf interest 

on loan« this projet orai pay without jetting into difficulties.    Io 

other mothod will supply «uch information, and thie ii a vary important 

merit of the internal rate of »-stura method. 

'* Also,  it may be very convoni>nt to ute thie nothod if f:>r some 

¡ reason the «valuator wants to escape determining the discount rate 

explicitly which has to be do.ic in computing the net present value 

of a project. 

|; Mit th« method has some features limiting its uso.    first,  the 

internal rate of return mothod ennnot he applied safely whenever there 

are considerable negative not cash flows cai ring the operatine» period 

of the project's life,   i.e.  major replacement investment.    In this 

•ass,  it might happen that the net present value of a project changes 

sign more than onoe when discounting at different discount rates.    In 

such a case more than one internal rate of return exists and it is 

diffloult tc decide which is the appropriate one to he used for evalua- 

ting purposes.    Second,  thie method may he misleading whan two or more 

mutually exclusive projects are compared, and roforence to the net 

present value meth d is desirable.    Third,  it does net reflect directly 

the time preferences cf a decision maker, as the discount rate is not 

¿ven outside of the project hut is computed on the basis ef the 

project»s data.    However,  since the project's internal rate of return 

is compared with the cut-off rate,  this problem is somewhat solved. 

Fourth,  the calculation of the internal rete   f return is to a certain 

sxtent somewhat cumbersome work, 

Taking into consideration what was mentioned above,  tho internai 

ruts of return nay ho considered as a useful method to ho applied 

It is not easy to find out tho appropriate discount rats in 
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eosnutlnf 1ha net present value of r. project and/or one wants tc 

know at «hat rato tho capital invested is oompoundod over tac project*• 

life.    Dut duo attention ha« to be paid to tho circumstances Uaitinf 

ita uee. 

3*     Financial Analysis 

3.1   Liquidity amorale 

Aa was shot«, the investment profitability analysis, belaf thw 

first phase of the commercial profitability finr.lyeie,  is carri«d out 

ea the tasis of the project's lifo taken «is a whola      But favourable 

resalta of such aa analysis may very troll coincide with substantial 

eash deficits in sono years of the project's life,  especially those 

la which the loans have to be repaid.    Also,  cr.sh flow data as aseé 

i ia investment profitability analysis do not include all outlays and 
I 
I receipts which affect a project's cash balance, but only those relatad 

to the flows of real resources used in a project. 

All this suggests that the additional oaah positions, ooncerned 

with the financial transactions, hav^ to be taken into consideration 

ia the liquidity analysis,  such ast 

- Seat service charges, both principal and interest} 

- Payments of dividends; 

* Payments on insurance and rolnsuraacä) 

- Other oaah outlays and receipts not tynseally associated 

with the investment under consideration (sals of em«** 

| land, contributions to national fund raisinf onmnaltna, et«.). 

' awv&nf included all the items of tho financial transaction* la the 

project anpralatU and ha via« sstlaated the profitability sf lsvistmsnt, 

Ì the «valuator is able to judf« whethert 
1 _ 

- Bfulty and lonf-torn finanoinf are adequate) 

- Ca«* deficite are United to magnitude« which «an be 

covered hy reoourse to short-ter» bank cr*utt or 

«listante* by re «nasi M mm of the oaah iaflow« er 
•utflowsi 
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- Terms of 1 »n^term financing are adequate; 

- Dividends a» ewisagad by Invest erg «dll materialise. 

Liquidity analysis is dono on r yoar-by-yuar basis and therefore 

the annual ccsh positions arc taken into considerati on in ta air nominal 

value«     The data from Tcblo 0 are presunteci in Tablo A>3 as a« illustra- 

tive example of the liquidity analysis. 

It oar be aeen that equity capital tall be sufficient tô cover 

the investment outlays in the first year of the construction pari od, 

but in the second one ir. addition to the equity capital of 20,000 

uñar«, a long-term loan of 80,000 dinars is nocded to finance the 

project» s investment.    In Tear 3 and later on the projoot's annual 

easlt balance is positive in all years, mean!nf that  the project la 

able not only to meet ell the cash    utflows,  but to prcduoe a surplus 

in all years of its operating period     Theroforo,  the project beine 

evaluated is considered to have food liquidity of resource«. 

3.2   Çafltal structure analysis 
Loaf-term finança must cover a project's oo«t of fixed investment 

¿ad at least that part of the working oapital requirements union «ill 

bt neeéed for normal opération.    These finances should be procure* in 

the form of equity and long-term credit.    3hort-torm loans for 

financing the fixed assets or working capital vili burden a project's 

osali balano« with early and heavy principal repayants.    Tho cash 

inflow« feaerated by these assets during the abort period any not be 

«affi el eat to meet these commitments since they aro spread over the 

entire Ufo «pan of tho project.    'Tuch will, however, depend on the 

profitability of tht project and capital t>, rue ture should be relatad 

te tao earning capacity of the project. 

Financing of a project's capital requirements «mould not only 

de tarmine It« future liquidity but alst it« future balance sheet«. 

therefore, in the course of project evaluation the capital structure 

¿mviaaged by the invostcr should be looked at closely with a view to 

jaáglag the enterprise's future financial v}ability.   Tarlo«« aspect« 

to be considered in tal« context     In fonerai, the oometaatloa of 
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Table â.5   Liquidity Analyj* of » Project 
(000 dinar*) 

T ¿ars 

I   t   0   •   • 0 1 2 3-loi/ u 12-19^ X 

i          1 \-             -1— " 
I«    Çatl Inflows (Cl) 100 100 70 '  100   ¡100 100      12C 

T.laie* revenus • - 70 100   '100 100     HOC 
(TUM« 3, Mo« 3 1) •      i i 

2.   1«aláuni valus 2C 
(Table 8, I¿o„ 3.3) 1 J 

3.   Financing of invcat- 100 100 - i - - - 
»ont (Tabic 0, Row 6) 1 

1 
3.1   Iquity (Tabic 6, 

Row 6.1) 
100 20 

3.2   Loan* (Tabi    8, - 80 
Rov 6.2) J II. fiML&tfiows (CO) 

I.Investment (Table 8, 
100 
100 

100 
100 

40 92 70 73 

lew 1) I 
2.   Casa expon»*« excluding - - 40 60 60 60 M 

lntereat (Table 6, J 
Row 2.1) 

3.   Tax«* (Tabic 8, sub-row - - — 3 6 6 lé 
of Row 4.1) 

4«   Financial obligatio** • - 27 12 12 Ù 
(Table 0, Row 7) 
4*1   Ruaayineat instai- - - - 10 * - m 

aeat (Table 8, 
Row Î.1) 

4.2   Interest charges - - - 5 - - - 
(Table 0, Row 7-2) 

4.3    Olviden** (Table 8, - - - 12 12 12 li 
»ow 7.3) 1 

1 

1TL ItA Çftfà t&¥">f (pei) 0 0 JO 0 21 22 X 
rf-xÌTT!Sb!e 8, low 8) 

n- afflrtr^r4 w— 0 0 JO 94 116 292 3X 
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equity capital and l"ane will  determine a project«a debt equity ratio. 

Relatively heavy rolicjicc on credit offers certain a^antafea« 

- Tho ratos of interest on loans may be lower than the 

eapeoted rate of return of tho project.    In auch circum- 

stances It may be attractive for th.- invostor - taking 

into account tho riek  invlv«d - to keep equity low,  thua 

increasing the actual rr tu of return on oquity; 

- ly eeekla« fi:iance through l?ans,   thorc may ba fiscal 

»avantagea since interest charges may be doductnblo fro« 

taxable profits.. 

On the other hand,  relatively heavy dapendenco IT external eowxe« 

of finance haa also (ttsadvytnges: 
- Irterjat charges aro fixed obligations which hare io be 

paiá re<rardless of whether a project carne profit or not} 

- If annual rapaymtnts of principal approach the coat of 

appreciation por yp.r, financial management may become 

increasingly tight and difficult; 
- A low dobt equity ratio i a deal rabio so far »a eircu.>- 

etaneos permit in order to »void undue interference by 

lenders. 

The moat commonly applied indioator of an onterpriae's eapltal 

•tractaro is the «ornilo* dobt-oquity ratio, i.e. the ratio of lonf- 

tcrw Ioana to equity capitali 

de 
L 
T (A.9) 

wfceret    K.     -    debt-equity ratio} 

L   •    long-term Ioana; 

Q   •    aq«ity capitnl. 

la tfce preceding example (Tabla Ô, Row 6 2 diriéad if low 61), 

tale ntto work« out to 0,67 (80 j 120) which nay ba Jndged satisfactory. 

Aleo, in tema of the project»« liquidity analysis thia capital «truetnre 

la adequate ainoa neither interest charfaa nor repayment installants 

give Baratt for Aort-term borrowing in any period. 
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It is Alf fi cult io formulato /Tonerai rulos ' n adequate financial 

structurer.    For instniice,   the stipulation of n maximum djM-equity 

ratio il not recomendable bcocuòc a very profitable project may bo 

able to bcur «in unusuall/ hi :h share et debt financir^.    On the other 

hand,  n rntic   of 0.67»  ce in tho above example,  may n^t bü satisfactory 

at nil if the pr'ject ie not sound enough and if borrowing is on too 

short tenas,    If rcpr-ytnents have to be made already during the construc- 

tion pari od or before tho projoct generates significant cash earning«, 

a dobt-etpiity rg,tio of O.67 may not assuro sufficient cash surplus 

during the running-in period«    In addition,  nr.ticlpe.ted net cash 

balances hsve t    bo seen in tho lijht of uoccrt-.inties surrounding the 

length of the construction and running-in périmes.    Such uncertainties 

may jeopardise a projeot's liquiflity from the very beginning.    A low 

debt-c<j»ity ratio could be helpful in such c .ses provided it is judged 

•aaler to postpone payment of dividends for a y<»r or sof  than to ask 

for debt rescheduling. 
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B.    Ifatjonal , rofl tabjll ty 

1.     Introduction 

Commercial profitability as «»nessed earlier may not give a good 

Idea of the contributi cm of a project tc the economy of a nation, 

lnpliaai« at that sta&e va* only on finding the profite of a preset 

in monetary term« and not on its real contribution to the welfare of 

the society.    Por measuring a project's contribution to the national 

income formation,  National Profitability Analyst« should be applied. 

national profitability analysis i a .sfilar in form to commercial 

profitability analysts iti that they both try to identify the coat« 

and benefit« and by cohimeasurlng them to aase sa the "profitability" 

ef an investment proposal      Commercial profitability analyeia i« a 

stepping atone to national profitability analysis. 

Commercial profitability and rational profitability,  however, 

elf far in many *.ays.    The objective of commercial profitability 

analyeia is assessing the net financial result of a project while 

the national profitability traces the project»« contribution to all 

fundamental development objectives (economio and non-economic).    Ito« 

fermer takes intr. Account only the direct monetary effects of a project| 

bat the latter,  in addition to this,  takes' also into consideration the 

indirest (linkage) effects,  bcth measurable and non-meaourable.    Com- 

mercial profitability analysis is baaed on market prices,  but national 

profitability is determined with the help of adjustad prices which aro 

deemed to bo an approximation of the social prloea.    for commercial 

profitability the time preference problem ia tackled by application 

of tac provailin« interest rates on the capital market,  while in tao 

eaae of national profitability, it is solved by usine the social 

rato of discount. 

Those «iff er est concepts of profitability aro rof looted la «ho 

different items considered to be coots and benefits and la their 

valuation.    Tao twe typos of benefit« aad costo do act coincide. 
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BOM payments which appear,  aay,  in the cost a-trama of the financial 

analysis,  dc not represent direct claim or. tha country1 a reaourcee 

but merely reflect a transfer of tha control  over reaourca allocation 

fron ona member or aaction of society to another.    3ooiai  benefits or 

coata may ba larger or smaller than financial  ones. 

Thua tha difference between co mereiai profitability anal/ala and 

national profitability analyaia ia important.    The lattar ia a much 

m ara eomplex exercise than the former,  and tha techniques uaed in tha 

former exercise may not be sufficient in the  latter.    Ccw.imerciftl 

profitability alone is not a aolid ,;round for investment decisions. 

Investment decisione taken on behalf of the aoctety should be justified 

by a national profltabiKky analyaia. 

An overall development at rate«/ of a country uaually raquiraa 

that aaveral objectivée be fulfilled.    It Is,  therefore,  neceeeary to 

appraise the social  sound eaa of a project - both from the pointa of 

via« of ita affecta on the eeonomy aa a whole and on the particular 

aspects of national life in tha context of which a project ia bain« 

eonaidered. 

Basad on this ins Manual  recommande al on« with the bnsjc ori tari on 

valva adiad as tha device for appraising the main impact of a project 

on tha economy - a Mt of additional indices for measurin« certain 

implicati era of an investment project, i.e.   employment effacta, 

distribution effect,   foreign exchange effect;   International eomps- 

tltlvenees.    For other implicati ona, which cannot be measured in 

<r*aatltatlve terme, qxialitative analysis ia recommended under 

annal eawjntnrr coast dor&tjqns - infrastructure implications, taohnleal 

know-how implications,  environmental implications 

An attempt has baan nada to includa i, the Manual all impartant 

••on onte and social oansiderations whioh generally for» tha basis for 

lnvastntnt proposals,  yet tha list may not ba complete.    In tha avant 

there ars any other oonei derati one which have not bear, covered, they 

asm ba analysed on the aame Unas as suggeetsd for addi ti anal inattesa 

and supple—atary oansi'erati i 
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Acknowledging the existe CG of certain distortion« in th« 

domo it i c market prices,  the Manual recommends a procedure for price 

adjustment«.    Three important points are to be noted in this respect. 

First,  the existir^ or axpected rnaiicet prices rolevan» to the project 

in question are to be analyzed and obvious diniortions identified 

which may affect the project hßnvily.    If there are no such distor- 

tion«,   further analysin should te carried out  cri  the basis of the 

actuel market prices.    Second,   the price adjustments should be mad« 

before embarking on national nr of i lability analysis.    Third,  relatively 

simple practical procedures are recommended for  carrying out the 

adjustment« of the actual market prico3 (adding subsidy,  relying on 

actual FOB or CIF prices,   etc.),   instead of constructing sophisticated 

theoretical models and relying on doubtful assumptions. 

The Manual recommends tho utilization of the net value added 

and not gross value addei for measuring the pr>¿oct's contribution 

to national income.    T c Manual advocates the use of net national 

value added,  ?„nd not net domestic value added -     It also advocates 

the use of total net national value added,  i.e.   cUreot plus indirect. 

This Manual recommends economic evaluation  of an investment 

project to be carried out at each stage of its formulation starting 

from the early stages.    It is expected that the  results of each 

consecutive evaluation ¡ri¿dit suggest some improvement* in the project. 

In view of the scanty and uncertain information available at these 

early stages,  the BO—oalled "simple formula1' is recommended, based 

on an expeoted representative normal year of the projoot's e»•vation. 

This underscores the importance of focusing economic analysis on the 

project at the time when its design is taking shape and choiceo are 

still open rather than when the project has been formulated and rejec- 

tion say be difficult. 

Th« Manual also suggests two stop3 in tha application of th« 

valu« added criterion - for overall comprehensive evaluation of 

investment projects,  absolute and relative efficiency tests. 
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The Manual recommend« operational technique« for application of 

the rain« added criterion not  only for new investment projects but 

also for evaluation of modernization and expansion projects and for 

a group of technologically and economically interrelated projects 

forming an industrial complex. 

Taking a step further as compared to commercial profitability, 

this part of the Manual suggests  operational techniques for measuring 

the Indirect effects of an investment project occuring in other closely 

related projects      Unfortunately,   indirect effects are sometimes 

difficult to identify and nearly always difficult to measure.    In 

oases where these effects are measurable,   the "industrial complex" 

technique i a suggested.    If thoy are not measurable,   the analysis 

recommended under ''supplementary considerations''  may be used. 

An important feature cf national profitability analysis is the 

application of a set cf national parameters measuring in quantitative 

terms certain preferences from tho national  point of view,  in the 

fraaework of a coherent economic policy,   setting up certain cut-off 

levels of efficiency,  etc      For the sake of practicality only the two 

most essential national parameters are suggested - social ra+e of 

discount and adjusted rete of foreign exchange,    These national 

parameters should in principle be computed by a competent national 

agency, i.e, national planning agency,  ministry of economy,  central 

bank,  central statistical office,  etc. 

As in the case of commercial profitability,  for national profitability 

analysis,  too,  several forami?e with varying degrees of sophistication 

are suggested.    It is up to the users of this Manual to select the 

appropriate one,  subject to the prevailing conditions in the country 

and availability of data. 

Application of a set of criteria to the same project may yield 

varying, or even conflicting,   results.    The project évaluât or should, 

taeref ore, provide a compren enei ve evaluation summary to the decision- 

maker, drawing his attention particularly to the main economic selective 
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resulti and ai th* same time to the other expected results of the 

project.    This will afford material to the decision-maker about th« 

overall impact of tha project on the economy r.s well aa on the branch 

of the economy in which he is t>artocularly interested or about which 

he likes to be cautious before making any commitment«. 

In the light of the above, the methods suggested for analysing 

national profitability of investment proposals are described in th« 

following page« 

2.      Price adjustments 

In principle the outputs and input« of an investment project 

should be valued at actual market prices      By actual prices are meant 

current and/or expected future prices on the domestic and relevant 

world markets at which the outputs can actually be marketed and the 

inputs can actually be procured-    Those traded at the domestic market 

are valued at actual domestic market prices and those traded on the 

international market at actual CIF or FOB price« transformed into 

domestic prices by the adjusted rate of foreign exchange 

However,  market price« prevailing in a country at any particular 

point of time may not represent their roal social co«t« since th«y 

ar« vitally affected by the financial,     cor, -mio,  social and administra- 

tive policies of the government. 

Th«r«foro,  the fir«t «tep should be a review of the listing or 

expected actual price« and identification of obvious distortions, 

substantially affecting the project analysis.    This is to say that 

price adjusting should be done selectively in terms of two criteria. 

First, which items figure most prominently in the inputs and outputs 

of a project at market prices?    Seoond,   for all inputs and outputs, 

which aark«t prices ar« farthest out of line with thoir respective 

•celai oosts?    This means that adjustments are recommended only for 

th« most i «portait items and the most appartint price distortions, 

which nay affect the project considerably. 
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Til« second step would bo to segregate theso influence« and to 

bring actual market price« t'j level« which nay represent an acceptable 

approximation of their real social costs.    The real costs and. benefit« 

should be estimated under actual conditions in which   ho project i« 

to operate and not under any presumed or idealistic conditiene. 

The above-mentioned adjustments have tc ba made before making a 

final appraisal of the national profitability.    Por analytical purposes 

a preliminary appraisal of the national profitability of a project 

may be made,   applying tho «amc market pricus  -nd foreign exchange rat« 

used under commercial profitability,    This analysis,  in addition to the 

basic one,  would indicato the overall impact of tho price distortions 

on the national profitability of an investment project. 

The following simple techniques for price adjustments ¡my help 

to achieve the desired approximation s te the real social values of 

outputs and inputs:    Each project has it« outputs which represent the 

benefits and its inputs which entail costs.    The output can broadly 

be divided into four parts,  namely,  (i)  exported,  (ii)    import  sub- 

stituting,  (iii)   'omestically marketed,  and (iv)  infrastructural 

services.    Similarly,  tho inputs can be divided broadly into (i) imported, 

(ii)  domestically produced,  (iii) infrastructural services,  (iv) land 

and (v)  labour.    The following pricing rulo table suggests the pricing 

rules which can be conveniently adopted: 

Exported outputs should be -r.lued at actual TOB prices since this 

Is the real social price which the country receives.    The project 

evaluator should,  however,   exercise sound judgement as tc whethor 

there are no hidden dumping and/or other di storti ve elements In this 

price which may make it misleading.    For inett-nce,  the actual FOB 

price may have been set too low for a certain time to conquer a market 

with the intention of increasing it later on.    Such a potential increase 

in the FOB price will affect the project positively;    there night, 

howevor,  be other distortion» which may affect it negatively. 
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Outputs may be domestically marketed at present, but they are 

actually import substituting,    The establishment of the new projeot 

discontinues imports of tho same product(s),    Such outputs should bo 

value,   at actual CIF prices Binco this is tho real coat for the country. 

The above remarks concerning distortivc ¿lamenta apply to the CIP price 

too.    This should bo done  only when a direct link exists between the 

establishment of a project and the discontinuation of the importing of 

csrtain product(s)  of the same quantity «tnd quality.    Prom now on, any 

reference to CIP price should bo understood to mean that all import 

taxes,  import duties, internal charges of transport,  insurance,  etc., 

are to be also taken into consideration» 

Government« often decide to help in creating and maintaining 

appropriate economic conditions for continued production of oertain 

basic domestically marketed goods,    One of the very important economic 

conditions is the level of prices from the point of view of the producer 

•lid of the consumer.    The producer needs a price which is high enough. 

At the same time,   for essential goods of basic importance,   the price 

should bo low enough to maleo them easily accessible to the '.owest income 

groups.    In setting up a low price the governments usually pay subsidies 

to accomodate the producer;    the subsidy is a form of price correction. 

Ths social value of the output in this case equals the market price plus 

a subsidy.    Therefore, demestically marketed basic goods should be 

valued at the actual d mestic market price plus subsiiy, if any. 

Domestically marketed non-basic goods are valued at actual 

domestic market prices which may often inoludc indirect taxes.    Those 

indirect taxes should not be subtracted from the actual market price 

sinoe they reflect a certain government policy,  acceptable to the con- 

sumer who is prepared t    pay that price. 

Imported inputs (investment and current material inputs) are 

valued at actual CIF prices plus internal charges of transport, 

insurance,  etc    This is the real price being paid by the country. 

As in the case of exported output,  here too one should be careful 

with regard to a possible hidden duswing component or other di storti ve 
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clementi.    It nay woll happen that the actual CI?1 price i e too low, 

but a« soon as tue supplier conquers the market of a country,  he may 

decide to increase the price to r. more realistic level     This will 

affect the project negatively. 

Some material inputs (investment and current materials) are 

domestically produced,  but they are exportable - ìu.^e been exported 

before and eould be exported now.    For such inputs  ono should uso tha 

actual domestic market price of actual FOB price,   whichever is highor. 

To take the lower price would mean underestimation of the real  social 

value of the input.    There could be thrto possibilities in practico» 

(a)    The actual FOB price is higher than the actual domestic 

market price.    In thia caso one should use the FOB price because it 

expresses the opportunity cost of said input - if not used in the 

project, it may be exported.    If this input were to be exported a 

country would havo received the FOB price.    In doing so,   one gets a 

true picture of the real  social value.    For instance,  the actual 

domestic price f r cement in a country is 9 dinrra/ton, while the 

export price is 19 dinars/ton     The FOB price of 19  dinars/ton should 

be used for project evaluation.    This will,  n<   doubt, create economic 

incentives f^r a better utilization of the cement in a c untry. 

Such an approach may increase the investment cost     ^r tho 

current material inputs of a project,  but this will reflect the «conomic 

reality no matter whether one liket it or not.    It WìJ.1 provide an 

indication of tho real prico for development which a nation pay* toy 

curtailing the export of a raw material and processing it at home, 

which may have a number of far-roachinc, long-term,   positive socio- 

economic implications for a country.    Crudo oil may be a good example. 

In addition to the above,   tho application of the FOB price for crude 

oil used for domestic processing will encourage the utilization of the 

huge quantities of associated gas waster at present.    Tho quantity of 

flared gas in the Arab area alone is such that it is a sufficient 

raw material tc produce fertilisers te neet the future demand of the 

whole world.    The transportation cost» for this gas are 80 per cent of 
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Its market price uhi oh mrJces tho tranepcrt ati on over Ion« distancée 

unattractive.    With orude oil thia rato is only 10 por cent.    Therefor«, 

the) application of the FOB price Mill be a powerful level for the 

ori «itati di of the petrochemical iufcietry to aeaooiatod fat «hile the 

export of crude oil contir.au». 

(o)    The actual domestic market price ia higher than the TGI prie«. 

TlMre night be many reaaone for thia;    however,  the country badly needs 

foreign exchange and ia oven prepared to subeidiie «porta.    That scans 

that the aubeidy makea up for the difference between the actual dosestio 

market price and the FOB price.   A etrong incentive ia created for the 

project to fo on exporting    In that eneo one should take the aotual 

émaaatie market price because it reflects the true value of tho 

« awoüty for a country.    Thia may be done in two ways which lead to 

the aaae resulti 

- To take the actual domeatio market price, whieh is 

higher than the POB p+icej 

- To tnko tho FOE priej and add up the aubeidy. 

(c)    The FOB price and the actual domestic market price are 

alaoat at the same level, but ti o government still paya a subsidy to 

encourage exporta.   Thia ia a ocat which the society decided to make 

in order to a lve certain practical problems.    In auch a case one 

should take the FOB price and add tho subsidy. 

In the above three cases the starting point in the analyst a ia 

the pries specified in the oontract for exporta.   If the contract 

refere to a FOB price, it ahould be used]    if the export of a ocssoslty 

is expected on tho basie of a CIP price, all adjustments should be 

based on that prioe. 

Other material inputs are being domestically produced,  sat they 

ars insertasi e - have besa i sported before and could be imported now. 

For these inputs one should use the aotual domeatio market pries, or 

the nettai CIP prioe, whichever is lower.    T<   take the higher priée 

would sea« overestiastlon of the real sodai value of tho input,   the 

rsal social value ia represented by the lower pries (i.e. CIP), because 
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It «111 be preferable %•> the society to import the input,  being lesa 

expensive, instead of oxpa: ding ite domestic production.    In other 

oasos the real valuo may be represented by the actual domestic market 

priée, which is lower than the CIF price,  and tho society would prefer 

to expand the local production uf this input,  being cheaper, instead 
of importing it. 

Tho aboye presentation concerning prico adjustments on domesticali/ 

producdd exportable and importable inputs may be conveniently presented 

on the following simple diagram» 

E*JS4£C i-I 

CIFíFOB) 
Doiostically prcducod 
exportable inputs 

Domestically produced 
' mportable inputs 

Tears 

Other inputs should be valued at actual domestic market price 

plus subsidy sinoo the subsidy is an additional social cost which is 
born by the nation. 

Infrastructure1 services (both inputs and outputs) comprise 

ol tetri city, gai, water,  stoan, transport, repair and maintenance 

services, etc.    If they are importable or exportable, the procodttre 

suggestoù above is applied.    If they ire neither importable nor 

exportable, the valuation is done using the actual domestio market 

prio« or the production cost, whiehever is higher.    Taking the higher 

value (market price or production cost) reflects the actual social 

worth of these services.    To use the lower ono would moan an under- 

estimation of the value of infrastructural services.    This approach 

is suggested for the simple reason that tho actual domestic prico of 

these servi cos sometimes may b« established below production cost, 
which is a hidden subsidy. 
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If there aro tv. prices for electricity - one fer the public and 

another one for industrial purpose3 - the higher price should be taken 

at a starting point and tvan camparad with production cost. 

The land UBOCI by tha project is valued at actual domestic market 

prie«.    This should be the price of lpjid for industrial construction 

at the freo market. 

Labour is valued in terms of actual gross salaries and wages plus 

fringtt benefits.    It is more difficult to valuo tho fringe benefits 

appropriately.    This assessment should be dono on the basis of tho 

real market price or oc et,  whichover is higher,  of the facilities 

provided to domestic and expatriate labourers and not on the .grounds 

of the price thoy have paid,  i.e. rent for houses,    This price is cfton 

too low and is supplemented by a considerrblc hidden subsidy. 

Project appraisal is carried   ut in constant prices.    This means 

that the prices of inpute and outputs so adjusted (as indicated above) 

should be use' throughout the economic life of an investment projoct. 

Using actual domestic market price (ADMP) docs net mean picking 

up blindly, with no analysis,  the price prevailing on the market at a 

given moment and applying it t*   the future.    Picking up the prevailing 

relevant market price at tho moment is only tho starting point.    Tho 

possibilities for expected,  most likely future fluctuations of this 

price should be carefully analyzed.    Through this analysis a d mestic 

market price is arrived at which may or may not coincide with the 

doaestic market prico prevailing at the moment.    The domestic market 

price so derived should then be used for evaluation purposes throughout 

the lifetime of the project without further adjustments,  i.e. as a 

constant price.    Tho sanv. logic applies tc FOB a;d GIF prices. 

Any foreseeable future variations which have not been reflected 

in the selected constant prices due to inflation  or other reasons 

«til be taken care of by sensitivity and probability analysis. 
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3.     lille Criterion of Wattes! Profitability - Valus Added 

Value added,  as stated earlier, 1» tho basic criterion for the 

OTem.ll effects of a project en the economy.    It represents In a most 

general way the dlffcronco betwoor the  ¿mtput value and value of 

input! purchased from other units. 

The «valuation of an investment project is basad on net valu« 

I.    Fct value added gone ret od by a project equals valus of output, 

value of current lavtorial inputs and services purchased fro« 

outsida the project, minus total investment outlays! 

NVA   -   o - (m • I) (1.1) 

wheret    UTA    *    expected net value added generated by a project} 

0   -    expected value of the output of a project which 
is usually tho salas revenue; 

XX    -    expected vrlue of current material inputs and 
services purchased from outside the projsct, 
required to obtain the a*-ovo output; 

X     -    total investment 

It megr be noted that the material inputs of a project include all 

current satorials and services (raw materials,  energy,  fuel, transport, 

salntenaace,   etc.) purchased from outside the prcjoct. 

The net value added comprises two major componentst    wages and 

salaries (V) and scoiai surplus (SS)i 

NVA W • SS (B.2) 

Vages and salaries express the level of employment and the average 

of the people smplcyed.    The social surplus expresses tho earning 

oapaolty of a projsct.    It comprises indirect taxes, interest, divi- 

dends, insurance and reinsurance oharges, rent,  royalties, and un- 

distribute' profit which is being used by the firm for expansion funda, 

T9—rr9 funds, social welfare funds, etc. 

1st value added oan be measured for any single year or for the 

whole life of the project. 
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Xet value added for a "ingle ^eart 

OTA   -   0 - (W • D) (for that yew) (».3) 

uheret    D   •   annu*il depreciation. 

Wet value added for a project'e wh>le ce nonic lifoi 

n n_ _JL 

/    irvA  » /    o4 - /     (MI • i)t 
^^^^^^^^^_ -|^^HB^_i^^ ««•¡•••MM»' 

T3T ^PT        ^CTT 
(1.4) 

or (whioh i« the aaifteji 

^      NVA    -   WTAC+ RVAj •    .. • »V^ (1-5) 

uherei       n 

/     UVA -   net value added gonoratod by a project 

"CÌT 

S-. 
throughout its economio lifo from year 0 
to year nj 

expected value of output throughout the 
project' i life from year 0 to year nj 

n 

(MI • iL   -    expected current material inpute (m) 
and investments (i) throughout the 
project's life from year o to year n| 

WA©, WA,,...,MVA,,   -    expected annual net value« added 
* n throughout tho projoct's life from 

year o to year n. 

Ae oan be easily seen, the foraailao B.4 and D.5 are identical substantively with 

formula 1.1.   They provide more explicit presentation of foraula B.l, 

—phastalng the need to take into cenai dorati on all benefits and coati 

throughout the economio life of a project. 
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The net rt-Jisestic value added produced by a project constata of 

two aartat 

- »at nc-tlonsj value added - that pert whioh is produced and 

distributed in a country; 

- Repatriated n«t valu« added - produced by a project but 

repatriated cbrood (wages, interest,  not profit« (dividend»» 

renta,  royalties, inaurance and roinauranoe, or any other 

foreign payments not Included in material inputs). 

Investment pro jacte are evaluated In tarme of not national value adiad 

(NOTA).    This valu¿; added i e the moat important index of the contributi on 

of a projoct \c the national cconcny.    All rcpctrir.tion payment« are 

to be excluded.    The formula for finding the not national value added 

would therefore be as follows: 

n n n 

X     mi " Zl   ° " /     (w • i • R) (1.6) 
t-o U: ITT 

«here 1 ia equal to all repatriated paymonta in respect of thi« project 

auch at royalties, inaurance,   rents,  interest and net profita of 

foreign oapital as well e.a wage« of expatriate labour. 

Any further mention of valuo added in thi» Manual refer« to net 

national v»lue added unie»« «tatod enervi se.    Per the «ako of brevity 

only value added will be u«ed. 

The total value added jonoratod by an investment project compri«e«i 

- Iftrcot valuo added - produced within a project Itself; 

- Indirect value added - additional value added, generated 

by other project« technologically anJ. economically related 

to a project under consideration.    This induced value added 

would not have been produced if the project in question had 

not been establishod. 

Ths evaluation cf an invastneat project should in principle be 

basad on the total value added, both direct and indi root. The pro- 

cedure for SM&surin« the indiroct value addod is provided in the 
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•ection on measuring the indirect effects. If it is too difficult 

to measure the indirect value added or it» r;»gnituàe is negligible 

Me therefor« not worth the effort, all calculation« of efficiency 

•ay be baled on the direct value auded only. 

At thi« «tag« the evaluator is confronted with taking into 

aocount the distribution of benefits and coat« ov«r Urn« in order to 

find th« total value added in present terms.    Thi« problem ii «olv«d 

by applying the di «counting technique      But in plac« of applying th« 

u«ual interest rate,  It is necessary to apply the social rata of 

discount (3RD).    The detailed description and method of calculation 

of SRD i« contained in the section "National Parameters" . 

3.1   Amplication of the va_lue added criterion for evaluation of 
n«y jnvtméñT projects 

Two stages are suggested Tor the application of the value added 

criterion!    absolut« efficiency teat for screening purpo««« and 

relativ« efficiency test for ranking purpoaeo. 

3-1.1    AbfoUite^efflciency t««t 

(a)    Simple formulât    For «mall project« with uniform «tree« of 

value added as well as for larger projects at the early «tags« of 

project formulation,  it is advisable to compile the value added for 

> normal year whioh manifest« the normal operational conditions of 

th« project.    The normal year should be the «ame «elected for com- 

mercial profitability analy«i« (net    para.  2.1),    Thi« eatimate will 

provide only a preliminary idea of the benefit« of a project to the 

nation.    If th« r»«ult «hows positive value add«d,  it is a good sißn 

for proc««ding further with the project.    On the other hand, if the 

result is negative,  it sounds an early warning and v«ry careful 

thought ha« to be given before proceeding further with the project, 

with particular emphasis on those aspects of the economy in the context 

of which the project is being initiated. 

At the «am« tine it might be useful to discern whether the value 

added ««tinated for a «ingle yoar also yields some surplus over the 

for that year.    Thi e can be assessed by th« following formulai 
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iB   -   o - (w • D) >- :/ (B.7) 

wheret    X     •   absolute efficiency test of the project in term 
of value added surplus ¿ver the woe«" <*» the baila 
of data for a normal year; 

0     m   expected value of normal annual output (usually 
annual sales revenue); 

MX    •   expected value of normal annual ourrent material 
Inputs and services purchased from outside the 
project; 

D     •   expected depreciation of fixed capital in a nomai 
year; 

V     -    expected waget in a normal year. 

A» can se easily seen,  the proposed simple formula is based on net 

torneatic value added.    This is recommended on purpose since at the 

early etage there may not be sufficient information regarding repatriated 

payments.    If the project «valuator possesses this information, and the 

repatriations are expected to be of crucial importance,  they oould easily 

be introduced in the formula B.7.    If the project being formulated showe 

suoh a social surplus, it pasees the absolute efficiency test at the 

early stagea of formulation.    This indi catea that the projeot id 11 yield 

a surplus after meeting its wages obligations.    One can now undertake 

with acme oonfldenoe a more detailed analysis of the project.   Ivan if 

there la no suoh surplus, it may not be necesaary to abandon the projeot 

at tai a stage but one may consider how it can be improved. 

The application of the si spie formula for an abaolute effloieney 

teat la illustrated by an example of the earne hypothetical project 

ooaatdered in the commercial profitability section.    Its data are 

derived from Table 9 and oompiled in Table B.l. 

The absolute efficiency test on the beai a of a normal year'a data 
thati 

1,   -   105 - (48 • 10) ^> 12 

S,   -   47> 12 
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The project generate in a normal year a social surplus of 3%000 

diñara over and above wages and therefore passes the preliminary 

absolut« efficiency tost. 

Table B.l   absolute Efficiency Test - Simple Forami«-' 

(000 dinars) 

Items Amount 

1.   Ixpeoted value of output in a normal yscr (0) 
Table 9, lìow 1 

105 

2.    Expected value of current material inputs in a 
normal year (Ml) Table 9   Row 2-2 

48 

3.    Ixpeoted depreciation of fixed capital in a 
normal year (D) Table 8, Row 2.2 £/ 

10 

4>    Ixpeoted w&ges in a normal year (w) Table 9» 
lows 4 1 and 5-1 

12 

(b)    Discounting formulai    The application of this formula is 

recommended for later stages of pro ¿set formulation as well as when 

the stream of the annual values added is not uniform.    The evaluation 

of the total effects of the project on the nation during its lifetime 

is done with the help of the  social rate of discount (3RD).    Ths expected 

annual values added throughout, the project's life are all reduced to 

one figure by application of 3RD,  taking into account the difforent 

years of their occurence     This is done in the folloidnf mannen 

Step li    Model Table Nu 9. Integrated Value Added Analysis, contains 
data en outputs,  current material inputs, investments and 
repatriated payments of a projoct.    The analysis should 
begin with the completion of this table. 

1/   In consistence with the approach under commercial profitability, 
year 5 is selected as a normal year. 

¡/   Sinos this is the only case where depreciation is used in national 
profitability analysis in the Manual, it is not provided in Table 9, 
However,  it is readily available in Table 0. 
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•tap 2t    The market pricaa for all tnese itemc ,•*» asaessed for 
commercial profitability analysia ax« already available. 
Ata« may now Ve carefully wi»wed and if obvious dis- 
tortions ara datacted, they should ba oorracted at par 
price adjuatmant rulaa.    Quant i tit s of"outputa and 
inputa multipli ad by adjusted prieta ßiva tha valut« of 
output a and inputa. 

•tap 3i    The fifurta 30 computad for tach year of tha project's 
lift art grouped aa followti 

- Borni nal valuaa of output (basically aalaa revenus, 
aubtidita and ra ai dual valua) (C.); 

- iominal valuaa of invtatntnt (lt); 

- Mominal value a of currant material inputa (MT.)i 

- Nominal valuaa of repatriated pcymanta (repatriated 
of expatrfatea,  inttrttt paid on foraign loans, ntt 
profita on expatriate shareholders,  royalties and othtr 
fortign paymante which art not included in mattrial 
Inputs) (Rt). 

•tap 4>    An attampt ah oui d than bt madt, if poeaible,  to measure tha 
frnd^rsct affect3 of tha pro'ect - banafita and costs 
occurring in other linked-up pro jacta (exiating production 
tul ta) aa indi oat ad in tha aaotion on maaaurlnf tht 
indiract affecta.    Tha annual indir act benefits and coats 
thus computed ara addad to tht annual direct benefits and 
costs, retpactively.    This tnablta computing tht total 
valut addtd (diraot and indirect). 

•taf 5»    Tha nominal valuaa computad under S tapo 3 and 4 abovt art 
grouped aa followai 

- »alue of output (0^);    and 

• Valut of all material inputs (MI • I).. 

Subtract for aaoh year tha nominal valuaa of all material 
Inputa (HZ • i)^ from the nominal valuaa of output (0|) to 
arriva at tha nondnal values of tha Hai Doweetlo Valu« Atee* 
(RIVA)I for tha ra a pac ti ve yearai 

(NWA)t   -   ot - (*Œ • 1)% (B.8) 

•tap 6s    lubtract fro« tha annual valuaa of nat doneatlc value addad, 
oomputed above, tha annual valuaa of rapatriât ed payments 
(if) to arriva at tha axpactad notai nal annual valuta of 

Jtatjonal Value Addad (VIVA)* for tha reepectivt yaarsi 

(KFVA)t    -   0t - (W • I • ll)t (B.9) 

'iL 
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Stop 71    The nominal value• of net national value added thus computed 
for each year of the life of the project should be discounted 
to the base yeex by applying the Social Rato of Discount (3RD). 
For this purpose the discount factors should be identified 
fron the present value tables for each year corresponding to 
the adopted SRD.    The nominal annual figures of (Hinflog are 
multiplied by the corresponding discount factor (a)^ to obtain 
its present value.    The sum total of the individual annual 
present values gives the present value of the Ket Rational 
Value Added " 

ft_ (VA)tat 
t.o 

/      (VA)tat    .   /       I 0t - (W • I • liH at (B. 
"XT "Co"*"- —' 

10) 

The present worth of the value added thus oomputed must be posi ti ve i 

(B.ll) 

This is an indioation of the positive contribution of a project to the 

national income.    Therefore, the project passes the first part of the 

absolute efficiency test.    If this condition is not net, the project 

should bo carefully re-examined and modified, 

However, merely passing this test - though very important - is still 

not a saffi oient condition for acceptable    f a projeot.    For this pur- 

pose, the project should go through the second star« of the absolute 

efficiency test, whioh is examined under the following step: 

Step 8t    The present value added thus oomputed should usually comprise 
salaries end wages (w) and a social surplus (33).   Table 9 
provides a breakdown of the nominal annual values added on 
wages and social surplus.    The nominal annual values of net 
national value added and of wages are discounted by the SRD 
to arrive at their present values.    These two present values 
could be further utilised for applying the absolute effi- 
ciency test to the projeot as follows: 
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1 ' x     (YA)t»t ^ /    Vt (B,12) 

taO taO 

Aotually this formula makes «ens« only if value added It poti HT«. 

Any further utilization of the formula impli«i that the valu« adda* 

is positivo. 

I   a    absolute efficiency test of a projact on th« basi« of 
the discounted values of valu» added and of wafesj 

TT 
*    't*t -   present value of the expeoted valu« add«d for the whole 

lifetimo of a projoct from year o to year aj 

n 

y'     W.a^      -    present value of the expected wafes for the «hole 
r'p" lifetime of a project from year o to year n «xoludlAf 

expatriated wages; "" "* 

n  *     number of years in the economic life of a project 
starting from year o; 

a. -      discounting factor in year t. 

If the sun total of discounted value added for the «hole life of 

a projeot i a larger than the sum total of discounted Mafes, th« project 

is offici ont from the national point of view.   The value added produced 

by this project not only recovers the wagee needed for its operation 

but also generates a social surplus whioh is a source for increasing 

present consumption and for further expansion of the economy - payment 

of taxss to th« treasury, interest on loans, net profits, etc 

If the value added produoed by a projoct equals wages, th« proj«et 

is Marginally acceptable.    It only recovers the wages paid to th« 

labourers and generates no surplus over and above that. 

If the value added is less than wagee, there is an indioation 

that the project will not produce a social surplus at all.   It 1« 

not «van able to recover the wag«« paid to the labourer«.   Therefore, 

% 
iti 
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fro» the point    f view of contribution to the national income In torma 

of value added, th« project la not acceptable.   However, there may be 

other aapaota measured by the additional i-»di ce« or other conaiaera- 

ti one such aa infant industry, «tratsgic indue try or other» in viae» of 

which the project may need further examination and modification to 

inprove Ita efficiency. 

In Table B.2 the application of the absolute efficiency test la 

demonstrated again using the initial data stated in Table 9* 

It la assumed first that there are no price distortion« with rafard 

to price e of input e end output« aa well aa the rata of forai fn ewaangs. 

The analyaie i a carried out on the basi a of the earn« Market pries«, and 

officiai rata of foreign «rcohange »1-5 dinar«, applied under e omeri Lai 

profitability.    Applying the abaolute efficiency formula on* finds thatt 

n n 

«. y (fi)tS > > Vt 

or 137|800 .>     04,300 

Therefore, should there not be any prloe distortions, the projeet would 

pasa the abaolute efficiency tait, i.e. it coverà the sages of G4,300 

diñara and cenerate« a «octal surplus of 53,5* diñara. 

However, the project analyata found that thla la not the casa. 

There ara eon« prloe distortion« and particularly di «torti on« in the 

foreign exchange rata.    The official rate of exohange overvalues the 

looal currency in comparison with the foreign currency. 

Under thass oircumstanoee the same absolute efficiency test is 

then oarried cut at oorreoted priées of inputs, output« and foreign 

ex chance.    The price adjustments are made following the i net ruoti one 

in the Fricing Rule Table.    The adjusted rats of foreign exchange 

ooatalna 30 psr cent premium and II - ¿«^dinars. 

Table B.3 eontalns the adjusted flgsrss for the absolute effi- 

ciency test. 
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The di•counted value added equal« 234,400 dinars.    Phi« is an 

indication of the poaltive contribution of the project to the national 

income.    Therefore,  the project passes the first part of the absolute 

efficiency test     However,  this is still not sufficient for recommending 

a decision on the project.    It is very important to find out how much 

of this value added will be used to pay tho vrages and salaries of the 

labourers and how much is the social  surplus» 

By the application of formula B,12 it was found that,  while the 

discounted value addod is 234,400 dinars,  the discounted value of the 

wages is 80,500 dinars      The project generates enough value added to 

reoover the wages paid to the labourers.    It also produces a substan- 

tial social surplus.    Therefore,  from the point of view of contribu- 

tion to the national income in terms of wages and social surplus,  the 

project is acceptable, 

Had it not been so,  ;.  e.  the project does not generate sooial 

surplus,  the designers should carefully review the project and modify 

it accordingly to improve its basic parameters.    Additional domestic 

resources should bo sought for financing the project to minimise the 

repatriated payments (interest on foreign loans,   dividends on foreign 

equity,   etc.).    Special attention should also be paid to the application 

of the additional indices to measuro the project's contribution to 

other development objectives. 

The comparison between Tables 3.2 and 3.3 clearly indicates an 

improvement in terms of value addod.    In both cases the value added is 

positive,  but at corrected prices it is much higher,  i.e    from 137,800 

dinars it increases to 234,400 dinars,    It means that the price cor- 

rection* and particularly the adjustment    f the foreign exchange rate 

affect the project positively mainly through tho higher prices of 

output,  «hich compensates for the higher prices of imported inputs 

(investment and materials) and tho higher valuing of repatriated 

payments. 
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Th« discounted valúa of wages drops only by 3OOO dinar«, due to 

th« higher valuation of tho repatriated wages by the adjusted rate of 

foreign exchange. 

The conclusi n is th-,t cva.lu:-.:„3 at corrected prices the project 

marks a distinct improvement.    Whila at market prices it was expected 

to produce a social surplus of 53, jOC dinars :>,t oorrected prices,  it 

generate« a considerably larger social surplus of 153,900 dinars. 

3.I 2    Relative efficiency teat 

If several competing projects pass the absolute efficiency test, 

the project evaluator is faced with tho problem of ranking.    This 

ranking cannot be done en the basis of the absolute amount of the 

value added generated since there are usually limitations with regard 

to production resources which h~vo to be taken into account. 

The ranking of investment proje?t3 is possible by applying the 

relativ« efficiency test to tho analysis of the value addod aocom- 

pliahed earlier.    For this purpose several decision situations may 

U 1 denti fi edt 

(i)    In tho case '/here there are fewer projects   and no 

production resource constraint3, all projects 

which satisfy the abs lute efficioncy test can 

be taken. 

(ii)    If thero is no oleari" pronounced scarce faotor 

or there are several constraints (all important 

production factors are scarce),  the ranking of 

alternative projects designed to produce the «ame 

products should bo done by using the absoluto 

efficiency formula.    The higher the value added 

and the surplus of value added ever wages,  the 

mor« useful is tho project to the economy. 

(til)    There »re, however,   some well-known scarcities of 

basic economic resources which the doveioping 

countries generally face,  such as scarcity of 

capital, foreign eschange,  and skilled labour. 
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The ocouranet of one scarcity er another, among 

other thing*, is closely relited to the strategy 

of socio-economic doveiooment and tho priori ti ss 

set up.    It muy thsreí re be uaeful to o t&blish 

which scarcity would vitally effect th« setting 

up and operation of a project and the economy an 

a whole,    Ranking should be dono thon hy relating 

the valuo added produced by the project to the most 

scarce faqtor in the country      Project ranking 

under three acaree situations relevant for many 

countries is illustrated below« 

(a)   Project ranking in the capital  scarcity situation 

The objective is to find which projects generate the maximum 

value added per unit  of oajital invested.     This can bo assessed by 

dividing th* discounted value ?.dded by the present value of total 

Investment (both compiled earlier for finding tho cbsoluto efficiency 

of the projeot)i 

$T^ (B.13) 

The largar the ratio,  the mor« beneficial is the project from the 

oapital point of viev,  enabling it therefore to bo selected in a 

capital «oarcity situation.    In tho hypothetical axamplo the discounted 

value add*1 is 234,400 dinars and the discounted toni investment is 

247,200 dinar*» 

Therefor«, a dinar of discounted invastmsnt ^onerate* 0.95 dinars of 

value added.    This co-officisnt seous tc "be very high, but it has a 

real meaning only w* on oompared with the same co-efficients for 

alternative projects.    The highor the ratio, the better the project is. 

(b)   Project ranking in a foreign exchony scarojty situation 

The position hore is similar to that under capital scarcity, and 

tas object is to find which projoct produces tho maximum value 
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per unit of net foreign oxohange post.    It is obtained by applying 

the formula: 

*« - -War (Ba4) 

P(ïï) will bo the prosont vr.lue of the net foreign exchange cost of a 

project compiled in Table B-14 of the 3cction "Net Foreign Exchange 

Effect".    The not foreign exchange coat is obtained as a difference 

between foreign exohange spendings and foreign exchange earnings 

(savings) during the lifetime of a project.    This formula is applicable 

only when the foreign exchange spendings exceed the foreign exchange 

earnings (savings) of a project.    The higher the ratio, the larger 

is the value added contribution to the economy per unit of net 

foroign exchange cost. 

The formula doo3 not apply to the hypothetical project because 

its foreign exchange earnings and savings exceed the foreign exchange 

sp endings. 

(o)    Project ranking in skilled labour scarcity conditions 

Under skilled labour scarcity conditions,  it is necessary to 

find the projects generating a maximum value added per un^t post of 

skilled labour.    It can be easily found aa follows: 

Wr *») 
P(L ) is the present value of all wages,  salaries and fringe benefits 

given to the looal and foreign skilled employees,  including the portion 

repatriated abroad.    This figure is readily available in Tabic 3. 

••Manpower Requirements".    When both skilled and unskillod labour are 

scarce, the total wage bill along with the fringe benefits are to be 

used in the denominator of the above formula. 

The larger the ratio,   the greater is t^e value added contribution 

per unit cost of skilled labour and therofore the project is preferable 

under a skilled labour scarcity situation. 
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The ¡ii »counted amount of the wa:*cs,  salari us and fringe benefits 

of the local and f reign «killed labour in the hypothetical project 

computad to equal 30,000 dinars.    With this it follows thati 

30ÌÓOO 4.69 

A dinar of di «counted wages,   salariée and fringe benefits paid to the 

•killed labour help» to .»onorato 4 69 dinr.rs of value added.    Thie co- 

efficient should also bo compared with respective oo-efflcienta for 

alternativo project«.    The higher tha co-efficient the better the pro- 

ject is. 

The application    f the rolativc offici 3r.cy tests may necessitate 

certain technical nnd economic modificati one in the projeot's design. 

If the foreign exchange i a tec scarce,  tha designers may bo asked to 

Modify the project by looking for domestic material substitutes, 

alternative lower prloc imports,  increasing exports,  etc.    Thie may 

lead to a certain relief in the foreign e: change scarcity situation. 

The aame may apply to capital scarcity and skilled labour scarcity. 

3 • 2   Application of the _val.ua added criterion for evaluation of 
modernizr,tjon/expansiò*n pro jocts 

Modernisation and expansion are very important aspects of the 

inéuatrialiiation programme of any country.    It is particularly 

neoeeaary to assess whether moder. i cation/expansion   f an existing 

production unit,  i/hich enjoys many infrastructural facilities,  is 

not a more economical alternative than setting- up a now project. 

Sometimes it may be necessary to undertake such a stop f r the sur- 

vival of a continuously losing industrial unit,    roderai iati on la 

usually accompanied by expansion and vice versa,    'jftiere is no clear- 

cut demarkation line >>ütwecn them.    For the salce of brevity, 

Moderni iati on/ expansion project«: will be referred to as moderni iati on 

projects. 

One may distinguish different type e of .nedernisntioa.   In a «ingle 

oaae it may consist cf improving or replacing a machina or group of 

machines, which are physically still operational but economically 
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obsolete.     This may help to resolve r. bottleneck,  to incroase produc- 

tion, to improvo guility,   to decrease product!un cost,   to improve 

working condition!,  otc,    On the other extreme,   -  -.oderai tati on may 

ooaprise t completa rocrnstructior   of an existing fp tory,   replacing 

most of the uTaohinory an«:. oquipmont,  and retti i:ing enly the factory 

buildings.     This may loed to considerable increase in production 

capacity,   lover production costs md capital cete per unit of output, 

better quality,  improved working conditions,   ote     There might be in 

practio« an unlimited number of variations of modernisation between 

these two extremes. 

Aa stated above,  prrt of thfe exist Ln*j fixed cr.pital and certain 

infrastructurel facilities art used by the redemised project.    However, 

it is even more importait that the .odernizod fr.ctory will use basically 

the MAG manpower.    Ko.ybe  this is the mont essential link between the 

old and the moderni lad factory 

For very simple r;nd limited in sc:.le modernization project», 

•imple techniques for ovnlur.tion may b~ sufficient.    For that purpose 

one may convenienti/ ur: simple rate of -oturn (formulae A 1 or A.2), 

pay-back period (formula A.3)  or the simple value added formula 

(formila B-7) • 

Larger modernisation projects,  like new projects,   should be 

evaluated in a two-step procedure!    first,  absolute efficiency tost 

and then relativo efficiency tect 

Although throughout thic section the term« "before" and  'after" 

are used,   actually the Manual advocates a comparison between the 

current levai of operation - präsent or expocted in the future,  i.e. 

without modernisation,  with the expected parrvmeters of the same 

production unit being moderni ¡tod - i.e.  with inodemisatioiw 

The cenerai sequence of operati oral steps is the sann» as 

described above for now projects     There ?ro,  however,  peculiarities 

in the computati on of tho different Inputs r,nd outputs uMd for the 

calculation of the v-iuc added.    The inputs and outputs at the 
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current level of operation (before modernization) sorve as a starting 

point.    The additional Inputs and output» should be added tc them to 

ani re at ine total magni turi ?s of etch input and output after 

•oderaiaation is completed! 

- Tala« of output   «   Value of output r.t the current loyol of 
operation + additional value of output 
duo to modernization: 

- Value of Material input«   -   Material inputs at the current 
level of operation + additional 
inputs caused by modernisation; 

- Value of capital - Knrket value cr book vnluo of tho adopted 
machine»,  equipment,   etc,  from the 
existing production unit • now investment 
for modernisation; 

- Value of repatriated payment»   »   Value of payments going 
abroad at the current level 
of operation • additional 
repatriations due to moderni- 
setion (if any)» 

- Value of wages   «   Value of wage» for employed labour at the 
current level of operation + wages for labour 
newly employed due to modernization.    It 
may, howover, happen that modernisation 
will out down the labour employed und although 
the average wa<*o nay increase,  tho total 
magnitude of wages might decrease.    This 
nsw (reduced) amount should be taken for the 
calculation of the value added generated by 
the modernization project. 

Hi« first ometti on which should be asked in evaluating a moderni- 

•etica project is if value added after modernisation Is larger or at 

lea«t equal to the value added before modernisation.    This could be 

la the following ways 

Ka) Brasas. ^ >       <»•«> 
i   F(VA) after modernisation      -   present worth of the value 

added expected to be generated 
by a project after modernisa- 
tion} 
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HTA) before modernization   «    prcsont worth of the value added 
expoctod to be generated at the 
current level of operation. 

If tha project paaees this test one can ,70 on applying'the following 

testi;    if not,  the project should be rc-oxamincd and possibly improved. 

Assumine the project passos te above first step of the absolute 

efficiency test,  the next question should follow!    if the value added 

expected to be generated by the modernised orojoct is larger or at 

least equal to the wages to bo paid tc tho labourers! 

'*•"'      *m   •    absolute efficiency tost for modernization project} 

P(H) >    prosent value of tho expeoted wajes after modernisation. 

The modernisation proeot passes the abnolute efficiency test if 

the present value added exceeds the present value of wages.    However, 

only passi nf this tost may not be suffi ci ont.    IM. s type of efficiency 

test only answers the question whether the modernisation proposal is 

expected to generate a social surplus.    But how dco 3 it stand compared 

with the social surplus generatod by the production unit prior to 

modernisation?   What is the structure of tho value added (wages • 

social surplus) after modernization as compared to before modernisation? 

It may be desirable for this type ut projects that a second 

efficiency test be carried out by comparing the efficiency in terms 

of social surplus generated before and after modernisation.    This can 

be done in the following steps: 

Step li    Compilo tho prosont valuó r, of value added and of wages expected 
to be generated at tho current operating levol and apply the 
absolute efficiency formulai    E     -   P(VA) J>-  P(*0«    This 
measures tho level of efficiency1 before modernisation; 

Step 2t    Use the a:-ove formula to compute tho efficiency at the new 
levels of inputs and outputs expected after modernisation! 

Stsp 3t    Compare the efficiency in terms of social surplus for the 
two levels - before and after modernization - and arrive 
at an absolute efficiency rati 1 
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«m KVA) - KW" fboforc modernisation)     -^ **•*"' 

A Modernisation project passes tho absolute effioiancy tc«t if 

the ratio i a largar thon,  or at lcaat oqual to,  one, or in othor w rdi, 

if the expeoted social surplus from the modernised project is larger 

than, or at least equal to,   tho eocinl surplus n\ the current level of 

operation.    If this oonditlon is not met,  one «ay oonsider how tho 

design for Modernisation oan be improved* 

Therefore,  the moderni «iti on proposal of a project should not 

only pass tho absolute efficiency tost valid for new investment 

projects, but should also prove tc be superior compared to the current 

level of operation. 

For ranking purposes the sane rolr.tivo efficiency tost applies 

as for new investment projects.    The analysis for the likely scarcity 

situations will also be tho same. 

Modernisation projects may competo among thomselves as well as 

with alternate new investment project! producing tho same prodvtoti 

- If thore io no oloarly distinguished scaroo factor or 

all are scarce, tho ranking is done by using the absolute 

efficiency formula.     The higher tho value added and tho 

surplus over wapca,  the bettor tho project is for the ooonomy; 

- If the scarce faotor is pronounced,  the rankirg is made by 

relatin« the expected value addod from tho i.iodorniscd project 

to tho Most scarce factor in tho country used for this projecti 

hfWr <»•»> 
vheret       l-_   •   relative effiolency of a modernisation project with 

Br        regard to respective soaroc faotor (oapital,   foraipt 
exohange,   skillod labour); 

HVA)      •   present worth of tho expected value added after 
•odernisation over tho lifetime of a project; 
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P(Sf)    m    present velu« of the oxpoctod acarea factor (capital, 
foreign exchange or skilled labour) committed to tho 
projoct due to its moderni action.    This value is 
computad a« the sum total    f tho expected magnitude 
of tho scarce facter to bo committed during moderni- 
zation and its actual value at the current level of 
oporation. 

The higher the ratio, the larger is tho value added contribution 

to the economy por unit oost of the scarce factor. 
^     Mm*mm~mm±  m •«• mm m mm I«M>^Im^mm  •» «.^w,» *~mÈm •»  • •» 

Table B.4 eonteins tho necossory aggregated data for assessment 

of an investment proposal to expand and at the samo time considerably 

modornise an existing industrial establishment.    This tabic oontains 

two different typos of datai 

(o)   Prosont valuó of value addod, unges, investment and skillod 

labour whiob oharaotorizo the factory under the current level 

of operation, i.o, before modernization.    They combine actual 

data of tho factory's past and prosent performance with 

date, computed on tho basis of its expected performance, 

should expansion and modernization n~>t be undcrtakeni 

(b)   Expected prosont values of value added, vages, investiront 

skillod labour after modernization. 

Table B.4   Eyalwitjon of a Modernisation Projeet 

(in 000 dinars) 

Items 

1. Present values cf value added - P(VA) 

2. Present values of w.¿es - P(tt) 

3. Prosont values of investment - p(l) 

4*  Present values of nages and fringe 
benefits paid to skillod labour - 
KL.) 

Before 
expansion/ 

modernisation 

«5 

63 
250 

33 

After 
expansion/ 

modernisa+io] 

90 

64 
3OU 

45 
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Tb« first question which in t   be aakod is whether the value 
added after modernisation of the factory, i.o. PÍVA),, is larger than 
the value added before modernisation, i.e P(VA)0.    The available data 
confirm that it ist 

*yA)l 9Û.OOO .  lfl 
HTA)«     *     ÌKÒàÓ     '   1<38 

Since this o ondi ti on is met, the second guestjon follows!    Is 
the expeoted value p.ddod,  i.e. P(VA)lt  large enough to cover the 
paid to the labourers, i.e. P(v)lt and to havo a surplus over and 
above them?   The data from Table B.4 confirm that it 1st 

or 

90,000    ^> 64,000 

With this oondition having been net, the third, question follows» 
la the expected social surplus after moderni seti n larger than the on« 
under the current levol of operaticaff    The answer to this question is 
also positi vet 

P(VA)1 - P(W)1 90.000 - 64.000 16.000 .^, 
Wk)0 - K*00     '   &<Mfl - 63¡56fl    -      Vffi    -   8>1 

Therefore, the proposed project for modernisation of the existing 
factory is aooeptable.    The project passes the absolute efficiency tawt. 

Table B.4 also contains the neouseary data for oarrying out the 
relative effioienoy test.    This test is applied with regard to two 
•caree factors - investment and skilled labour. 

(a)   Investment!    The present value of the investment of the 
existing factory is 250,000 dinars.   The expeoted present value of 

the investment of the modernised project is 300,000 dinars.   Fart 
of it is the book value of the adopted equipment of the existing 
factoryt 
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1 90 000 
TtïTp  -   AdóT -   ° 30 v•**- 

A dinar of investment in the modernized project is oriected to generate 

0.30 dinar* of value added.    This ratio is higher than the name ratio 

in the existing factory (0.26),    This is another indication that the 

proposed modernization is sound.    The ratic 0.30 has to bo compared 

with the same ratio in an alternative project (if ^jjy).    If the proposed 

modernisation assures a higher productivity of the investment in terms 

of value added compared with the existing factory but a lower pro- 

ductivity comparad to an alternativo proposal for « new investment 

project,  the nvdor ization proposal should bo re-examined oarefully 

in order to be improved 

(b)    Skilled labour!     It can be seen from Table B.4 that the 

present value of wajos before modernisation is 63,000 dinars and the 

present valuo of wages and fringe benefits paid to skilled labour is 

35iOOO dinars.    After modernization, the output got» up considerably 

and with it the valua added.    The wagos,  however,  remain practically 

the same,  although the number of manpower omployod will have dropped. 

The share cf the skilled labour increased on the account of the 

unskilled one which is reflected in the considerable increase in the 

preoont value of wages and fringe benefits paid to skilled labour! 

^YAH 90,000 . „ .. 
TTOff -    45Îoo7)   -   2-°° dineri' 

One dinar of discounted salarias and fringa benefits pair1 to skilled 

labour is expected te cenerate 2.00 dinars of net national value added. 

This is higher than the samo ratio in the existing factory before 

modernisation (1.86).    This confirms the soundness of the proposed 

expansion. 

The oo-efflcient 2.00 dinars is thon compared with the sane co- 

efficient in an alternative new prcjoot proposal.   Assume it is higher. 

The conclusion is that tho proposed expansion and modernisation assures 
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tv higher productivity of the skilled labour in termi of valu« added 

as oompared with the existing factory as troll A« with an alternative 

proposal for a new investment project.    Therefore, it passes the 

relative efficiency tost in terms of productivity of skilled labour. 

3.3   Application of the value added criterion for évaluation of 
Industrial complexes 

There are circumstances in which it is necessary to evaluate 

investment projects as a complex and not separately.    An industrial 

oomplex may be defined as a group of self-contained projeets whioh are 

technologically,  economically and geographically closely interrelated. 

Any substantial change in one of the interrelated projects immediately 

affeots the others. 

The interrelationship between tho coneti tuent projects may be 

based on successive processing of the samo raw material (chemical, 

metallurgical    and textile complexos, agro-industrial complexes);    on 

eomplex utili seti n of different components of the raw material 

(ohsndoal and petrochemical complexes);    on participation in the 

production of parts which are assembled in a final pre duct (engineering 

complexes);    on utilization of common infrastructure,  such as transport 

facilities,  electricity, water,   steam, sas supplies,  etc. 

An industrial oompl.x may comprise only industrial projects 

(mining and manufacturing) as well as subsidiary projects from other 

sectors of the economy, i.a. agriculture, transport and communications, 

etc    The constituent projects may or may not bo under the same 

management. 

An Industrial complex -nay comprise three groups of constituent 

projects! 

- "A" - now investment projects; 

- "V - existing production units being moderni sod/expanded; 

. »c* - existing production units where seise capacities are 
being under-utilised. 

The industrial complex evaluation technique may be used for two 

purposes! 
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- Measuring tho t. tal benefits ?.nd costs cf a er°ip °f inter- 

related projecto constituting an industriell complex in order 

to improve the effioiency of the ccnplcx an a whole; 

- Measuring the indirect bonoiits and costs of r„i investment 

projoct occuring in othor investment prtjocts and/or existing 

production units. 

In addition te this, the suggested approach rv.y help to "internali««" 

•omo external (indirect)  effects,  which aro difficult to measure, and 

to eliminato the implicati one of heavily distort od market prices of 

items exchanged amons tho constituent projects.    The former is 

»ohioved by evaluating? all individual projects as one unit,  i.e. the 

industrial complex;    and the latter by valuing internal inputs and 

outputs at production costs and applying current or adjusted market 

prices only to itone delivered to or procured from outside the 

industrial complex. 

3.3.I   gvaluatjcn of an Industrial complex 

Tho purpose of grouping projects in the process of projoct 

evaluation into industrial "complexes" is tv^-fold: 

(a) To talee a broader view of the efficiency of a group of 

intorrelated orojects by bringing to tho surface their 

technical,  economic and social links; 

(b) To provide an opportunity for "ttìchno-economio redesigning" 

of tho constituent projucts if the evaluation results 

suggest      ÏW.3 redesigning may lead tv   considerable 

benefits through the ednor^y of scale,  better utilisation 

of planned productive capacities, more efficient 

marketing,  otc.    An estimata of such advantages can be 

dono only by analysing the individual projects as one 

complex. 

The evaluation of an industrial complex is oarried out in tho 

following «annert 

Step It    For evaluation of a compi ox, if possible each constituent 

project has to be appraised separately.    The rational« for 
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this IB that by evaluating tirai each project separately, 

information is compiled as to whioh constituent projects 

of the complex are weaker,  and »diere to look for 

efficiency reserves.    The evaluation has to t>o done by 

applying the abeolute efficiency test suggested for new 

projocts.    This individual evaluation of each conatituant 

project should not imply that each project uhould pass the 

absolute efficiency tost on its own.    As stated a'oove, 

the application of thi3 test only aims at identifying 

the »oak links of the complex. 

Step 2s    Compute the values of outputs and inputs for the oomplex 

as a wholei    output valuo,  material inputs, investment, 

repatriated payments, by compiling an Integrated Value 

Added Analysis tabic for the entire complex.    The general 

rules for computing the values of inputs and outputs of 

an industrial complex arc tie Banc as for individual 

projeots.    Thoro arc,  however,  cortain implications of 

the faot that the whole oomplex is appraised as one large 

unit,  the individual projects being constituent parts 

of iti 

- The value of expected output delivered by the complex 

(•ales revenue) i e valued at current or adjustod 

nnrket prices as per thr pricing rules; 

- The value of expected current material inputs procurad 

from outside the complex aro valued at ourrent or 

adjustod raarlcot prices; 

- The value of expected investments*    (a)  for new projaots 

their total investment;    (b) for modernisation/expansion 

projects, again their total capital (new investments 

plus the utilised old capital), and (c) for units having 

i dia capaoitics - their existing capital since they 

will usually not need any additional investment. 
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- The value of expected repatriation payment»!    (a) for new 

projects - thair total amount;    (b) for modernization/ 

expansion projects - as suggested in the section for 

evaluation of modernizaxion projects}    ant (c)  for unite 

with idle capacities - foreign payments under normal 

level  of operation plue any additional foreign payment» 

caused by the better utilization cf the capacity. 

Step 3i    The nominal annual valúen cnputed under Step 2 above are to 

be grouped as follows: 

- Sum tot*l of the values of output, produced by the 

different constituent units and delivered by the complex 

- Sum total of the values of all material inputs (investment 

and ourrent material inputs) used by the constituent units, 

procured from outside the complex (ill + i)^. 

Subtract for each year the nominal values of all material 

inputs (MI + I)? from the nominal values of output (0)| ,  to 

arrive at the nominal values of the Net Domestic Value Added 

produoed by the oomplex (NWA)° for the respective yearsi 

(NAVA)*    -   (0)° - (m + l)° (B.20) 

Step 4l    3 btract from the annual "alues of Net Domertic Value Added 

oomputed ab ve the annual values of Repatriated Payments 

(li)° to arrive at the expected annual values of Set National 

Value Added (NOTAJE for the respective yearsi 

Omx)°t  -  (o)cx - (m • i + R); (B.21) 

Step 5t    The nominal values of Net National Value Added so conput.d 

for each year of the lifetime of the conplex should bs 

discounted to the base year by applying the Social Rate of 

Discount (3RD).    T^r this purpose,  the discount factors should 

be identified from the present value tables for each ymr 

« 
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corresponding to th« Adopted SRI).    The nominal annual figures 

of (miTA)^ «re multipli 3d by th« corresponding di »count 

factor« (a), to obtain it« pr«««nt value.    The «urn total of 

th« Indivi dual annual present valu«« jivee th« nrosent vmlu« 

of th« Wet national Value Added for the industrial oomplext 

which can be expressed in the following vajri 

^ 
yeMsmwmsm» M^IMMM*      • •• M«I I «       mm i-i mmmm 

>»1       t»o "j»Y       -UO~ 

Th« pr«««nt worth of the valu« added for th« whole oompl«x 

thus computed mu«t b« positivst 

m 

(VA)j,tat^° (B.23) 

This is i, olear indication of th« positiv« contribution of th« 

industrial complex to th« national inoome and th«r«for« of 

its soundness. 

Step 6i    Th« present worth of the value addod for the eomplex thus 

oomputed should usually comprise oalaries and wages (W)C 

«Ad a scoiai surplus (SS)C.    It is ecsentisl at this stag« 

to compute the exp«ot«d discounted amounts of wages and of 

soeial surplus.    Th« nona nal annual valúas of «xpected wag«s 

for th« entire complex compris«t    (a) for now projects - 

total wages, excluding the repatriated portion}    (b) for 

modernisât! on/expansion projects as suggested in the section 

for evaluation of modernisation project«;    and (o) for units 
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with idle capacities - wages paid under current level of 

operation plus any wages for additionally appointed 

personnel to eecure better utilization of the available 

idle capacity. 

The baleno & of the difference between the nominal annual 

values added and the nominal annual wages is the nominal 

annual social surplus.    The nominal annual wages (WK and 

social surpluses (SS)? thus computed are multiplied by the 

corresponding discount fact ora ( reference 3tep 5 above) 

to obtain their present valuee.    The sum total of the 

annual present values of w&goa malees the present value of 

the wages for the whole complex: 

n 

Í TL Z- (V"°.* "* !       j»l t»0 

The same applies to the social surplus. 

Step 7t    With the major components thus computed the absolute efficiency 

test for an industrial oomple:: can be applied! 

E°   -    P(VA)C^   P(W)' (l.?4) 

or tho same expressed in more elaborate termst 

• n m ii 

o ^   \. V      ,.,\0 yy 
TT 

<VA>J,t at 
y y 
in—î»~ 

Wjf* s (B.25) 

leeret       re 

5 means the sum total of the value added (wages) for 
all constituent projects in the compier - starting 
with project j and ending with project m.    These 
projects from j to m could be only new projects, or 
new and moderni zed/expanded projects,  or new projects 
along with moderni sod/ expanded production units and 
existing units with idle capacities. 
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mean* the total «urn of the value added 
(wa et) for all coniti tuent projects in 
the complex from j to m 

m 

TT 
)  for all year« of their economic 

life starting fror year t-c (the beginning 
of construction) and ending in year n 

n 

V 
If the present worth of the valu« addod is positive and 

l»rftr than the present worth of wages, the complex as a 

whole is efficient.    If this condition is not met,  the 

attention should be focussed on review and redesigning of 

certain weak constituent projacts as identified under 

Step 1. above,  so that the overall efficiency of the 

complex is improved. 

If the ranking of industrial complexes is roquired, it will alas 

te possible to find the efficiency of the complex as a whole under 

oapltal,  foreifn exchange or skilled labour scarcity conditions by 

*f plying the same formulae as have been earlier suggested for indivi dual 
projects. 

Table B,5 contains the necessary aggregated data for evaluation of 

a hypothetical investment proposal to set up an industrial complex 

eoaprlslng two new projects which will be closely related with thrae 

existing factories, two of them having idle capacities. 

The values of the output on Row 1 of the Table express only output 

expected to be deliverod outside the complex by the constituent pro- 

éaetlon units, and subsidies paid to the existing factorisa. 

The values of the material inputs (Row 2 of the Table) comprise 

lav«* tarnt s for fixed capital (domostic and imported) for the new projects 

a« wall as the book value of the fixed capital of ths existing faotori.« 
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«hloh «ill beco»« part of the complex.    In addition,  this row alio 

oontains the valu« of current material input« (domestic and imported) 

procured from outside the complex. 

Row 4» Repatriated Payment«,  contain« a« explained earlier the 

expatriated portion of the «alarle« of expatriât« labourer«, interact 

on foreign loan«,  dividends to foreign shareholders,  «to., directly 

associated with the establishment of the industrial complex. 

The engineers and the economi st e found that the economi o life is 

expected to be 16 year«,  including the construction and the running-in 

pari od«. 

The evaluation of the proposed industrial complex lead the «valua- 

tor» to raalisinéT that the project was not acceptable in thi« for«.    Th« 

expected preeent worth of the Value Added is only 77,600 dinars, while 

th« wage bill to be palò to the labourers is much higher, namely 

130,700 dinar«.     Th« project i« not in a position to oover the wages 

and is expected to drain 53,100 dinars from the social surplus produced 

by other sectors of the economy,    This is,  of course, undesirable.    The 

•valuators recommended a modification of the proposed complex. 

The experts who reviewed carefully the proposed establishment of 

an industrial complex found! 
(a) The two new investment projects, proposed to be part of 

the complex,  are very efficient by themselve« and no con- 

siderable improvements in their design are thought to be 

likely; 
(b) Two of the three existing factories have had a very poor 

performance thus far.    Part of thoir capacities have not 

been utili «ed for years,  the technology was found to be vary 

obsolete, part of tho equipment wa« old and the management 

inefficient.    The government was supporting them by subsidies. 

Two years ago there was a proposal for their modernisation, 

but the action «a« postponed in view of their proposed 

joining« the industrial complex when the position of the two 

factories will be reviewed in line with their being part of 
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the oomplex.   The experts cam« io the conclusion and proposed a major 

reconstruction,  modernisation and expansion of the two factories to 

fit better the requirements of the Industrial complex.   A feasibility 

study was prepared by an Engineering Design Organisation     As a result 

of the proposed expansion and modernisation the annual output of the 

oomplex is expected to increase from 150,000 dinars to 200,000 dinars. 

For that purpose additional 50,000 dinars of investment will bo needed, 

making use also of much of the available equipment before the moderni- 

sation.    The annual current material inputs are expected to increase 

from 80,000 dinars boforo the modernisation to 90,000 dnars afterwards. 

Ifee to the more up-to-date equipment and technology,   in spite of the 

increase in output, the number of people employ ed will drop by 10 per 

oent, but the average level of skill will increase and along with that, 

the average annual wago.    The total annual wage bill,  consume" in the 

country,  however, remains unchanged, i.e. 20,000 dinars. 

This being so, the new economic picture <-f the industrial oomplex 

is presented in a very eggrogate way in Table B.6. 

The evaluation of the redesigned industrial oomplex leads tc 

positive conclusions! 

m n m n 

>T 
/   <*>s,« •» 2 >   >  <«>;,• ». 

or 

227,900 ->   110,700 

The proposed industrial oomplex is expected to generate 227,900 

dinars of present worth of value aided.   This value added is enough to 

recover the wage bill,  i.e. 130,700 dinars, and provides 97.200 dinars 

of scolai surplus.    Therefore,  the Industrial complex passes the 

absolute efficiency test. 
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3.3.2    Measuring the indirect effects of an investment 
•project 

Tho industrial complex technique can be conveniently used for 

tracing and/or measuring the indir et benefits and cc.ts of a now 

investment project.    These rare additional benefits and costs caused 

by an investment project under examination,   occuring in other techno- 

logically and economically relatad projects.    Should the project under 

consideration not have been cstaolished»  the indirect effects would 

not havo occurred. 

An investment project may provoke the establishment of other 

new projects,  modernization/expansion of existing production unit3 

and/or help the better utilization    f existing idle capacities in 

other establishments.    It is justified to trace the indirect effects 

in the above-mentioned projects (existing establishments)  only if the 

causal relationship between them and the project considered is clearly 

and indisputably established.    These indirect effects should be 

oounted for only as long as thoir occurance is due to the project 

under consideration 

An investment project may also induce other indirect benefits 

(benefits to the whole area provided by the project's infrastructure, 

benefits to other enterprises using a manpower which has acquired its 

•kill on the pr joct under examination,   etc),   or indirect costs 

(pollution of air or water, n i se,  destruction of traditional human 

values,  etc).    Howovcr, these indirect effects are not measurable 

and therefore not handled in this section,    Reference is made to them 

under "Supplementary Considerations".    This section suggests an 

approaoh only for identifying some measurable indiroct effects. 

Tho procedure for measuring the total effects (direct and indirect) 

of a project is as follows: 

Step It    Compute the direct value added and direct wages of a project 

being ovaluatod as suggested before. 

a****»*-. ••-i*»ésmmmmâ J 
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Stop 2t    Identify other project« or existing production unit« on which 

the projoct in question will have a direct bearing - establish- 

ment of new projects supplying tho inputs or receiving its 

output for further processing;    requiring modernisation or 

expansion;    better utilization of existing idle capacities 

with negligible or no additional investments. 

Stop 3i    On thci basis of Table 9 of the model formats,   compute the 

additional (indirect) value added for each year of the 

economic life whioh will bo preduocd in the linked projeots 

due to the establishment of the projeot under consideration! 

- for other now projects,   take tho total value added 

which they are expected to produce; 

- for moderniïod/expanded projects only the incremental 

value addod as a difference between the value added 

after the modernization/expansion and at the current 

level of operation; 

- for production units with idle capacities only the 

incremental value added ao a result of the better 

utilisation of the available capacities. 

For the proper computation of tho indirect value added, 

several Items should b* carefully identified« 

- for other now projects! total output, material inputs, 

Investments and repatriated payments, if any, should be 

taken; 

- for moderni?ed/expanded projects:    only the incremental 

(additional) output,  material inputs, investments and 

repatriated payments,  if any, aotually provoked by the 

project under con si dorati on; 

- for production units with idle capacitiesi     only the 

incremental output, material inputs, investments, if any, 

and repatriated payments, if any, related to the better 

utilisation of the available capacities. I 

«' Ml «*«W*W**i>**t** 
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Step 4l    Add up the Indi root value added so computed to the direct 

valu« added computed under Stop 1. above to obtain the 

expected total value addo* for each year.    Discount th« 

annual figuru«, multi plying them by the di»' ount factor« 

(a ) oorpo«ponding to the «elected « cial rato of di »count 

to arrive at tho present valuo of the total (direct and 

indirect) valuo added.    Thi« will be the fir«t component 

of th« absolute officienoy formula: 

m n \— v~ 
P(VA) - /   2L-(VA)j«t&t iB,26) 

TT    uo 
Step 51    Cowjute tho additional (indirect) wage« for each year of th« 

•oenoiBlc lifo which will be paid ir. the linked-up projeot« 

due to tho establishment of the projeot under oon«id«rationi 

- for other new project« take tht total expeoted amount of 

wage«; 
- for modernized/expanded project«,  only tho additional 

amount of wages a« a difference botwoon the wage« paid 

after and before tho modernization/expansion.    If the 

amount of wage« deoroaso« duo to modernization,  thi« 

difference i3 taken with a minus «ign and deduoted fro« 

the total «urn of wage': 
- for production unit« with idle capacities,  only the 

wage« of the additionally employed labour to «eouro the 

better utilization of the existing idlo capacities. 

Step 6i    Add the indirect wage« to th« direct one« to obtain the 

expeoted tot?.l sum of wage« for each year.    Dl »count the 

annual figure«, multiplying them by the discount factor« (a^) 

corresponding to tho selected social rate of discount to 

arrive at the prosont value of tho total wage« (dlr«et and 

Indirect) conedtted in a project.    This will flv« the second 

component of the absolute efficiency formula« 
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rtw) 
j^l        t.o 

(B.27) 

Step 7i    If the discountwù value added computod under Step 4« »twe i» 

positivo, supply the absolute efficiency foxwulat 

«   -   KVA)    >   P(W) 

«T expressed in more elaborato tarmai 
m 

t-0 

whoret        s n stands for the total value added or nage« 
(direct and indirect)  »curing in a project 
linder consideration and in all linksd-up 
project« from j to m 

m 
C^"")  for their entire economi o life fro« 

the ysar oto the year n (f) • 
t-o 

If the net rssult it a po«ltiye_ value added and a surplus <* 

value added over wages, or at lealt equal. wage«, *»• P*°J«<* 

it effieient.    If this condition i« not met,  the project with 

all it« linkage« ahould be carefully reviewed and if necessary 

redesigned to improve it« overall efficiency. 

It may, however, be difficult to make such an analyst« in all 

OSMI in quantitative term«.    This in in principle rscos—ndflj 

for Urge project« with apparent implications for other 

projects.    The above suggested approach may bo attempts* wfcen 

reliable data are available and can bo utilised for this 

purpose.    If thi« is not the ca«c, the absolute efficiency 

test as? be carried out on the br..i« of the direct benefit« 

sad costs only.   With regard to the indirect benefits sad costs, 
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qualitativ« marni: "A a ri&y be applied, lias ed only on tracing 

ih« effects in United project« BO fur ac possible by the 

applicati un of fie approach suggested above or any other 

«•dinar as may be found po. sible. 

The application of the suggested approach for measuring tha total 

(alraot and indirect)  effect of an investment project is illustrated 

below.    Tabla B.7 contains the ajjgrejated data on direct and indirect 

outputs, investments, current raterial inputa and repatriated payments 

needed for measuring the total value added (direct and indireot) 

generated by an investment project. 

For each of the items in this table separate tables have been 

oempiled, both for the direct and for the Indirect effects, using tha 

standard formats provided by the Manual.    Table B.7 contains seven 

baslo items, but for the sake of clarity, the breakdown of each itesi 

on direct and indireot components was also thought to be useful and 

therefore included in the table. 

The analysis of the data in Able B.7 provides a clear picture 

of the total (direct and indireot) effects of the hypothetical project« 

Evaluated on the grounds of its direct effects only, the project 

is sound enough.    It is expected to generate a present worth of valu« 

assied of 234,400 dinars (Table B.7, Row 7-1) while the present valu« 

of the wages to be paid is 80,000 Unars (Table £.7, Row 7.1.1)» 

n 

/    <VA>t s ?i S    Mi s 
t-ó t»0 

or 234,400..^ 80,500 

or 153,9C0 dinars of social surplus 

Therefore, the proposed project is expected to oover the 

te ««aerate a social surplus cf 153,900 dinars.   With this oharaetari «tie 

tha project is acceptable. 
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Tho »bor« conclusion applies whan the project is being considered 

by itself,  out of the context of its technological and economic rela- 

tionship with other projects,  V>th on the input and on the output side. 

With tne scope of the project s,nalysis being broaden by including 

the indirect effects of the project under consideration,  the above 

conclusion is fceinj confirmed and amplified.    The expected present 

worth of the total value added (direct plus indiract) gees as high as 395.000 

dinars (Table B 7, TIow 7).    The expected present value of the direct and 

indirect wage« i« 11?.IOC dinars (Table 7, Rows 7.1.1 and 7-2.1).    It 

follows that 

m n m n 

4r- 4- t-0 

•r 393.000 ^> 11?,loo 

er 275,900 dinars of social surplus 

Therefore,  the total (direct plus ir direct) value added expected 

to be generated by the proposed project covers the expected wages and 

provides a social surplus of 275,900 dinars,    Nith all the uncertainties 

fer the future which* uay affect the project,   one may bo more confident 

that,  although the expected social   surplus may not be exactly achieved 

for unforeseen reasons, there is a large rmrjin of safety.    Most likely 

the project will still be sound under more difficult economic conditio«« 

(higher prices for inputs or lower prices for output,  lower capadty 

utilisation,  etc.)*    M^« precise information on that could be obtained 

only after the application of sensitivity and probability analysis. 

On these grounds the project could bo rocarçnsndod to the éocisinn —ksT 

for acceptance. 

4.    aftliSSÉLISâaCU 
AdéitlOMl indicée in project evaluation reflect the fulfilling 

•f developnent objectives other.than those enoountered by the basie 
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oriteli on «né therefor« reagire the appraisal of the project» • con- 

tribution to the aald objectiv©(•). 

lue disti action between ba«ic criterion and additional indie«« 

nade In this Manual ii only optional,    Under certain condition« in 

lina Witt» the national objective«,  nome of the so-called additional 

indices nay beeone a« important as the basic criterion*    nier« oan be 

any «saber of such situation« and objective« depending on the strategy 

of development of a country, but generally there are four well-knsen 

altnatlen« for «hioh evaluation may be necessary. 

four additional indice« are,  therefore,  eugr««*** *° *• included 

la ta* analyii«,  depending or their «igni fi cane« and application in 

each 1 adivi dual ca«e.    The order of Hating the indice« below dee« not 

reflect any order of priority a«sign«d to them.    Their relative 

lnportanoe will vary from country to country and from time to tine 

attain the nam« country.    The«« indices arsi 

- laployment effect; 

- distribution effect| 

- Vet foreign exchange effect;    and 

- International competitiven«««. 

Suggesting a s«t of indice« doe« net mean that all the four aeeá 

te always be simultaneously applied in the evaluation of every project. 

It la up to the «valuator to select the relevant additional indio««, 

subject te ta« socio-«conomic framework in which an inveet*ent project 

is beta« evaluated. 

4.1   •a»lo»»snt «ff«ot 
If the creation of new employment opportunities la ene of the 

priaelpal develoaawmt objectives, the plaaninff authority tri«« to 

•reat« the largest number of new jobs with a fiven capital.   In other 

wcrua, it atteapts to invest as little capital a« poasihl« to open 

•ash single new job. 

The labour fere« is usually oonposod of unskq|od ajad «killed werker«. 

The first are these who «id not wadergo any kind of trai ni a« or education, 

while the Utter have done se in arder to neater their job. 

I 
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ÏJhen evaluating an investment project from an employment point 

of view, its impact on both unskilled and eld lied labour ehould be 

takon into account.    Furthermore,  not orly -H.rect employment,  but 

also the indirect employ..ent  choul . bo comiidcrucl.    . îoroas th-3 direct 

employment  relates to the new umployinant opportunities created within, 

the project,  the indirect oreo cover the job importuniti us croatod In 

other projects linked with the procci which is being evaluated. 

It is worthwhile to try to ostinate tho indiroct employment  effect» 

at least for the one round - projects directly connected with the project 

on both the input and output sides.    This is done by analyzing each 

project in question individually-    For larvo projects, it ¡nay be pre- 

ferable to estimate the new employment offects even for further rounds 

of linkages  on the basis of information which can bo available or by 

applying some standards based on the past employment results from euch 

projects in the country or abroad.    In such a way,  the total number of 

now employment opportunities can bo r.s3ccsed      Nevertheless, it seem» 

rational to account for the indirect o.nploymcnt effect only in caaes 

where it is obviously pronounced.. 

The same logic should be applied to as3QS8in£ the total capital 

required to open the now jobs.    In other words,  tho total investment 

of a project comprise the direct investment and the additional invest- 

ment needed in the backward and forward linka^o projects. 

For estimation of 1  direct investment and indirect employment 

when possible,   the industrial complex technique in recommended. 

Thus,   the procedure of estimating the new employment opportuni- 

ties created by a project can be divided into three stcpst 

Step li    Calculate the number of unskilled and skilled workers 
employed direotly in the project in a normal year 
(lief.  Table 3.    Manpower R equi remonta). 

Step 2i    Estimate the number of unskilled and skilled workers addi- 
tionally employed in backward and forward linkage projects 
in a normal year.    The projects directly connected with the 
project being evaluated should be included, while those 
involved in further stages of iiultiplication effect are 
neglected,  except in cases oí large projoots; 
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Step 3t    Compute the amount of capital invested in the project und 
©•tímate the capital nocdod to be invcated additionally in 
beckward and forward linkage projecto. 

Thee* can be illustrated a« f Hows: 

Table B.8   Total Now Ercjloymant (^qrtunitig« 

Location 
of effoct 

Effect 

1. Within a project 

2. Input supplying 
project« 

3. Output using 
project« 

Number of wor er?, _crr 
"   ttTskii'led       sHTTod 

worker« 

0<u> 
',;ori:ers 

oyed 
Capi tal 

Total        irire« ted 
(WT)       (öüO dinar«) 

Total 

Indirect employment effect« depend in real  life on the rat« of 

lab ur utilization in the linked project«-    Xf they operate below their 

full capacity,  the enjoyment effects will be ar.rJ.ler and the ostinate« 

of indirect employment will have to be lowered.    Similarly,  a reduction 

would be needed if the implementation of a project 1 .ade to eom« un- 

employment in competing industrie«.    It is also po««iblo that the project 

may attract some labour from existing project« who will not be replacod. 

Suck factor«, if assessable, can as well bo taken into account in 

flndinf the overall net employment effects. 

Further, all forei¿pi personnel should be subtracted from the 

Barber of workers to whom the employment opportunities are going to 

to opened.    Finally, the total amount of capital invested 1« derived 

ay amdlnf up the nominal values of Investments in different yoars, 

i.e. without discounting. 
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Table B.G gives the elsnwts to ¿eternine the employment effect 

«f • project     Three differed indict rs m*- be compute for this 
purposes 

(a) WT or T/u indir--tin« th- *otal number of new job opportunitjee 

or the number  of new job» for 'installed workers.    Eoth the 

new job« opened within the reject aa well as those in the 

inputs supplying and outputs uain/r projects are accounted 
for; 

(b) 7T WT .       . 

•howinf the    umber of new job opportunities created b£ a 

ttJltt of investment, both within the project and in the 

linked project«,  if possible      A unit of investment oould 

be 100,000,  1,000,000 dinars  or any other convenient figure; 

« I*.   •   ^ (B.30) 

eTivinf the number of new job opportunities for unskilled 

workers created by a unit of inveetment 
wfeeret      T 

Z#    -    Total employment effect (for  skillsd and 
unskilled labour) per unit of investment! 

Ze   -    Employment effect for unskilled labour 
only per unit  of investment. 

Ihe choice of indicator for „saeasins the employment effect will 

be made according to the  development situation of the country     In 

oases where unemployment is present and not too much attention need be 

paid to the allocation of capital, the first one is to be chosen.   If 

the capital soaroity is pronounced, the seoond and third indi oes are the 

appropriate ones,  depending on the kind of labour that is unemployed. 

When there is unemployment of ail types of workers, the seoond one 

Aottld be used.    The third one will be selected if the unskilled workers 

are unemployed,    Of courae, the evaluator may use all three of them to 

tee different aspects of the employment effest if thi« is necessary. 
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It might be of some interest also to compute the employment/capital 

ratio» only for the project under consideration,  for input supplying 

project, and for output using projects if reliable information is 
«vailabie. 

Furthermore, the évaluât or has a possibility of choice to put 

into the numerator in the above indicators the number of job oppor- 

tunities newly created or the number of workers additionally employed. 

The first is relèvent in case ore wants to find out the number of new 

job opportunities a unit of capital creates,  while the latter is to 

be used to find out the number of additionally employed workers per 

unit of capital invested.    If the factory operates on one shift, there 

will be no difference between the two indicators and vice versa- 

Comparing the number of workers additionally employed to the capital 

invested is more relevant for measuring the actual employment effect. 

Table B.8 containa data on new employment opportunities for 

skilled and unskilled workers, broken down into three groups»    within 

a project, in input supplying projects and in output using projects» 

(*)    Total employment effect (direct and indirect): 

T W 
Ze   "   "V (B-31) 

I 
T 

where»    Z^   .    total employment effect; 

T 
H     -    total number of new job opportunities (direct and 

indiroot) ; 
T 

I     -    total investment (direct and indirect)j 

thus» 

7T HT 300 0 •,, Ze   "   -p"    *     27MM      -    °-0011 

fat thousand dinars of total investment (direot and indirect) 

oréate 11 new job opportunities. 
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(b) Siroot employment effect; 

Z* « Jj- (B.32) 

wheret    Z%   -    direct employment effect; 

V «    new job opportunities only in the project considered) 
d 

I     -    dl reot investment; 

ihUB' d Wd 200 

Ten thousand dinars of direct investment oréate 10 direot new 

job opportunities. 

(o)   Indlreot employment effectt 

i 

wheret    Z     -*    indirect employment effect;        > t, 

V *    new job opportunities in related projects; 

I     -    indirect invoitment; 

thusi 
7l       JL1 loo n ftft.. 2e -  — • -TOHT • °-0043 

Ten thounond dinars of indirect investment oréate 43 indi reo t 

new job opportunities. 

4.2   Distribution effeot^ 

The execution of industrial projects can affeot the distribution 

of value added in two weys.   First, it can be distributed differently 

l/  Both distribution and redistribution effects are to be taken into 
consideration.   However, for the sake of brevity,  the term 
Distribution If feet is used in the Manual. 
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among the social croupe,  in whioh case a ¿roup di »tributi on effect 

i a relevant.    Second,  the value added may "be allocated differently 

among the regione in a country,  and one speaks of the regional dis- 

tribution effect. 

It may too pointed out that distribution objectives could be 

achieved mainly through fiscal and price policies of a government* 

For instance,  different taxes and prices levied and charged to 

different social groups and regions are usually used to reach a 

socially desired distribution effect or at least to soften social 

inequalities.    In addition to this,  however,  it may be of interest 

to find out how the benefits of an investment project are being 

distributed among social groups and regions, and whether this dis- 

tribution pattern is in line with the government's distribution 

polioy.    If not,  certain modifications may be made in the expected 

distribution of the benefits to make it consistent with the objectives 

and priorities of the government. 

The procedure of estimating the distribution effect of a projeot 

may be carried out in four stepst 

Step It    Identifying the target social groups or ragjons 

Identification of social groups affected by distribution of the 

project's value added depends on the purpose of assessing the dis- 

tribution effect.    If the developtent objective is to improve equality 

of distribution for social reasons,  two soojal groups may be identified! 

low income and high income groups, which does not eliminate the possi- 

bility of breaking down the latter further.    The line between the 

two groups should be set up according to the conditions of a country, 

but usually it cannot reflect too precisely the differences in welfare 

due to the possible existence of fringe benefits.    Any other identi- 

fication being impossible, the unskilled labour may be taken as a 

representative of the low income group. 

Very important is the analysis of the distribution of the value 

added among the different production agents - wage earners, profit 
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earners «id the government.    The pattern of distribution of the value 

added is of not only economic but also of great social significance. 

It is economically significant because two projects with the same 

value added will be appraised differently in accordance with the share 

of wages from one side and the social  surplus en the other.    It is 

socially significant because  the Fame amount of value added could be 

distributed in different proportions among wage earners,  profit oarners 

and the state treasury,  having different social and economic implica- 

tions.    Due to the difficulties which governments in developing 

countries often face in establishing an efficient tax system to 

generate revenues,   income in the hands of the government may be more 

desirable than income in the hands of the profit earners. 

Similarly,   the regions within a country may be divided into less 

developed and developed ones-    This can be done according to a criterion 

of per capita income level,  achieved level  of development of infra- 

structure or industry.    If the development of a politically sensitive 

frontier or other area is a government  objective,  it should also be 

treated as less developed region irrespective of per capita income 

level or other criteria of this sort. 

If incoine distribution aoong rich and poor within the region is 

also of concern,  this could be analyzed by adding regional sub-divisions 

under eaoh of the income groups or income 3ub-divisi :>ns in the regions 
oonoerned. 

The analysis of the distribution effects of ar. investment project 

in a developing- country has another very important aspect too,  namely 

the distribution of the expected net domes tic value added between net 

national value added and repatriations.    The very fact that the Manual 

advocates net national value added clearly indicates the importance 

placed on this crucial aspect of the distribution of the benefits 

generated by an investment project.    It is undoubtedly important to 

find out how much of the value added remains and will be used within 

the boundaries of a country for the benefit of a nation and how much 

will be repatriated abroad and ueed for someone else's benefit. 
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Sttp 2:     Determination of a social group's or regional net bcnofits 
flow 

The net distribution benefits are by definition equal to the 

differ«net between the social benefits and acciai costs brought about 

by a project.    The benefits of a ^roup or region are the benefits 

received minus any off-setting payments made to other groups or regions. 

The di «tributi on costs are defined as costs provoked by a projeot to 

a group  or region minus any compensating benefits received from 

another group or region.    Thus the analysis proceeds to record the 

changes in the gains end losses of different social groups or regions. 

The net distribution benefits or gains of a group or region may 

bs identified with the value added of a project above the level they 

used to receive prior to the establishment of this project.    Any fringe 

benefit«,   if existing,   should incrcaso this gain.    In case of low 

income group and wage earners group,  thi3 would probably amount to 

their wages and salaries,  while the not profits,  interest,  insurance, 

rent and indirect taxes will be relevant to profit earners and to the 

government.    It should be pointed out that in case of previously 

unemployed labour,  the total wage bill is considered as a gain,  but 

otherwise only the difference between the previous wages and the wage« 

paid by the projeot is accounted for. 

The net distribution benefite accruing- to a region may include 

additional wages and salaries,  profits,  interest and fringe benefits 

for workers.    If the project causes no reduction in the labour foroe 

engaged elsewhere in the region,  the total wa-e bill should be con- 

sidered a« a regional net distribution benefit,  since the vacant jobs 

are taken by the immigrants from other regions.    In case the project 

reduces the number of workers employed elsewhere in the region,   only 

the net i nor ease of wages should be accounted for     Often foreign 

(normally only skilled)  labour is employed by & new project,  and 

only the part of wages and salaries spent in the region concerned 

should be included in the net distribution benefits.    A similar case 

may be tilth profits and interest, part of which may leave tho region. 
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Fringe benefits usually take the form »f welfare faci li tie», euch as 

housing, education, health or recreation institution*. 

The r<rt di »tributi on benefits' to a social group er to a region 

have to be identified and computed in expected actual market prices 

for a normal year of the project's lifo. 

As pointed out earlier, the project analysis suggested by this 

Manual is based on net national value added, i.e. all repatriations 

abroad are excluded. This applies to the analysis of the distribution 

affect, too, The benefits obtained by wage earners do not include the 

repatriated portion of the wages of expatriate labour. The benefits 

oaptured by profit earners exclu-'e the repatriated portion of profits, 

interest, and rent on foreign capital. 

Table B.9 presents a framework of tracing the net distribution 

benefits in the case of a social group distribution effect. 

The items in Table B 9 could easily be broken down into low 

income and high income groupe to get another aspect of the social 

groups distribution effect. 

In case one wante to trace the regional distribution effect, 

Table BIO may be used as a suggested format to supply the necessary 

data. 

It has to be pointed out that tho items in Tabi B.10 represent 

only a model breakdown of the net distribution benefits. Other 

breakdowns may be used as well, depending on the circumstances of 

each oase. 

Table B.ll provides a framework for analysis of the distribution 

of net domestic value added between net national value added (to be 

used within a country) and repatriations abroad (to be used in 

foreign ecuntries). 
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T»°l« B-?   »•* Piatii button Benefit» for 3oc¿»l Croup» 

(in 000 tunar*) 

I 1 9 n i 

1. 

¿. 

3. 

Waf» earner» (VA)W 

11   Ha*«» (Table E.3,  Row 5 1)^ 
1.2   Fringe benefits (computed) 

Domestic profit earner» (VA)P 

2 1 Wet profit» - dividends to domeetio 
shareholders (Tabi« 8, Row 7,3) 

2.2   Int»r«»t on do lestic private capital 
(Table 8,  How 7.2) 

2 3   Rent received by domestic private 
owner« (computed) 
Fringe benefits (computed')** 

(VA)« 

Taxe» paid to the treasury 
(Table 8,  Row 4.I) 

3.2   Interest on loans froir public bank» 
(Table 0,  Row 7 2) 

3-3   Profits - dividend» to state-owned 
•hare* (Table 8, Row 7*3) 

3.4   Rent and insurance charges received by 
the state (computed) 

'4.   Undistributed (VA)U 

2 4 

Government 

3.1 

Met national value added of th* project 
(TA) (Table 9, Bow 5) 

¿/   Taar 5 MM »elected a» a normal year, 

ll  Which »eana repatriated waft» are excluded. 
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Tabl» B.IO   Nat DI»tributior Benefit» for a Region of a Country 

(in 000 dinar») 

It  e in i Normal year-'    i 
.  ,   , j 

It    Wage» to worker» from the re&lor 8              Í 
2.    Profit» (dividend»)  to local entrepreneur» i      ! 

3«    Intereat paid to local bank» (local branche» of 
central bank» are not accounted for) 

- 

4.    Taxe« paid to local government i 

5.    Welfare gain» to the region (hospital*,   recreation           5 
facilities, kindergarden»,   school»,  transport 
network,  etc.) 

6.    Total regional benefit» (VA)r 
15 

TftU» Dil    Dt »tri butj on of the Fet Domestic Valu» Added 

(in 000 di liars) 

t — '•" •--»•—-- 

Normal yaar-' 
Item» Used in a 

I     country Repatriated Total 

1.   Waft» (Table 9, How 4.1 and 9 3 12 
5.1) 

2.    Interest on loan» (Table 6. 
Row 7-2;    Table 9, now 4-3) 

5 5 

3.    Dividends (Table 3, Row 7.3; 4 8 12 
Table 9, Row 4*3) 

4.    Taxa» on profit (Table C>, 5 • 5 
Sub-row 4.1) 

5«    Rant and inaurane» (Table B.St 2 • 2 
Row» 2.3 and 3.4) 

6.   Fringa benefit» (Table B 9, 4 - 4 
Row» 1.2 and 2.4) 

7.    Undistributed profit (Tabic 1.S U       17 - 17 
Row 4) 

Total 41^ u* 57^ 

\J Year 5 waa »elected a» a normal year. 

2/ The figure 41 equal» net national value added (Table 9, R w 5) 

y The figure 16 equal» repatriated payments (Table 9» Row 4)* 

4/ Tit» figure 57 äqual» net domestic value added (Table 9t Row 3). 
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Step 3»    Cflwptttlng the di •tributi on inflo* 

The »mount of the net distribution benefits accruing to a social 

group or region (VAW, VAP,  VA*, VAr) have to be related now to the 

total net national value added created by « project in a normal year. 

Assuming the distribution index of the wage earners is to be found out, 

it ia determined ast 

,w VI* DB*   »    -jjf- (B.34) 

wherat    IS*   -    the distribution index of the wage earners (the 
share of the wage earners in the distribution of 
the value added); 

VA*   -    the expected nominal value of wages and fringe 
benefits paid out by a project in a normal year; 

TA     -    the expected nominal value added created by a 
project in the same normal year. 

Of oourse, if the distribution index of profit earners,  government 

or ragion is to be determined,  the nominator in the above expression 

will  contain TAP, VAg and VAr,  respectively 

Therefore,  the distribution index ahoy« bow much of a project's 

value added unit is distributed to the wage earners, profit earners and 

government or generally to the social group under consideration.    The 

sun total of the distribution shares of wage earners,  profit earners 

and foverr.nent as well as the shara of the undistributed valus added 

should equal one. 

The regional distribution index shows how much of the value added 

generated by a project is distributed to the region considered.    The 

sum total of the distribution shares of the regions concerned should 

also äqual one. 

Table 1.9 provides the necessary data for computation of the 

distribution indexes by social groups in a hypothetical projecti 

(a)    Ijjtstributjon index of the wage earners: 

Vt -#- - -ihrar*100 - *-8* 
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The wage Mntri are expected lo receive 26.83 J»T c«nt of the 

valu« added generated by th« project in th« form of vagii and fringe 
benefit». 

(h)    Pi »tributi on Index of the profit earner»! 

M*    .   -JJ—    -      ^igg     « 100    .    12.19^ 

The domeetic profit «arnera are expected to receive 12 19 par cent 

ef the valu« added generated by the project aa dividende,  rent« and 

friUfa benefit».    The repatriated portions of dividend»,  interest, 
rent« are not «¿counted for here since the analysis is based on the 

net national valu« added only. 

(c)    Distribution Index of the «^vernmentt 

wS VAg 8,000       .„ .. _„, 

Th« government is expected to receive 19 54 par cent of the 

value aided generated by th« project as taxes,   dividends te stat«- 

owned «liar«, insurance charges,  rent». 

( d)    Undistributed value addedt 

Undistributed   -    -j^—   .      4}'§§§   x 100   .    41.46* 

A eensidereble portion of th« valu« added (41.46 por o«nt) is 

««»acta* to remain in the firm.    It will most likely be used for 

»Xfansien funds,  reserve funds aa well as social welfare funda ef 

the fir*.    The government will have som« control ovar the utilisation 

ef theae funds so that it is don« in compilane« with th« national 

objectivée     Th« w*¿-e «arnera will undoubtedly benefit fron it through 

the aeeial welfare funda as V*H as through th« expansion funds. 

Therefore,  the main beneficiarie« from the implementation of the 

project are expected to be the wage earners and the government.    They 
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«111 eapture directly 46 37 per cent of the valu« added and will derive 

alto ta« bulk of the benefit« through the utili tail en of the uadle- 

trlbuted value added. 

Tabi« 1.10 provid«a th« data for computation of th« regional 

«•tri«ailen Index! 

»r - -Ä- - 4ft8r * 10° • *•** 
1M refi on where the project will be leeated la expected te te the 

nain beneficiary.    It will capture J638 per cent of th« value added 

aa wagee te local worker«, profit« tc local «nt repreneur«, taxe a to 

local autheritiea and welfare gain« to the region. 

If the government« • objective ie to dietri bute more benefit« to 

tèe vafe earner« (to favour a labour-intend ve technology),   th« project 

with a higher D^_ may be given a certain priority.    If the objective 

ia te promete the development of backward or politically ««n«ltlv« 

regi one,  the project with a higher JJ¿ may be preferred. 

The deci «ion-making inatitution in a developing country often 

detent mea the looatfon of a projet prior to it« formulation and 

overall economic evaluation,  «1 certain political,  acciai or other 

ffeverthelca«,  the above Analysis i« ue«ful in eupplyinf 

la to «ither confirm the decieion already taken, to modify it 

If penal bl«, or to «how explicitly th« "price" paid by the society 

far achieving 0 er tain non-economic objectivée. 

The data from Table 1.11 could be conveniently ueei te derive 

**• *•*•• ef th« repatriated payment e (») and the net national valae 

adiad (MVA) within the net domeetio value added (WVfà)i 

-Si»-- -$/&•'«» • n.9* 
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Therefore, a considerable portion (28.07 por cent) of the net domestie 

value added generated by the project will be repatriated abroad and 

Mill respectively lowor the net national value added.    The project 

évaluât or »u aid bring this fact to the attention of the deci sion-maksr 

and if the latter finds it too high,  special attention should be given 

to the subject.    One may explore possible ways and means of lowering 

the repatriations by mobilizing domestic sources of capital (loans 

and equity),  re-examining the interest rates requested by foreign 

financial institutions,  renegotiating the terms for foreign repatria- 

tions,   etc. 

4 • 3    Het foreign exchange effect 

On« of the essential aspects of the overall economic evaluation 

of an investment project is to assess the effects of its implementation 

on the foreign exchange position of a country.    This consists of 

two stages: 

- Assessment of the Balance of Payments Effects of a projectf 

- Assessment of the Import Substitution Effect of a project. 

In countries where the shortage of foreign exchange isa key 

obstacle to economic development,  the project's effect on the balance 

of payments hes to be estimated first.    In doing so,  the present as 

well as the future balance of payments situation, has to be accounted 

for since the present balance of payments surplus might be reduced or 

even eliminated in the years to come.   Also,  the total effects of the 

project,  direct and indirect, have to be taken into consideration. 

The analysis of the foreign exohange effect of an investment 

project is important not only to countries facing a shortage of foreign 

exohonfe,    It is equally essential for others w ich ars presently 

enjoying a surplus balança of payments.    The establishment of sophis- 

ticated industrial projects adds considerably to the import require- 

ments in multifarious directions:    raw materials, components, 

replacements, machinery, purchase of know-how, technicians, royalty 

payments, repatriation of profits and on many other accounts.    A 

project may help the country in manufacturing an important Item or 

* 
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provide a substitute for an Imported commodity, but at the MMM ti m« 

it may add new item« to the import schedule and impose many payment/ 

repatriation obligations.    It is,  therefor«, ueeful to make a com- 

prehensive analysis of the effect« of an investment project on the 

•alance of paymenti of any country 

Wien estimating the future balance of payments situations,  some 

enteral problems should receive due attention! 

- The forces shaping* the future balance of payments,  such as 

««usually high or low prices for key exports and/or imports, 

large capital movements in terms of loans and/or foreign 

aid,  temporary profitable exports and others; 

- The trends in basic demand for imports and the supply of 

exports; 

- The eventual changes of policy related to the import 

restrictions; 

- itrategic significance of a product; 

- Structure of trends of a product's demand in the world market. 

The procedure of estimating: the net foreign exchange effect of 

a project could be carried out in four steps: 

*•*•> 1'    Find the net forejan exchange flows of a project 

The assessment of the balance of payments effects of a project 

entails a systematic and careful analysis of the total inflows and 

eatflews of the project in foreign currency,   first of all for each 

year of its construction and operation and, secondly» for its total 

íes*e life.    The effects for each year will be important for the 

Balance of Payments Statement of the country and the sua total 

ef the animal effecta will depict the impact of a project oa the 

•varali foreign exchange position of the country for the lifespan ef 

the project.    Per thia purpose it i a important to compile a statement 

•f all tfcf Inflow and outflow of fori« exchange of • project. 

Itale 1.12 offers a standard format contai nin* the specimen of 

san anta al itene for calculation of the foreign exchange Inflows and 

•atfleve) ef an investment project.    This table offers a forant for a 

llfvldlty analysis ef the project la terme of foreign 
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Table B.12   Foreign Exchange Flow of a Project 

(in foreign exchange) 

t e m 3 
Tear« 

fQKe.au EXCHAHGI INFLOWS (FI) 

A 

—I—^ s 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

ract Inflow« 
Foreign equity capital 
Loans in ca&h 
Foreign aid or grant 
Qoods or equipment on credit or 
deferred payment 
Exports cf goods or services 
Others 

B.    Indirect Inflows (for linked projects) 
TCapital • 
8. Loans in cash and in kind ' 
9. Foreign aid or grant 
10. Export  of goods or services I 
11. Others j 

:i.   raœiow EXCHANGE OUTFLOWS (FO) 1 

Lract Outflows 
Survey,   technical consultancy,       i 
engineering feor 
Import of capital goods,   equipment, 
machinery,   replacements,   etc. 
Import  of raw materials,  components, 
parts end «emi-finishad goods        i 
Imported g-oofis purchased from domes- 
tic market ¡ 

16. Construction and instillation charges 
17» Direct charges on imports of raw mat 

ials,  intermediates,  replacements! etc 
(payabla in foreign currency)         I 

18. Salaries payable in foreign exchange 
19« lepaymen* of foreign borrowing      | 
20. Royalty,  know-how and patent rights 
21. Repatriation of profits and capital 
22. Others j 

Indirect Outflows (for linked project*) 
23- Import of capital goods,  equipment, 

13. 

14. 

15. 

24. 

25- 

26. 

naohinery,   c tc. I 
Import of raw materials, intermediates 
replacement,   etc. ( 

Importad goods purchased on domestic 
market 
Others * 

FIR FCsmidí HCHAJK» FLOW (I - II) 
(«••At i ve +;    negativ« -) 

n< 
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It can be seen from Table B.12 that the foreign exchange inflows 

and outflows include both direct and indirect flows,   taking into 

account not only the flows directly connected with the project but 

also those in the  linked projects.    The presence of items related to 

foreign borrowing and ai(' in Table B.12 indicates that,  in fact,  the 

liquidity analysis of a project in terms of foreign exchange is 

carried out on a yearly basis.    The totals of the inflows and outflows 

for each year need not balance.     Since all the inflows and outflows are 

expressed in foreign exchange,  any positive FE* will indicate that a 

project contributes to the availability of foreign exchange in the 

country in the t      year,  while the negative sign represents the amount 

by which the oountry» s foreign exchange availability is reduced by 
this project„ 

It should be possible to compile the above table from the data 

oontained in the feasibility study or compiled earlier for ascertaining 

th« commercial and national profitability of the project.    Only the 

indirect inflows and outflows are new items required for this analysis 

and will have to be compiled if possible and if worth the effort. 

In actual practice,   there may be many events during the economic 

life of the project which may substantially affect its foreign exchange 

inflows and outflows.    Bilateral  or multilateral trade agreements, 

devaluation or re-evaluation of currencies,  interplay of some abnormal 

forces of supply and demand of certain important items in particular 

years either on the domestic or international markets,  changes in 

the import and export policies of the country,  inflation and many other 

factors may have perceptible influence on the foreign exchange inflows 

and outflows of the project in question.    If there are any such known 

factors with a certain degree of certainty,  they would be reflected 

in the Feasibility Study,  or in data compiled for earlier evaluation 

•xe roi ses.    Since these very figures are being used for ascertaining 

the effects of the project on the balance of payment pos ti on of the 

country, these factors will be oovered appropriately.    It will be 

hasardous and inconsistent to introduce any new elements at this stage 

.**I*V''V''^*V¡SI^',':.«í-«**-«*•* 
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of evaluation.    All suoh factors which have not been considered thus 

far ihould be left to be covered in the Seiiiitivity and Probability 
Analysis. 

If two or more projects are to be compared on th« basis of the 

net foreign exchange flows, all the (FI  *-P0)t have to be multiplied 

by the respective discount factors to arrive at their present value - 

a single magnitude as a criterion for evaluation.    Thus» 

n 

KîE)    -    >     (FI - F0)t at (B.35) 

wheret    P(PE)    -    present value of the total net foreign exchange flow 
over the whole life of a project from year o to year n; 

PI^    -    foreign exchange inflow of a project in the t     yearj 

P0t    -    foreign exchange outflow of a project in the t    year; 

a.|    -    discount factor in the year t. 

The present value of the net foreign exchange flow over the whole 

economic life of a project could be a very significant figure.    It 

measures the projoot's net contribution to, or usurpation of,  the 

foreign exohange of the country over this period.    Other things being 

equal;  the project with the largest net foreign exohange flow will be 

considered for selection. 

Step 2$   Determino the impact of a set of projects op the national 
balano« of payments 

For the purposes of balance of payments planning and its rela- 

tionship with an industrial complex or an investment programme, one 

further step in the analysis may be desirable.   It consists of tracing 

the impaot of a set of projects on the balance of payments situation 

of a oountry.    Table B.12 provides the foreign exohange flows for 

each year of the lifespan of a project and on this basis the total 

net foreign exohange flow for each constituent project is computed. 

The annual fleures for each project are suomed up to obtain the annual 
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net baiane« of payment« effects of a »et of project«,    These figures 

er« added to (deducted from) the National Balance of Payment« Surplus 

(deficit) prior to implementing thi» «et of project»,  to come to an 

expected Residual (surplus or deficit) in the Balance of Payment« 

after their implementation.    This ia presented in Table B.13* 

The evaluation presented in Tabic E.13 should be carried out 

only at the level of an industrial complex or an investment programme 

and if the required data are available. 

Por individual projects, which are not an integral part of an 

industrial complex,   or an investment programme,  Step 2.   of the analysis 

is not needed.    The not foreign exchange flow computed under Step 1. 

above is actually the net impact of a project (positive or negative) 

on the national balance of payment«.    The project analyst should the» 

proceed directly to computation of the import substitution effect of 
a project. 

Step 3t    Compute the import, substitution effect of a projeot 

The import substitution effect measures the estimated savings 

in foreign exohange due to the curtailment of imports of the items 

the production of which has been taken up by the project.    This effect 

it calculated at the CIP value of the quantity of previously imported 

(°f would-be imported) items, which will now be produced by this project 
•ad supplied to the domestic marke';. 

Step 41    Compute the net foreign exchange effect of a project 

The net foreign exchange effect of a project includes the net 

forsten exohange flow computed under Step 1. and the import substitu- 

tion effect conputed under Step 3. above.    This is shown in Table 1.14 

I In the oases of oommodlties in large demand in the country,  the 

I analysis in Table B.14 nay even convert a negative foreign exchange 

I fl«w of * project storing its «hole economic life into a positiva 

! figure of Vet foreign Sxehange Effect«.    This would be indicativs sf 

I the lapert substitut i on sffeet of the project. 

t 
i 
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If two or more alternative projects are compared on the basis of 

ths nst foreign exchange effects,   the annual figures have to be 

discounted by the social discount rate tfl their preaent value.    The 

project with the largest present vnluc of not foreign exchange offsets 

is to be preferred,  other things being equal» 

Tabic B.I3    Impact of a Set  of Projects on the Balance of Payments 

(in foreign exchange) 

»roject 1    •    FE, 

•rojeot 2   -    FE- 

Het foreign 
exchange flows 

Years 

•ro¿set M FI m 

Iti balance of payments 
iffsots of a set of 
projects 

palane« of payments 
Krplus (deficit) prior 

the implementation 
of a act of projects 

Sxpected residual (surplus 
¡or deficit) in the balance 
of payments after imple- | 
Stentati on of the set of j   * 
projects sL+ 
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Table B.14    ffet Fore^^n Exchanfle Effect of a Projet 

(in foreign exchange) 

Items 
Year« 

1. Vai forai en exchange flow 
(Vow III, Table B..12) 

2. Import aubati tuti on effect 

Total nat foreign archange 
effect (positive +• 
negative -) 

4- 

t 

+-1 

Table B.15 proviuee the data for estimation of the net foreign 

exchange effect.    It \<\m been compiled or. the basii of the model table« 

1.12 and B.14 above.    All elementa are expressed in US dollar«. 

Table B.15 reflecte the direct net foreign exchange effect only 

««cause the evaluators failed to obtain reliable data on the indirect 

foreign exchange effect to be incorporated in this table.    They only 

found that there is definitely a positive indirect net foreign «change 

•ffect, but the inconsistency of the data did not permit an appropriate 

••apurement of this effect.    Therefore,  it is safer to proceed with 

ih« analysis on the direct foreign exchange effects alone being aware 

thai the indirect effect« vili ade1 only positively to the direct ones. 

The analysis of the net foreign exchange effeot could be carried 

•«i taking into conei¿aration the whole life of the projet, but also 

M the basis of a normal year. The whole lifespan of the project i«, 
of coarse, «ore indicative. 

The analysis confirm« thai the annual nominal n«i foreign exchange 

flou (Table B.15, Row 3) 1« negative between the year« 2 and 10 inelu- 

•lvaly.    The annual foreign exchange outflows for these year« exceed 

ta« annual foreign exchange inflow».    Thi« is due to ih« impori of 

eurreat material input«,  repayment of the foreign loan (principal and 

interest) and repatriation of wages and dividends.   However,  due to 
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foreign equity capital and the equipment on credit obtained Strine t«c 
construction period, and the positive annual net foreign exeanngo flows 
fron /aar 11 onward, ih« overall discounted net foreign exchange flew 
il ti 117,300 (Table B.15, Row 7). 

The situation ohanges considerably when the foreign exchange 
•awed dae to import -substitution (Table B.15, low 4) is take» iato 
eoasi derati on.    In this oase the net foreign exchange effect (Table 1.15, 
I«w 5) is positive throughout the project* e life,   ly disc easting the 

annual net foreign exchange effects at the eel toted social rate of 
discount 9 nor cent, one arrives at the prêtent value of ths net foreign 
exchange sffeot amounting to US §122,400 (Table B.15, Row 8).    leños, 
the as sunt of foreign exchange earned and saved by i api smontati on of 
this project would be auoh that in spite of repaying tao foreign lean, 
using 1 umor ted anterial, foreign equity capital and per sonasi, there is 
•till a surplus whioh in terni of present value amounts to IB 1122,400. 

*•*   International cosasti ti vene ss 
It is of vital Importance for an évaluât or to find out whether 

the prsduots of an export-oriented project under consideration will 

be Internati anally competitive and as such have a ohancs of being 
eaperted.    This assessment ie of particular importance also far projects 
the economic scale of production of whioh i§ larger than what san be 
absorbed in the domestlo market. 

For final ag the internati onal c imp etiti vene se fer the products 
of any pro Je* t, it la necessary to oosamro the input of domestic rassurées 
fer the pre auction sf the exported items with the benefit (ths not foreign 

earnings) that «no will got fron experts. 

Ths ajsnlysl-t sf the internati anal competi ti vosees af an Investment 
project is carried out in the following sequence* 

f »top It   As lnalsatsd under Frloe Adjustments, the actual present 
I *r eaaocted export priées (FOB) have to be taken as a starting 
I »oint.   These are the actual priées at whioh cartata scans- 

ai ties produced by ths project util be «xportod.   If ths 
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project produces only several produc+s,  this analytic should 

be dene for each product separately and then for the project 

as a whole.    By multiplying the quantitiee to be exported by 

the expected FOB prices,   the gross foreign exchange earning» 

axe attained or,  in other words,  the expected output in export 

prices (FOB).    The FOB price is converted into local currency 

at the adjusted rate of foreign exchange.    Add to the expected 

output in export prices the foreign equity capital and the 

equipment on credit aoquired during the construction period 

(both in foreign exchange) to arrive at the Foreign Exchange 

Inflow of an investment project expressed in local currency. 

The foreign exchange is converted i to local currency at the 

adjusted rate of exchange. 

} lisp 2t    As a next step the foreign component of the Input• should be ! 

* computed.    In the Pricing Mule Table the actual CIF price 

la to be provided for the imported inputs used in the produc- 

tion of the goods to bo exported.    One can find the per unit 

foreign component of the inputs for each product separately 

or, if this is not possible, for a group of products.    The 

CIF price is converted into local currency at the adjusted 

rate of foreign exchange,    Add to the foreign component of 

the Inputs the repatriated payments such as wages, dividends, 

Interest on foreign loans,  etc.,  to arrive at the l'orsi ay 

afrobanw Outflow of an investment project expressed in local 

^ currency.    The foreign currency is converted into local 

currency at the adjusted rate of exchange. 

•*•• 3*    Oa#ict from the expected foreign exchange inflow established 

wader Step 1, the foreign exohange outflow computed under 

Its» 2 to arrive at the Wet For e i an IxohaM» Flow.   The same 

figures should be arrived at by converting the Vet Foreign 

Exchange Flow of a project (Table 1,12 above) by the adjusted 

rate of foreig* exchange,  provided the entire outsat goo« for 

export.    Mil ti ply the nominal annual values of the net foreig« 
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axahanfe flow* so coaputed by the retteti vt di »count factor« 

to arrive at the wemt value of the net foreign exchanfe fio». 

» **** 4*    *« lflgut of doaçstio resources for the production of the 

exported It MM have to be computed noxt, i.e. domertioallv 

procured lnveatiMnt, current material inputs, infreatructurel 

» oerncee, donee tic M«II.    in the Prlolitf Rule Teal« the »rlee« 

«f all inputo are adjusted to obtain an approximation of their 

raal «osto to the oountry.    Those represent the real valu« of 

doaeetic input«.   Multiply the nominal annual value« of 

* «•»••tie resouroe input« thua computed by the respective 

«•count factor« to arrive at the preoont va^uo of the doawstlo 

resource input«,  expreeeed in local currency 

•t«p 5i    Coaaare the expected present value of the net forti«*» 

flow expressed la local ourrenoy a« obtained under Stop 3i 

/   (w - *»t S 

with the «reseat value «f the doaeetle ratear«« input« 
•htalaed uader Itep 4i 

t t»o 

m% s 

I 
lé 

i 
I   ê 

U fiai «ut «aether the aet earai a«« of fer ti «a 

•MW« «t laaat a reoo^ry «f doaeetic reeouree lap»««. 

»• f«twla for each «sport efficiency teet Is a« f«ll 

>     (n -  PO), a, 
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IC vheret    IC      -   international competitivent«« indicator; 

»    foreign «zollane« Inflow of a projeot In the 
year t of lia Ufe» 

•   foreign «change outflow of a project in year 
t of its life; 

n,|    -   domestic resanrae inputs ( domarti o component 
of investments,  current material input* and 
wages) of a project* • output going for «sport 
in th« y«ar t of it« life; 

»t    -   discounting factor at th« Ml«et«d »ocial rat« 
of di «count in the y«ar t. 

In th« «rant that th« above t««t i« nati «factory th« «valuator 

oaa be «ara that it id 11 bo «ocially gainful te «sport th« 

presnct(e) irrespective of price« «spreesed in aenatary tame 

based on controlled rat«« of foreign «xchaag«.   in fact, th« 

«Iff«reno« between th« POt/ciP prloes calculated at th« adjuntad 

and official rat«« of foreign exchange d«t«r«la«« th« maximum 

amount of eubeiiy that th« government oaa offer for «sporta er 

lapea« taxe« on import« without landing- to any unrewarded 

traaefer of resource« from the country. 

While analysing a group of product« (th« proj«ot as a whole), 

there oaa ha a hidden situation in which th« n«t foreign 

•sohange earnings fron the esperi of one lten entails non- 

recovery of dornest io inputs, hut tale Is aor« than oovered 

hy ether itane,   This should not be alarming «lnc« there la 

an overt 11 gain.   Such situati on a are easy te di soever hy 

•speri «ao« and gradually aor« imphael« can V« put oa item 

yielding »at a octal gaia on esporta. 

•tap ot   Ceapare the reault obtained above with th« cut-off ori tori on 

fer later*»*! onal eeapeti ti venena (if aet up hy the author!- 

ti«« eonoerned).   If the ratio la higher than the eat-off rate, 

«he project (product) is competitive and oan be exported.    If 

*•*• ««»ütion is not aet, the project (product) should he ra- 

—*—â «o that its esport efficiency he t«proved if poaaibl«. 

If a raliahla cut-off rate la not existent la a country, thie 

•tap of tho analysis is emitted. 
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>*«p 7i    If thsre are several competing products or projects,  they 

should be ranked on the basi« of their strength of intima- 

ti onaJ competi ti vene s«.    The higher the rate,  the more com- 
petitivo the project is, 

Ths cut-off criterion for international competiti ven«« expresses 

IR numerical term« tho minimum acceptable level of international com- 

pii tiveness.    In principio,  it i3 set  at « level ensuring at leant 

a recovery of the domestic real social  costs,  namely tne ratio between 

nst foreign „xchnnge earnings and domestic resource inputs should «quai 
at leaat one. 

Ho special sophisticated methodology is needed for establishing a 

cut-off rate of international competitiveness     As stated above, ¿n 

¿SiflClpU. it should be equal to one      Very often,  however,  as a result 

of ths severe conditions on the international market as compared to the 

national productivity in a developing country,  and as an encouragement 

to sxports under very difficult foreign exchange situations,  the com- 

pstsnt agsney may establish a cut-off rate less than one.    In doing so 

the government offers incentiven over and above what is determined on 

ths basis of real social costs and benefits.    In other cases,  as a result 

of the dominant position of a country on the international market of 

certain commodities,  the cut-off rate may be cetablished above one. 

These are cases to meet extraordinary situations and much depends on 

•valuation of the overall current and futuro economic situations. 

Subject to the prevailing conditions in a country,  the cut-off 

rats for international competitiveness mny be uniform or diversified 
by industrial sector« and/or foreign markets. 

Ths cut-off rates of international competitiveness should be 

P#riodic*lly reviewed by the competent agency and, if necessary, 
rs-adjusted to the now economi0 reality. 

Tablss 3.16 and B.17 provide an illustration of the practical 

spplioation of the approach for calculating the international coa- 
pstitlvsnsss suggested above. 
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Foreign «change inflows and outflow« have already been computed 

in dollari in Tabic B.I5,  but there they wero stated for the total 

annual production.    Since the international competitiveness is analysed 

only for export«,   one he-, to account for the foreign exchange inflows 

and outflows related only to the quantity   f exported output.    Exports 

vary from 8 per cent to 33 per cent throughout the project's life.    On 

this basis,  a respective portion of the foreign exchange components 

is computed for eaoh year.    Por foreign equity capital,  equipment and 

royalties,  33 per cent is taken since,   for inost of the project's life, 

the share of export« in totil output i« 33 por cent      Naturally,  the 

entire foreign exchange inflow from exports should be taken into con- 

sideration (Table B.16,  Row 1 3). 

In order to make the data on net foreign exohange earnings 

(expressed in dollar«)  comparable with the data on domestic resource 

input« (expressed in local currency),  the former are multiplied by 

the adjusted rate of foreign exchange,  i.e. ^1    -    6.5 dinars. 

Th« above procedures could be illustrated with the following «imple 

«xamplet    the foreign exchange equity capital in year 0 amounts to 

$8,000 (Table B.I5, Row 1,1).    Thirty-three per cent of it should be 

aooounted for in thin part of the output, which go9s for export, namely 

12,640.    This figure is then multiplied by the adjusted rate of foreign 

•xohange, i.e. |1   «    6.5 dinars,  to arrive at this portion of the 

foreign equity capital expressed in local ourrencyt 

$2,640 x 6.5    .    17,200 dinars (Table B.16, Row 1.1). 

Table 1.17 "Domestic Resource Inputs" is compiled basically fro« 

Tabi« 9i hut there these inputs were stated for the total annual pro- 

atoction.    In this ease one has to account only for that port of domestic 

resource inputs related to exported output.    As oxplained above, to 

eoapevte the domestic resource inputs related to export? for respective 

ysars, the share of exports in total output should be used. 

Th« present value of net foreign exchange earning« from export 

il 227,600 dinars (Table B.16, Row 5).    The present value of domestic 
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resource inputs needed to produce the output going for export is 

120,400 dinars (Table B.17, Row 7) 

After introducing the above figures in the expression for inter- 
national competitiveness,   one obtains! 

/       (W - F0)t at 

/       Wt \ 

A unit of domestic resource inputs occuring in the hypothetical 

project is expected to generato I.89 units of not foreign exohange in 

tens of present value.    Therefore, in addition to the recovery of 

domestic resources used <n the project, there will be a considerable 

surplus of foreign exchange over and above the domestic resource inputs, 

5-     SUPPIementary Cons^derati one 

There are some effucts of a project which have not been covered 

by the basi e oriterion and by the additional indices suggested earlier. 

These effects are termed Supplementary Considerations and cover the 

analysis of infrastructure,   technical know-how, and environmental 

implications of an investment project.    These supplementary considera- 

tions are usually assessed in qualitative terms. 

The above list of supplementary considerations is only a model. 

Subject to tli« conditions under which a project is being evaluated, the 

project analyst may decide to extend or shorten this list. 

3*1   Inf rast ruotural implications 

All projects roquire infrastructure facilities, i.e. supply Of 

power, water, transport, postal sendees, communication, banking, 

marketing, cultural, and othtr facilities, housing, educational, social 

and health care, etc    They also add to the arrangements necessary for 
maintaining law and order 
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Til« new project« can be conceived under two ai tutti ona,  namely 

(a) thara ara idlt (or apara) infrw truc turai facilities avallatola at 

tha proposed locations,  or (b) thara are already acarcitiea and Infra- 

atructural bottleneck«. 

In the attuati ona of tha infraatructural idle pagacitjea the 

project in queation ahould be charged only the variable coat« of 

infraatructural service«,  which are usually already included in tha 

project1 a operating coat» through the prices ttaid for thaae aervicea 

and/or taxée pai do    Therefore,  in thia caae tnere ia no need for any 

kind of epecial a««eeament  of the infraatructural implicationa in 

project evaluation;    the infraatructure may be conai dared a« fi ven to 

the project. 

Whan aoarcitje» and bottleneck« exlat. in the infraatructural 

capaci ti ea and it i« neceeaary to augment thaae aervicea for tha 

aucoeaaful working of the project by additional capital inveatment, 

tha aituatlon become« aomewhat different      Thua far,  aa the variable 

o oat a of infraatructural aervicea are concerned,  they ara accounted 

for in the operating coeta of the project.    The main problem arlaaa 

with respect to the additional capital ooata involved.    It ia obvious 

that tha inveatment ooata of local infraatructural aervioe» exoluaively 

built for tha project are included in ita inveatment costa.    Vor example, 

tha inveatment coat of th« road to connect the plant aita with the nain 

road or that of the electricity line between the factory and tha nain 

line. 

The probi a« becomes quite different whan there has to be a 

«adescale aumentati on of tha Inf rast ructural faci 11 ti as to maet tha 

raquireatants of this project and may probably be available for other 

projects.    In caae the faci li tie« are exoluaively for thia project, 

a.f. a power plant ia aat up to meet wholly the requi restent s of aa 

aluadnlua plant, tha power plant is to be reckoned as a pesi of tha 

aluainlum plant and ita costs and benefite will totally fora part of 

tha basic analysis undertaken earlier 
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I Orenter difficulty,  however,  ari ees in case« where the ooete or 

I benefits cannot fco eo directly enti meted,  e.g.   the ronde have to be 

'_ widened,  the capacities of echoola *nd hospitals have te be increa «ed, 
f § the edge of poet of ficee,  banks,   etc ,  has to be increased.    la auch 

oases, the whole problem of allocating the infrestructurai cesta te 

vari sua projects should be viewed within the context of a development 

* programme or an industrial, complex composed of a given er envisaged 

number of projects.    In Tuch case« the total investment costs of 

fanerai er regional infrestructure should not be charged te the first 

implemented project (the subsequent onen being charged only the variable 

seats).    This is obviously no:  justified,  and one project should net 

be burdened at the beginning stag« of the development programma with 

the total additional investment c<sts cf infrastructure.    It should 

be only a reasonable proportion of tha infrastructurel inveetment cecia, 

'* baa«4 en the infras ¿ruoterai  services tc h* utllijed by the project 

«near eon ni deration. 

The comparative inf ^structural analysis of alternative projects 

•ay be neglected in project evaluation if these projects nave similar 

infrastructure! implicati una      Hu-.*e«rer, a eolf-ccntalncd nnnlraic ef 

the lnfrastructurel aspeo ce ef industrial projects should elwaya be 

carried ant. 
I 

5.2 Mm«»! *n°Tfr«tt ,W «Silas 
The implementation of large and sepsi sticateá projects generally 

centri bu tee te the development of ]coal skills and capasi litica in a 

\ country,    furthermore, they alec help to change the traditional valaca, 

I atti tunee and behaviour of the  vxsiety, to build up an enterprising 

spirit among' the people, to develop a decire for changing and ii 

' the existing conditions of life,  tc intrcdaoe better discipline fer 

werk ard tìnta to change the very pattern and bacia ef eeenemlc 

The fact is that the project's contribution te raising the 

lndnctrlal atntus and improving- skills in a country is l—SMislc 

te acasnrc. bat this inpasec the need io account fer this infant at 

I 
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leant in qualitativ« term«     Furthermore,  apart from the alte of a 

project,  the technical l-now-how impact depend« on the technology 

applied and the location of a project.    Technologically more advanced 

pr< Jeet« are bound to hare more important an impact  on formation of 

the country*! technical know-how,  but if this ie pushed too far,  it 

nay end up by importing foreign personnel for running the factory 

iMtead of improving the «kills in the country.    Also,  the project 

«111 have different impact« when located in different region« due te 

Uff «fine level« of traditionalism and development.     The «valuator 

can take account of «11 the«e benefit« in the context of the overall 

and refianal development plan« of the country. 

The comparative analysis of the technical know-how Impact of an 

alternative project could be neglected if the project« concerned are 

of «imilar «Is« and technology, located in «imi 1er ragion«, etc , or 

in ether werde, do not differ in terna of technical know-how implica- 

ti an«. However, a self-contained analvaf of ibt tejhnical know-hew 

infilanti ens of a new project may be useful for decision-making. 

5 3   jnvtronistntal implication« 

The environmental implications can be related to the natural aa 

wall a« te the «ocio-cultural condition«.    The first can be somewhat 

easily detected and measured in term« of the costs necessary to 

prevent the deterioration of natural environments wfc<ls the latter 

ara vague and «abject to a value judgement. 

In a mare general aenae, damage* of natural patronnant «an be 

aaasoiated wlthi 

- tèe inputa used in a project; 

• the production prece«« within a plant itself;    and 

- the aae of the project'« output. 

»Menition of an input or it« transportation to the plant to ho uaed 

any nava potentially pollution effect« on the environment,    far 

inaiano«, transporting the bulky raw material«, toxic or explosiv« 

Input«, together with noia« and traffic congestion may be an envir- 

•nainntsl worsening- of eonsiierabl« proportion.    In ««ok case« tk« 
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location of « plant to be built nay have te be reeeaeldered or 

•actional infrastructure inveetnent nay be aaeceanry to «veli the 

atari renaental implication« aeeociated with ih« epreatloa of the 

alani itaelf M/ broadly reoult in air, idi «ad unter pollution and 

eaaocted ndee lavala, negative offecte in tema ef nwi|i,  Nili 

•mèrla di»poeti,  adi «roción,  ate.    Additionally, ih« oprati en «f a 

plant nay Mndar the aeethatie aepecta of ih« naturai environnent 

l«*«lM to docreaecd peeeibilitie« for,  lat uo uam, t©uri et 

laenotry, development of recreational fad liti M for the population 
la Ih« vioinity,  etc. 

TM output of a now plant ma/ al «o heve unda ai rabia aopecte 

trm tha pdnt of riew of eeologioal cf facta.    Car tain type e of far- 

ti 11 aar a an'' paatioidaa may require atriet application rulaa la 

•aailla« and Hain« than, and marke tin« ohannala may be inauffl oleati? 

controllable to guarantee adherence to thaaa rulaa.    Ala©, proatecta 

betaf further prooaaaad in forward linkagea aeotora mj oauae environ- 

mental pr ablerne thar« if tha prescribed production otaadarda ara not 

«Aerai te in tha aupplyinf induetrlee or if cone producta,  like the 

fertili «ara, ara uoed beyond a certain lidt. 

I« all thaaa inatanoaa the oocio-cul turni euri renient implica- 

tion« are aleo relevant.    rrc*ervi,if the positive va.ua« ef traditiaa, 

the culturel ««aunante,  tha informal linka anon« the pócele «ad thing« 

of thla kind nay he helpful to a doveiopaeat prooeae.    Tata hae to he 

paid atteatlon to,  eapoclally under o anditi one of rapii urbanisation, 

which la likely to eaerce and proceed along the preeeoe ef lnduetrlall- 

aatloa, briagia* the now «ay of life aonetlaoa too euddonly and nro- 

voklaf nodal dlaturhunceo. 

fi« fi rat atop la eetiaetinf tao onviroaaantal laplloatiena la 

*• léaatlfy «ad olaaaifv then iato pool ti va and négative «noe.    Aa 

already acuti «nod, the ooeio-cul turai i «pli catione are hard to identify 

and lap a ad bla te aaaenre.   The naturai acri rnaaii ata 1 affecte affa» 

I 
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better chances of assessment.    Determination of all possible sources 

•f the natural environmental elateri orati on is basically of a technical 

natura, as wall as designing the possible solutions to theso probi ama, 

tot the solutions to be implemented are  selected and evaluated in 

financial terms.    Technologically, the problems of natural environ- 

mental deterioration can be solved relatively easily,    What matters 

is the fact whether the soci.nl benefits of avoided environmental 

leseas are significant enough to justify the costs accrued to prevent 

the«. 

The anaraftsa^ of environmental alleati one thus turns out to be 

a natter not of a technical,  but of economic and social concern which 

is rather often overlook ad     If environmental  safeguards ara inevitable, 

the least-costs solutions have to be found and their impact on both the 

[ esenterei al and national profitability of a project has to be determined 

If these safeguards turn out to be too costly relative to investment, 

it may he worthwhile to calculate commercial and/or national profita- 

bility indienters with and without the oost elements related to the 

environmental implications.    In some instances, it may well be that 

• project is commercially sound without  such additional oosts, but 

only marginally if the investor has no other ohoice than to accept then. 

The questien then arises whether the project can be redesigned or 

relocated in order to make the ecology less sensitive to the project 

eeaeemed.    If these alternatives are not feasible,  government grants 

er subsidies may bo sought, provided that a project is socially pro- 

fitable under these conditions. 

The comparative environmental analysis of competing projects 

any V» neglected if these projects do not differ considerably in terms 

•f environmental implications.    However, a self-contained analysis of 

tas environmental lapact of industrial projects should he carried out 

always. 
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Ths methodology for determining national profitability requires 

prcjeet «valuator« to compute irci \1 benefit« and co t» using - along 

* wit* ths actual  or corrected market price* - parameter« which,  though 

formally resembling market prices, are not to fee found in any currently 

patii eked Hat  of prices.    The«a parameter« are in cenerai independent 

•>A of deci «ion« taken with respect to individual project«.    Their calcu- 

lation i« ««signed to the national level of the planning procesa rather 

1« the project level.    They are thus called national parameter«. 

The national parameter« are variaci e • »ni up outside of a project 

are fives by a national planning institution,  reflecting an attempt 

••"»res setter allocation of reaources from the point of view of the 
f sseiety.    Subject to the prevailing condition« in a developing country, 

I a set of national parameters could be used.   A« stated in Part I under 

I 3.7, this Manual recommends the utilisation of two national parameters 

wsdeh are considered to be the most essential, namelyi    social rats 

of discount and adjusted rate of foreign exchange 

°«1   «eel al rate of di »count 

Social rat«  of discount (SftD) 1« the quantitative estiacts in 

valus terme of the weight the society assign« to futurs benefits aad 

•acts, er in other words,  th« rate at which the society»« weight on 

future sen.fi t s and cost« declines over time,    The n«.ed for «uch an 

' sstisat« arises for the compilation of tha present value ef the sooial 

«ssts sad benefit« of a project spread over a long span of time.    The 

••«lai rat« of discount provi as« th» lias: between costs aad benefits 

•oourlag in different time periods.    Ths social rate of discount ansali, 

la principle,  be uniform for the country. 

*"• •Mf'tlal eoonosio role of th« «octal rat« of discount 1st« 

help allocata ptablio investment funds to their socially »est ¿«strati« 

uasa.   If ths SftD is set too low, demand for public lnvastaeat resource« 

wall «xe««d svpply, «ine« too «any projects will have a positiv« pr««eat 

valu« addai.    If it is set too high,  to« few projects will pasa the 
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absolute efficiency test of a positive prêtent value added and there 

id 11 be an excess supply of public investment funds.    In principle, 

the SRD should be so ohosen that the demand for public investment 

resources will more or less exhaust the available supply     The selection 

of a social rate of discount for t'-o purposes of project »valuation is 

* vanr r*—«MlPls e«»roisc for,  all other parameters of a. project 

••1*4* five»,  the soundness of the project nwty vary considerably with 

the variation of the social rate of discount 

For practical reasons, it is assumed that the social rats of 

discount is constant over tjms.    The same social discount rate should 

be used throughout a project's Ufa      From an operational point of 

•is* it is not advisable to use several social rates of discount 

throughout the lifstimo of a project.    This is an acceptable approxi- 

mation for the purposes of project evaluation 

The sequence of steps in calculating tho social rate of discount 
•a« bo the following] 

•tap li    The interest rate at which ft country can actually lend, 

invest or borrow capital from a relevant international 

capi tal market should be taken as an objective basis and 
ft**f1°* ff0*"* f°r the estimation of the social rat« ©f 

discount to be used in the «valuation of investment projects. 

Cut of the existing interest rates on the r levant world 

empi tal market,  the rate of interest on lone-term loans 

would be the appropriate basis for estimation of the 

Molai rats of discount.    Within each maturity there 

sight also be variations subjact to who th« borrower Is 

and who the lender is, i e.  government to government, 

central bank to oentral bank,  bank to bank,  interest rates 

•• ti«d and untied loans, interest rates on the •urojollar 

«•fatal market,  etc     There might be different interest rats« «a 

l«»e-ter» loan« to different countries,  subject to wfcotasr 

they have a history of nationalisations,  of delayed debt 

it«,  st«.    All these various interest rats« «ho«Id be 
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considered carefully by the institution setting up the 

•©dal nit« ef di »count in onttr to atan down «a an 

©kjeetlve interest rat« as a starting point 

•tap 2i    fills rate should then be adjusted by taking into aecouat 

tkc Bravai lin« domestic conditions of a country.    There 

iwgr be a situation »Aere a oountry can b* regarded as a 

ornai tal lender and another situation in which the country 

la a oa»}t*l borrowert 

(a)   When a country isa capital lender,  it should be taken 

into account that investment in domestic projects has 

various advantages,  particularly from a loaf-term 

dovolopment p int of view over investments abroad. 

On tha one hand,  there are national economio and 

political considerations)    on the other,  investments 

abroad are subject to various uncertainties as regarda 

repayments,  inflationary factors aad others.    In 

general,  the government of » country has a better 

control over econo, le conditions at horn* than abroad 

and for this reason a certain "prelum" should be 

given to domestic investment projects by lowering 

the rate at which their future benefits and costs 

are discounted.    The formation of regional economie 

communities may, among other things,  help to reduce 

seme International uncertainties and this leads to 

lowering the premiurn rates. 

diving a premium for domestic projects means actually 

a promotion of suck projects, since the social 41 secant 

rate used In their evaluation is lower Man the rate 

baaed on the relevant world capital market.    This 

be expressed in the following ways 

% - u* \ (LIT) 
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wheret    SAD   -    cool al rate of di «count; 

r_   -    ?.otu?.l rate of interest on the 
reievant world cnpifcaì market; 

p.    *    "pre nium"  for domestic project» 

"PrmKLwiP interest rate for domestic projects (p.) osn 

be estimated on tne bent of «.¿peri once and overall 

gnossing for thff national vxA the world economy after 

taking into account funtore such as: 

(i)    expect 3d raie of g-owth of the national economy; 

(il)    expected rate of   rflaiion ir the world market; 
f (iii)    "steadineae"  of p, ^von world capital market; 

¡ (ir)    world political stability; 

| (v)    expected long-term returne on domeetio projects; 

i (Tí)    expected r*te of '.nZ1 *'•:'. ••>n -rithin the country. 

If the expected ¿f.-owth T-at0 i- Mflh,   the expected rate 

of inflation ir aleo hj-A çjil/cr the long-term forecasts 

as to world politics"'. mtétions are gloomy,   the 

"premium"  should bo rather high.    In such a case, 

the "premimP (p.)  could be near about 25 per cent 

•f the relevant worM capital markut rate of interest! 

WS   -    r   - 0.2'j r 

It i a obvious that the "premium" is t" a considerable 

estent an intelligent gneas bnacá on expectations amé 

as such it can alters b* »ned in rounied fígaros, 

(h) Vaos a oountry is a capital borrower, the sosia! rato 

of ai scannt «hoiud be no less than the actual rate of 

interest on the capital market from which the ospitai 

is sorrowoat 

M»     Ü     *•„ (»-I») 
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It ought to be even higher than r    if the country' s 

Absorptive capacity is higher thon possibility to 

borrow oapital from abroad     In such a situation 

establishing 3RD on r   level would mean opening ths 

door for less officient projects 

There might bo a country which is not a clearly 

pronounced either as a lender or a borrower from 

the international capital market.    In this case 

one slKAild also look for an objeotive starting point, 

suoh as the interest rate on long-term loans on the 

relevant international capital market      If the 

development strategy of a country puts an emphasis on 

high growth rates,  this should be reflected in the 

social rate of discount.    To secure a higher rate of 

growth,   other things being equal,  more investment 

projects should be passed by lowering the social 

rate of discount.      Therefore,   the social rate of 

discount could be used as an important instrument 

in the investment deoi si on-making. 

Stsp 3i    It is important that a nation-wide uniform social rate of 

discount is established and should generally be applied to 

all projects in a country and particularly to alternative 

projects.    Thorc are, however, two situations in which a 

modification in this SRD to achieve some objectives may be 

necessary.    The first set of such circumstances relates to 

the need for speedy development of eome basic/strategio 

industries.    The second refers to the speedy development 

of baokward regions of a country« 

(a)    Investment projects from some basio/strategjo industries 

would hardly pass the absolute efficiency test if their 

futuro benefits and costs are discounted at the uniform 

3RD.    In order to avoid such a situation, well-justified 

lower disoount rates may be applied,  at least for a 
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certain period of the industrialization procesa for 

certain industries,    This means a differentiation in 

the rates of discount oy industrial branches.    A decision 

on this is to be takan by a national policy-making 

institution, 

(b)    Similarly, the second category of circumstances in which 

different rates of discourt are suggosted concern tho 

speedy development of less-developed regions.    The 

speeding up of their development may be justified on 

social,  economic and political grounds,   e.g. better 

income distribution,  employment,  politically sensitive 

areas,   etc.    Strict application of a uniform rato of 

discount may not allow the projects for these areas to 

pass tho absoluto efficiency teat and therefore to 

promote the development of such backward regions. 

The rationale behind the suggested approach is that it 

is more expedient to lower the rate  of discount instead 

of trying to estimate the project's impact on distribu- 

tional polioy objectives and/or additional expected 

future benefits.    This means that a differentiation in 

the social rate of discount for backward regions of a 

country may be desirable.   A decision on setting up 

regional social rates of discount is to be made again 

by a national polioy-making institution consistent with 

the regional development policy of the government. 

The special (lower) 3RD for a given industry/region could 
be estimated as follows: 

x 

I 

3RD - p. (B.39) 

wheret 
*i 

3RD 

a special promotional 3RD for a given 
industry/region; 

uniform sooial rate of disoountj 

premium for an industry or a region whioh 
leads to lowering the spedai 3RD oompared 
with the uniform one. 
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Where the object is to retard the speedy development of 

a region and the évaluât or wants to use the SRD as an 

additional tool for this purpose,  the social rate of 

discount can be increased by adding some premium to the 

normal 3RD: 

Tt    -    3RD + p1 (B.40) 

It should be note'1,  however, that there are many other ways and 

means of promoting or retarding the development of an industry or a 

region.    The application of differentiated social rates of disoount 

is only one of them and may not alwaye be the most officient one.    It 

is up to the competent national policy-making institution to decide 

whioh one to use under the prevailing socio-economic conditions in a 

oountry. 

The social rate of discount thus established,  should be periodically 

reviewed, and if necessary, adjusted in lino with the new domestic and 

international economic realities, i.e.  growth rates,  interest rates, 

economic development policies and priorities,  inflation rates, etc. 

These periodic reviews should be consistent with the elaboration of 

the medium-term development plans or any major changes in the socio- 

economic development policy of a country. 

The hypothetical project considered throughout the Manual is 

looated in a developing country which ti scapitai borrower.    The aotual 

rate of interest for long-term loans ou the international oapital 

market from whioh this country borrows varies between 6,50 and 7-5u 

per oent. 

The oountry's absorptive capacity is higher than the possibility 

to borrow oapital from abroad     The National Planning Agency was aware 

that under these circumstances the social rate of discount should be 

somewhat higher than the actual rate of interest on the oapital market 

in order not to opon the door for less efficient projects to pass the 

efficiency test easily.    Taking all this into consi dorati on,  the 
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National Planning Agency established a uniform ¿ocia! rate of discount 

for the five-year period I976-I98O equal to 9 per cent,  which is 

approximately 25 por cent higher than the prevailing interest rate on 

the relevant international oapital market.      This rate has been used 

for discounting purposes throughout the national profitability section 

of the Manual. 

6.2   Adjusted rate of foreign exchange 

The adjusted rate of foreign exchange is recommended as an appro- 

priate measure of the true value of foreign oxchango to tho society if 

and when the official rate is obviously distorted and docs not refleot 

this real value     Therefore, when evaluating investment projects under 

such oircumstanoos,   the foreign exchange components have to bo valued 

at tho adjusted rate of oxohange in order to obtain an approximation to 

a more realistic pioture about the social benefits and cost» of a 

project. 

Generally speaking,  the adjusted rate of foreign exchange for 

project evaluation is associated with the existing and forecast balance 

of payments position of a country.    In countries having balance of 

payments difficulties it is appropriate to estimate the adjusted rate 

of foreign exchange and apply it,  while in countries with no deficit 

balance of payments,  the official rate of exchange would more or less 

indioat0 its true social value. 

In estimating the adjusted rate of foreign exchange, not only 

the present position of balance of payments should be taken into 

aooount but consideration would need to be given to the expected 

change8 as a result of the implementation of different development 

programmes and large projects, and the economie and fiscal policies 

which the country would follow. 

By definition the adjusted rate of foreign exchange, being a 

national parameter,  should be given to the evaluator by a competent 

national agency.    If not, the evaluator should make an effort to 

estimate the adjusted rate of foreign exchange to secure the appro- 

priate results of project evaluation.    In doing so, he should act in 
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close co-ordination with the respective national agency - planning 

office,  development bcnk,  central statistical bureau,  etc. 

The route lack of informati or and experience ne ;ded for a com- 

prehensive estimate of adjusted rate of foreign oxohange prevailing 

in developing countries compels the Manual to recommend at this stage 

only a very simplified approach for estimating the adjusted rate of 

foreign exchange within on acceptable rango of approximation. 

It is felt that under the prevailing data and other constraint« 

in developing countries,  only a simple approach is possible in practioe. 

Two methods are therefore suggested:    (a)    deficit in the balance of 

payments ratio and (b)  tourist rate of exchange. 

6.2.1   Dofi oi t/freqslpts- rn&to 

The first step should always be to find out if the official rate 

of foreign exchange could be used and, if certain corrections are 

needed, what these might be. 

The adjusted rate of foreign exohange calculated by "t'..is method 

as an approximation is based on the ratio of the deficit in the 

balano e of payments to the receipts and is given by the following 

expression: 

I 

wherei /   - 

r 

B 

p? RF(1 + 
M - 3 x 
—jp- ) (B.41) 

adjusted rate of foreign exchange; 

official rate of foreign oxohange; 

value of visible and invisible payments expressed 
in domestic currency; 

value of visible and invisible receipts expressed 
in domestic ourrenoy. 

Some corrections may be introduced to account for the aotual 

demand and supply rate, naraoly the amount of foreign grants and soft 

loans should be added to the receipts in the nominator, thus reducing 

the dsfloit, but not in the denominator, illustrating in such a way 

the real national availability of foroign exohange. 
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The above calculation can be carried out on the basis of the 

past years' data   laut an effort should bo made to try to antioipatc 

the future changos in demand and supply of foreign exchange, since 

tho projects evaluated will operate: in the future.     Tho adjusted rate 

of foreign exchange should be worked out using the data for ?. period 

of five years and finding out the average value of payments an.1 receipts 

for this period as defined above.    Such data should be available from 

the five-yea*- national development plan of a country.    It is desirable 

if tho rate could be rooaloulated every yoar skipping the first and 

including the sixth year and so on inte tho calculations in order to 

get moving five-yoar average cstimatos. 

The rationale behind this formula is that if a larger deficit is 

expected in the balance of payments,  there will be a larger demand for 

foreign exohango, which is no longer reflected in the controlled 

official rate of exchange.    Therefore, this official rate should be 

adjusted - certain premiums should be added to it.    The expression 

(1 + 
M - B 
"IT" ) 

measures the magnitude of this premium. 

The values of payments and receipts in tho balance of payments 

are ths mrin data required for this calculation.    Additional data, 

whioh might help in identifying the real demand and supply of foreign     * 

exohange, may also be called for.    The principal sources of data are 

trade statistics, the balance of payments statisti o s and national 

development plans. 

Tabi« B.18 providee data concerning the balança of payments 

situation in a hypothetical country for the last five years from 

1973 to 1977.    It is obvious from Table B.18 that thero il a ohronio 

balance of payments deficit in the period 1973-1977•    It is estimated 

that the situation will not ohange substantially in the years to oome. 

For this reason the demand for foreign exohange exoeods its supply and 

the offioial rate of exchange is less than the true value of tho foreign 
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exchange from the national point of view.    The balance of payments 

deficit will continue in tho foreseeable futuro,  and therefore an 

adjusted rate of foreign exchange should bo used instead of the 
official rate of exchange. 

On the basis  of the available information,  tho adjusted rate of 

foroign exchange will be estimated as: 

• Hi*,»' 

- 5((1 + 0.30) 

- 5 x I.30 

- 6.50 

Therefore,  the adjusted rate of foreign exchange is 31 - 6.5O 

dinars.    This rate has been used throughout the national profitability 
analysis. 

6.2.2   Tourist exchange rato 

If, for any reason whatsoever, the above method is impossible 

to apply,  the «valuator can take recourse to using the tourist exchange 

rats as the representativo adjusted rate of exchange for evaluating 
investment projects. 

The ratio between domestio and foreign currency expresses certain 

supply and demand for foreign exchange.    The foreigners need domestic 

currency to buy some attractive domestic goods which are usually non- 

basio commodities.    Tho nationals of a developing country need foreign 

exohange also to buy attractive foreign goods because they may not be 

available on tho domestic market,  or their quality is better,   etc 

These good» are usually non-basic commodities,  too.   The above factors 

along with tho risk considerations, determine the black market rate of 

Qxchango.    The main conclusion from this is that the black market rate 

mm 
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S of exchange is basôd on attractive marginal commodities and not on 

I basic essential goods.    It overo stimata e the value of the foreign 

« exchange.    For this very reason such a rate is not acceptable from 

I'1 the national point of view.   This ia an oxtronc rate. 

1 
The official rato of exchange may be another extreme.   Behind this 

rate there are certain important considerations, which ultimately lead 

to underestimation of the real value of foreign exohange.   If there 

were a balance between the supply and demand of foreign exchange, the 

of fi oi al rate would be the right one;    but usually this is not the case. 

t It follows from the above that the aotual objective rate of foreign 

exohange is somowhero bobween the official and the black market rate«, 

s As a mattor of principle,  the true rate should be based on the domestic 

costs of a unit of foreign oxchange.    This is the value of the national 

t connodi ti es exchanged against a unit of foreign currency.   The theory 

[? suggests methods for their assessment,  but unfortunately they aro not 

| operational,    This forces as to go back and look for an acceptable 

approximation somewhere between the official and the black market ratos 

I of foreign exchange.    The torrist rate of exohangfl is such an approxi- 

• ma ti on. 

The tourist rate of foreign exchange is usually determined by 

a competent national agency at a top deci »ion-making lavel in order to 

% perform a jertain function - to attract foreign currency, which is 

í valued by and needed in the country.    If the originally established 

tourist rate did not properly perform its functions, it would have 

f been adjusted accordingly.   Therefore,  in tho absence of a more oom- 

I prehensive way of determining the adjuntad rate of foreign exohange, 

the project evaluator may rely on the tourist rate of exohange alroady 

I established by other people for other purposes.    As an approximation. 

I it may be conveniently presumed that this rate reflects the social 

f value of foreign exchange. 
I     * 
I The use of the tourist rate as the adjusted rate of foreign exohange 

I needs no calculation.    It io very often readily available. 
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C.    Evaluation of Commercial and National Profitability 

under Uncertainty 

1.     Why Uncertainty 

The above presentation of the methods of commercial and national 

profitability analysis has been made under the assumption that one has 

a perfect knowledge of the future whenever information about the future 

is required for making an investment decision     Each decision ae to 

volume of production,  sise of investment,  operating oosts,  prices, 

discount rate,   lifetime of the project,  etc,  was a logical outcome 

of an aa-smmption about a known sequence of future developments.   As a 

result,   it was possible to recommend that a project be accepted, 
modified or rejected. 

But in practice there is always uncertainty about the future.    It 

will rarely, if ever,  turn out that events occur exactly as foreoast. 

The project evaluator and the decision-maker must be realistic. 

Usually,   their knowledge of the future, and very often even of the 

present,   is imperfect,    Each decision taken now is a product of a set 

of assumptions concerning the future - political and social developments, 

technological developments,  the behaviour of prices on inputs and out- 

puts, and so on.    The uncertainty moreover is worsened by the fact that 

foreoaate are often based on an imperfect knowledge of economic condi- 

tions.    Even the most modern techniques of economic forecasting cannot 

eliminate the uncertainty of many factors affecting investment projects. 

Virtually all investment decisions are made under conditions whioh 

involve some uncertainty.    When the decision-maker assesses the desira- 

bility of a project, he - consciously or unconsciously - evaluates the 

element of uncertainty inherent in the project,  converts this into 

known risks and decides whether the probability of these risks renders 
the project acceptable or not. 

As stated above, the future is always uncertain.    A good ohoioe 

between projects oennot be made simply on the basis of net present value 

- 
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or net national value added figures without also taking into account 

how uncertain thee e calculations are for the alternative projeots. 

Count rie« with a comprehensive national planning may reduce to 

a considerable extent the degree of uncertainty, Lut even there the 

uncertainty can never be completely eliminated. 

|        < Having made allowance ¿'or these uncertainties, especially those 

having a sizeable impact on the project's profitability,  and for other 

faotcra outside the «copo of economic analysis, project évaluât ors 

will have done all they possibly can to ensure that they recommend 

the best possible solution.    In Section 4.  below several relatively 

simple operational méthode for making allowance for uncertainty are 

recommended. 

2«     Sources of Uncertainty 

Each basic variable which enters into the calculation of commer- 

cial or national profitability oould be a source of uncertainty,   even 

though uncertainty of some variables could have a greater impact than 

others.    Some variables are uáually common sources of uncertainty 

while evaluating investment projects.    These variables are:     size of 

investment,   operating cobt3 and saleo revenue.    Each of them is com- 

posed of a quantity and a price,    In addition,  since time is a key 

element in ^nvestmen* planning,  the phasing of a project may prove to 

be critical to its evaluation,.    Uncertainties concerning discount rates 

may also be of crucial importance in project evaluation,    A major task 

of the evaluator is to identify the key variables to whioh he should 

apply uncertainty analysin 

* It is important to distinguish between uncertainties about the 

projeot itself and uncertainties about the environment in which it 

operates.    These two sources of uncertainty usually act together in 

practice. 
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3«      Causes of Uncertainty 

As s tat ed above, uncertainty usually arises because it is 

impossible to predict the different variables and consequently the 

magnitudes of benefits and costs exactly as they will  occur.    One 

hundred per cent predictability in project analysis is not feasible 

for many reasons.    The  nost important of these reasons are: 

- Inflation,  where it is understood that prices of most items, 

be they inputs or outputs,  do move up with time causing changes 

in relative prices.    The exact magnitude of price increases 

will always be unknown.    Prices may change up and down for 
other reasons,  too, 

- Changes in technology - both quantities and qualities of 

inputs and outputs used for project evaluation - are estimated 

according to the present  state of knowledge, yet new technolo- 

gies might come up in the future to alter these estimates. 

- The rated capacity used in project evaluation may never be 

attained.    This in turn will affect operating costs as well 

as sales revenue. 

- It often turns out that the needed investment for both fixed 

and working capital is underestimated and the construction 

*nû runnlng-ln periods are considerably longer than expected» 

This affects the size of investment,   operating costs,  sales 
revenue„ 

Some uncertainties are outside the control of planners}    others 

oan be influenced by their policies.    The extent of risk associated 

with an investment proj*ot may be reduoed either by making advance 

arrangements for dealing with uncertainty or by substituting a more 

risky alternative by a less risky one.    However,  such a decision is 

not easy to make because the more risky project may prove to be a 
more attractive one. 
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4»      Uncertainty Analysis 

Methods for assessing the soundness of a project from both com- 

mercial and national points of view were outline' in the preceding 

sections»    The procedure for applying uncertainty analysis is basically 

the same for all these methods.    The application of simple uncertainty 

analysis to some selected methods of both commercial and national 

profitability is shown below.    The breakeven analysis is recommended 

as a first step out  of the world of certainty and into the world of 

uncertainty.    As a second step, the Manual proposes sensitivity analysis 

where instead of one estimate of each variale several estimatesi are 

used under varying conditions.   Finally,  the Manual recommends pro- 

bability analysis where one can use all the probable values of each 

variable whloh have a significant chance of occurrence.    It is up to 

the évaluât or to decide how far to go in uncertainty analysis for 

verifying the calculations obtained under deterministio conditions. 

The application of sensitivity analysis is illustrated on the 

basis of the net present value method.    The same procedure would apply 

to the net value added.    Probability anal sis is applied to pay-baok 

period as a representative of the commercial profitability methods and 

to value added abs lute efficiency formula. 

Before embarking on the uncertainty analysis of an investment 

project one should carefully examine whether this io really indispen- 

sable.    Uncertainty analysis, and particularly probability analysis, 

requires a lot of computation which should be avoided if possible. 

Only under conditions of great uncertainty regarding the future opera- 

tion of a project is the évaluâtor advised to carry out probability 

analysis. 

4.1   Breakeven analysis 

Introduction 

Breakeven analysis is carried out to establish the lowest pro- 

duction and/or sales levels at which a project oan operate without 

endangering its financial viability.    The term breakeven point (BBP) 
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i« used to indicate a level of operating at whioh a project yields 

neither profit nor loss.    This level can be expressed either as a 

percentage of capacity utilization in physical units or as a volume 

of sales revenue.    The breakeven point could BIBO be expressed as a 

minimum selling price for outputs or maximum purchasing price for 

inputs as well as the maximum operating cost per unit of output. 

The lower the breakeven point, the higher the chances of a projeot 

for earning profits and the lower the risk of making losses.    The 

difference between the expected utilization of the installed capacity 

and the BEP is a safety margin.    The larger this margin the better. 

The BEP expresses the lowest tolerable level of utilization of the 
production capacity. 

Breakeven analysis may be particularly useful in a situation where 

a decision is very sensitive to a certain variable.    If the breakeven 

point for that variable (level of capacity utilization, volume of sales) 

oan be calculated, it may be possible to estimate on which side of the 

breakeven point the operations may fall even though there may be con- 

siderable uncertainty regarding the exact value of the variable.    Even 

in this oase,  however, it is desirable to investigate the range of 

values of the variable which would permit that alternative to be 

attractive and to estimate the consequences of its occurring outside 
that range. 

As state-i. above,  the magnitude of the breakeven point depends on 

three basic aggregated variables!    investment, output and operating 

oosts.   Each oomprlses quantity and a price.    Other faotors, suoh as 

product-mix,  input-mix,  type of technology,  etc., may also affect the 
breakeven point directly or indirectly. 

Operating costs oan be broken down conditionally into two main 

group««    fixed costs and variable oosts.   Fixed costs are independent 

of actual production.    They usually refrain constant, regardless of the 

volume of production, or they inorease, but much slower than production 

volume (depredation, administrative expenses, etc.).    Variable ocsts 
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are directly related to the level of output.    They Increase or decrease 

with the increase or decrease of the level of production (raw materials, 

power, fuel,  direct labour inputs,  etc.). 

The period adopted for the breakeven analysis should be clearly 

specified.    It is recommended to work with data from a normal year. 

« The breakeven point of an investment project may be determined 

graphically and algebraically on the basis of data in any normal year - 

level of output,   of inputs,   prices,  product-mix,   etc.    To be meaningful 

a breakeven analysis should be limited to an individual project (plant) 

with an appropriate grouping of costs and sales records.    Output should 

be measured in some kind of physical units for a product mix that is 

similar to the current and future mix.    Perhaps the best measure of 

output for a multi-product project is production valued at a set of 

constant sales pricos for the various products.    For instance,  an 

output series from I98O to I995 could be measured by valuing all 

products through the entire period at their 1930 prices.    Of course, 

if output i e ;     in constant dinars,   the total cost line must also be 

in constant dinars.    It must be adjusted to eliminate variations 

caused only by changes in wages and material prices. 

The breakeven chart indicates the point at which total cost is 

equal to total revenue.    Above this point the project produces profits 

and below it,   losses     A conventional breakeven chart (assuming single 

product, fixed costs remain constant regardless of the sales v lume 

and linear relationship between quantity of output and variable cost) 

may also be expressed in the following way in Figure C.2 

To be closer to the real life,  one may assume non-linear relationship 

between quantity of output and variable oost.    Then the breakeven ohart 

may take the form as shown in Figure C.3.    There one can see two breakeven 

points, i.e. A and B.    The profit area is between the two pointa and 

the loss areas,  below and above them. 

Suoh a breakeven chart may be helpful in identifying the minimum, 

maximum and optimal oapaoities of an investment project under considera- 
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ti on.    Por that purpose a well founded economic criterion is needed. 

Maximasation of net profit or of net national value added could bo 

such a criterion.    Tho minimum economically justified capacity is 

expressed by the "breakeven p int A when the project is expected to 

make neither profit nor loes.    Prom this point upwards with the 

inorease of capacity the profit riso increases.   The point at which 

the distance between the salee line and the total cost line is the 

largest, i.e. where the profit margin is the largest, indicates the 

optimal oapacity.    With further increase of capacity,  the project still 

makes profit, but,  the safety margin becomes narrower until it reaches 

the breakeven point B,  at which capacity the project makes neither 

profit nor loss.     This is the maximum economically justified oapacity. 

An increase of the capacity beyond this p int is no longer justified; 

the project is expected to malie losses. 

Breakeven point can also be determined algebraically either in 

physical or in value terms.    It should be noted that,  for practioal 

purposes,   the BEP in physical terms oan only be applied when the projeot 

produces one product.    It could also be applied for projects producing 

several similar products which can be easily converted into a basic 

product.    The following formulae are suggested for this purposes 

(a)   In terms of physical units: 

BEP PC (ci) 

(b)   In terms of sales revenue! 

» - 3P < 3P*: va > (C.2) 

wheret    BEP   •    the breakeven point in terms of physical units or 
of sales revenue; 

FC   •    annual total fixed costs including interest charges 
in a normal operating year; 

SP   -    selling price per unit of output; 
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VC   •   variable costs per unit of output estimated at pro- 
duction level of 100 per cent of installed oapaoity. 

The ebove formulae could be used for deriving a formula for a BEP 

in terms of a selling price (3P),    This will be the minimum selling 

prioe which a project could afford,  making neither profit nor loss. 

In applying the breakeven analysis it is very essential to identify 

the produot-mix.   If the product-mix comprises two products, the expected 

quantities for each of them should be multiplied by the expeoted unit 
price: 

Q: x SPX + Q2 x SP2    «    PC + Q1(VC)1 + Q2(VC)2 (C3) 

where:    Q^f Q      .    quantities in physical terms of products one and 
two,   respectively; 

SPjfSPg   -    selling prices for products one and two, respectively; 

VClfVC2   «    variable costs per unit for products one and two, 
respectively; 

PC   •    fixed costo 

If one of the products could be converted and measured in terms 

of the other (say, Q_    •   -¿Q,),  this will  enable  substitution and 

relatively easy solution of the equation C.3     Another possibility 

might be to take one of the products being a major rource of uncertainty 

and compute a BEP only for that product,  considering the others as 

by-products. 

The calculation of BEP involves the following operational steps: 

(a)   Breakeven point (in physical units) 

Step 1:    Estimate total fixed costs for a project (PC) 

Step 2:    Compute the variable costs (VC) per unit on the 
basi s of the data on capacity in physical terms. 
Find out from the feasibility study the expected 
Belling prioe per unit (SP). 

Step 3t    Divide the total fixed costs by the difference 
between a selling price per unit and variable oost« 
per unit to arrive at the breakeven point in term« 
of physical units. 

I 
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'à fe 

Step 4t    Divide the figure computed under Step 3. above 
by total installed capacity defined in physical 
unite to arrive at a SEP expressed as a rate of 
utilization of production capacity in physical 
terms. 

The relevant information from the hypothetical project for a 

nomai operating year (year 5) i*< 

- Selling price per unit 

- Total fixed cost 

- Variable oost per unit 

- Installed oapacity 

Hencet 

PC 
*     Sí - VC 

30,000 
2.5-Ô.S 

2.0 dinars 

30,000 dinars 

0.9 diñare 

30,000 units 

30,000 
1.1 27,273 units 

as a rate of utilisation of production oapaoity equal at 

^ 54 5% 

Therefore, at a production level of 27,273 units (whioh means 54-5 

per oent utilisation of the installed capacity), the projeot is expected 

to make neither profit nor loss;    this is its breakeven point. 

(b)   Breakeven point in sales revenue 

„w      FC        % 0 ~,      30.000    x , « „   30.000 
-   3*àplvvc   *   •   2-°t ¿.5 - 0.9 )   "   2>0x      1.1 

-   2,0 x 27,273 

•   54,546 dinars. 

Therefore,  sales revenue at a production lovel of 27,273 units equals 

54,546 dinars.    The sales revenue at 100 par cent oapacity utilisation 

is 100,000 dinars (Table 8, Row 3-1)•   Heno«, 

&m nars     -   54-5 f> oapaoity 
dinars utilisation in 

monetary terms 
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In other words,   the breakeven point of the project expressed in sales 

revenue is 54»546 dinars,  or 54-5 per cent of the installed production 

capacity.    The project's breakeven pdnt is relatively low,  which is 

an indication of low risk of making losses and a high chance of earning 

profit. 

The breakeven point is calculated usually under the following 

assumptions: 

(a) Constant per unit selling price, price of material inputs 
and variable cost,   ie   it assumes proportionality; 

(b) Distinction between variable cost and fixed cost is 
feasible and oould easily be made; 

(c) The project produces a single product, or if it produces 
several products, the mix could easily be converted into 
a basic product; 

(d) The product mix remains constant,  or the group of products 
varies in a given proportion. 

In practice,   these pre-conditi one seldom hold true and this may 

affect negatively the outcome of the breakeven analysis, 

In spite of the above limitations,  breakeven analysis is a 

useful tool in defining and describing the relationships between output 

in physical terme,   operating costs in physioal units, prices fcr outputs 

and inputs, and the benefits from the    peration-    A projects breakeven 

point can be calculated from data usually available in the feasibility 

study. 

The breakeven point varios widely according to the characteristics 

of the industry to which the project belongs.    High fixed-cost operations 

have relatively high breakeven points,  while industries operating with 

a high variable cost rate have relatively low breakeven points. 

In addition to the variable cost rate,  fixed costs and percentage 

markups on variable costs are the primary determinants of a projects 

breakeven point.     A given percentage change in fixed costs changes the 

breakeven point by the same percentage and in the same direction. 

Overhead cost control is therefore particularly important in highly 

competitive industries such as construction and manufacturing,  since 
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eaoh additional dinar of fixed cost incurred may bo multiplied many 

times in the additional amount of sales income that must be generated 

to break even. 

4.2   Sensitivity analysis 

Sensitivity analysis shows how the value of the efficiency criterion 

(net present value or net national value added)  changes with variations 

in the value of any variable (sales volume,  selling price per unit, 

cost per unit,  etc.).    It may be expressed as the absolute change in 

the efficiency criterion divided by -.. given percentage or absolute 

change in a variable or set of variables.    Thus,  one may say:    halving 

the selling price of the output will make the value added zero.    If 

the value added is sensitive with regard to the variables,  the project 

is sensitive to uncertainties and special care should be devoted to 

making precise estimates,  particularly on those variables whose 

estimated values may contain significant errors. 

Sensitivity analysis may be used in early stages of project 

preparation to identify those variables tc the estimation of which 

special care Bhould be devoted.    In practice it is not necessary to 

analyze the variations of all possible variables,    It is sufficient 

to confine the analysis to the key variables which affect the project 

the most either because they are large in value as parameters or they 

are expectod to vary considerably below or above the most likely magnitude. 

If value added is insensitive to the value of a particular input or 

output,   the project is said to be insensitive to uncertainties and 

there is little point in trying to estimate this variable with great 

precision. 

It follows from the above that sensitivity analysis takes into 

account uncertainty by calculating an efficiency indicator not only 

using the best estimates of the variables made under conditions of 

oertainty, but also other possible values.   For instance, any efficiency 

indicator may be recalculated using pessimistic cr optimistic alter- 

natives to the "normal"  or "realistic" estimate(s) applied in the 

first round under deterministic conditions.    Sensitivity analysis 
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provi àM a better understanding of util oh variaci« i« in foot oruoiel 
to the project* • appraisal.   Such aaal/oit will also be h«lpful for 
those in oharg« of managing th« projaot lat«r.   It will Indioat« 
oritioel area« requiring close managerial attention in order to «MUT« 

ooaaaroial suoooss of a proj«ot. 

OB« any t«at th« «anal ti vi ty of a fi otiti ou« projoot*« not 
pr«s«nt valu« to alternativ« investment ooet.   Assua« that in th« 
world of oortalnty lnvastaont« were ««tlnated to be 200 dinar* with 
100 dinar« «pant in th« year »ero and another 100 dinar« «pent in th« 
y«ar on«.   This resulted, when combined with other oaah flow eleamts, 
in a net present value of 115,000 dinar« (Tabi« A.3, Row V). 

Aaeum« that du« to uncertainty of actual need« and prio«« of 
•qulparat, investment could vary in the range of 180,000 to 290,000 
dinar«.   H«no«, a total investment of 180,000 dinar« oould b« used 
a« an optimi»tio ««tiaat«, and total investment of 250,000 dinar« as 
a possiaistio ««tiaat«.   Th« calculation« of th« n«t pr«««nt valu« 
would ohanff« accordingly a« f ollowat 

T««f Annual investment 
Di »count faotor« at 

(OOÓ dinar«) 
To 90 1.00 90.0 

h 90 0.93 83.7 

Present value 
of investment 

173.7 

Present value    308.0 
of net oaah 
Inflow (Table A.3» 
years 2-20) 
Net present 
value (MP*) 

134.3 
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Pesaimjatjc estimate; 

Year Annual investment 
(000 dinars) 

Discount factors at 
discount rate • 7 % Present value 

(000 dinars) 

Yo 120 1.00 120.0 

\ 
130 0-93 

Present value 
of investment 

120.9 

240.9 

Present value 
of net cash 
inflow (Table A 
years 2-20) 

308.0 

3, 

Net present value       67.1 
(NPV) 

Therefore, the net present value of the project is sensitive to changes 

of investment requirements.    It ranges from 67» 100 dinars under pessi- 

mistic assumptions to 134,300 dinars under optimistic ones.    Yet the 

project still has positive NPV' s under the worst expected circumstances 

in terms of investment cost3. 

The recalculation of the efficiency criterion under alternate 

assumptions thus demonstrates a project's pronounced sensitivity with 

regard to uncertainties of estimates.    This project may well be con- 

sidered risky.    Stiff conditions may be attached to the approval of 

the project such as additional consultants'   services or firm assurances 

or behalf of the government to safeguard critical areas. 

Sensitivity analysis may be carried even further by testing pro- 

fitability under the assumption that the pessimistic alternatives of 

more than one variable materialize at the same time.    Por instanoe, in 

the above example the pessimistic estimate for investment requirements 

is 250,000 dinars.    In addition,  sales revenue may also be recalculated 

under more pessimistic price assumptions with the result that the 
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present valu« of net earnings may drop from 300,000 dinars to,  say, 

232,000 dinars.    As a oonsequenoe,  tho NPV would turn negative, i.e. 

-8,900 dinars, which may render the project altogether unacceptable. 

Sensitivity analysis is a suitable simple tool tor checking a 

projeot's sensitivity with respect to changes in one variable or 

another.   However,  the range of estimates for one variable will usually 

have different probabilities of occurrence.    But sensitivity analysis 

does not glide the investor about the likelihood of those possible 

values to occur.    It does not tell him which of the pessimisti o and 

optimistic values have a higher chance of happening and does not help 

him sufficiently to evaluate the risk he is taking with the investment. 

In some situations,  sensitivity analysis gives evidence conclusive 

enough to take a decision:    a project may be non-profitable under the 

best conditions of all variables or alternatively it may be profitable 

even under, the worst circumstanoes.    However, this will not often be 

the oase.    Moreover,  some variables are likely to move simultaneously 

together or in opposite directions.    Sensitivity then cannot be 

analysed by subjecting each variable to one separate recalculation. 

4.3   Probability analysis 

Probability refers to the frequenoy of oocurence of an event, 

measured as a ratio of the number of different ways that the spedilo 

event oan happen to the total number of possible outcomes.    The purpose 

of probability analysis is to elinanate the need for restricting one's 

judgement to a single optimistic, pessimistic or realistic estimation 

by identifying the possible range of each variable and attaching a 

probability of occurrence to each possible value of the variables 

within this range.    These judgements take the form of probability dis- 

tribution - eaoh possible value of eaoh variable is associated with 

a number between 0 and 1, suoh that for each variable the sum of all 

these numbers (probabilities) i-s equal to one.   This numerioal descrip- 

tion of the likelihood of an event's occurrence makes possible an 

.objective measure of many situations that oould otherwise be expressed 

only instinotiyely or intuitively.    Therefore, from a mathematical 

point of view, probability analysis consists of aggregating probabilitii 
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Ai stated above,  one of the most important element» of probability 

analysis is assigning probabilities of occurrence to each possible 

value of the variables,    This is a highly intellectual exercise and 

its product is educated vrlue judgement.    The outcome of probability 

analysis depends largely on the quality of this value judgement.    There 

is no prescription for it. 

The calculations for each indicator are still carried out in the 

samo Manner as before.    The only différence is that several values of 

each indicator are to be calculated along with an estimate of the pro- 

bability of occurrence for eaoh value.    Towards that end,  different 

values of the basic variables and thoir probabilities are needed in 

the first plaoe. 

In order to demonstrate how probability analysis works in practice, 

it will be applied to two seleoted criteria:    the pay-ba     period 

(oommeroial profitability analysis) and the value added criterion 

(national profitability analysis).    Procedural steps, as outlined in 

these two examples, may then be applied correspondingly to other 
indicators. 

(a)    The pay-back period 

Step 1»    Identify the range of variation of the variables 
whioh are subject to a high degree of uncer- 
tainty.    The findings of this analysis were: 

Variable Expected range of variations 

Investment 200,000-250,000 dinars 

fixed oost per armum» 28,000- 35,000 dinars 

Variable oost per unit» 0.9-     1.25 dinars 

Belling prioe per unit-' 1.8-2.00 dinars 

Salas volume per annum-' ;0,000- 60,000 units 

loonomic life of the projeot I5-        20 years 

1/   All these data refer to a normal year.    In oomplionoe with the 
earlier approaoh, year 5 has been seleoted as a normal year. 
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The possible range of variation of investment between 200,000 
and 250,000 dinars does not mean that only these two figures are likely 
with the respective probabilities of occurrence.   In praotioe any 
figure between them is possible.    The two extremes only serve to 
define the range of variation of the variable.    The sane applies to 
the other variables as well. 

Step 2t    Narrow down the range of variations of each 
variable into several likely values.   For each 
of these values assign a probability of occurrence 
(the sum total of the probabilities always adding 
up to l)t 

Variable 
A 

Alternatives 

JL JL 
Investment - dinars 
Probability 

200,000 
0.70 

250,000 
0.30 

Total fixed cost - dinars 28,000 
Probability                             0.10 

30,000 
0.70 

35iO0O 
0.20 

Variable cost - dinars 
per unit 

Probability 

0.90 

0.75 

1.25 

0.25 

Selling price - dinars 
per unit 

Probability 

1.8 

0.20 

2.0 

0.80 

Sales volume - units 
Probability 

40,000 
0 30 

50v00o; 
0.60 

60,000 
0.10 

loonomic life - years 
Probability 

15 
0.20 

20 
0.80 

In addition,  the investor has enough evldenoe that the highest 
•ales volume could only be associated with lowest selling prioes. 
With this information, probability analysis of the project's pay-baok 
pari od may be oarriod out as follows! 

8tep 3t    For eaoh possible annual sales volume pompile 
possibilities of total oost along with"" 
ohanoes of ooourrenoe. 

their 

L 
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(a)    Por sales volume 40,000 unitB (probability O.30) 

Total cost alternatives Probability 

28,000 + 40,000x0,90 . 6\000 0.10 x0.7e: . 0.075 
28,000 + 40,000 x 1,25 - 7<,000 0,10 x O.25 - O.O25 
30,000 + 40,000 x O.9O . 66,000 O.70 x O.75 . O.525 
30,000 + 40,000 x I.25 - 80,000 O.7O x O.25 - O.I75 
35,000 + 40,000x0,90  -   71,000    0.20x0.75  -   0.150 
35IOOO + 40,000 x I.25    »    85,000      0.20 x O.25    -    O.O5O 

Total probability of alternative costa when 1.000 
sales 40,000 units 

(b)    Por sales volumo 50,000 units (probability O.6O) 

Total cost alternatives Probability 

28,000 + 50,000 x O.90 - 73,000 0.10 x O.75 . 0.075 
28,000 + 50,000x1.25 - 90,500 0.10x0.25 - 0.025 
30,000 + 50,000 x O.90 . 75.000 O.70 x O.75 . O.525 
30,000 + 50,000 x I.25 - 92,500 O.70 x O.25 - O.I75 
35i00o + 50,000 x 0.90  .   Go,ooo    0,20 x 0,75   -   0.150 
35iOOO + 50,000 x I.25    -    97,500     0.20 x O.25    -    0.0-.0 

Total probability 1.000 

(0)    For sales volume 60,000 units (probability 0.10) 

Total cost alternatives Probability 

28,000 + 60,000 x 0,90   -   82,000 0.10 x 0 75   -    O.O75 
28,000 + 60,000 x I.25   - 103,000 0.10 x 0.25   -    0.025 
30,000 + 60,000 x O.9O   -    84,000 0.70 x O.75    -    O.525 
30,000 + 60,000 x I.25    - 105,000 O.70 x 0.25    -    0.175 
35tooo + 60,000 x 0.90  -   89,000 0.20 x 0.75  -   0.150 
35,000 + 60,000 x I.25    - 110,000 0.20 x 0.?5    -    O.O5O 

Total probability 1,000 

Stop 4t    Estimate alternative annual sales revenues 
along with their respective probabilities 
of occurrence1 

Sales volume Probability Selling price Probability Sales revenue Probability 
(unit.) (dinars)  (dinars)       '"*"»»' 

40,000 0.30 1.8 0.20 72,000 0.06 

40,000 0.30 2.0 0.80 80,000 0.24 

50,000 0.60 1.8 0.20 90,000 0.12 

50,000 0.60 2.0 0.80 100,000 O.48 

60,000 0.10 1.8 1.00 108,000 0.10 

Total probability of all possible sales revenues       1.00 

.« 
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Notioe that sale« volume 60,000 i« only associated with wiling 

prie« of 1.8 dinars per unit, the probability of which will be 1.0 a« 
presumed. 

Step 5i    Combine total annual cost and sales revenue 
to each case to get alternative annual profit« 
along with their probabilities of occurrence. 
This is shown in Table CI. 

Step 6j    Estimate the expected annual profit by summing 
up profit alternatives weighed with their respective 
chances of occurrence.    This is shown in the last 
column of Table C.L 

Comparison of the expected annual profit under conditions of 

uncertainty      (equal to 15,015 dinars) with the annual profit in the 

deterministic case,  i.e, by using only the most likely alternative of 

•ach variable, indicates how far one is off track when one adopts the 

deterministic approach for this particular project.   In the example 
it ist 

Most likely annual sales revenue     50,000 x 2,0 
Its probability o.60 x O.80 

Most likely annual fixed cost 
Its probability 

Most likely annual variable oost     50,000 x 0.9 
Its probability 

100,000 dinars 
O.48 

30,000 dinars 
0,70 

451000 dinars 
O.75 

Therefore,  the profit will be» 

100,000 - (30,000 + 45,000)    -   25,000 dinars (see Table 8, Row 4,1, year 5) 

The probability of its occurrence ist 

O.48 x O.70 x O.75   -    O.252. 

Mote that this annual profit whioh results from the combination 

of the most likely values of each variable has only a 25 per cent ohanoe 
of occurrence. 

The expected annual profit under conditions of uncertainty is by 

9»985 dinars less than the expeoted annual profit under deterministic 

conditions.    This is a substantial difference, a warnln« «ignei deserving 

•peoial attention both by the eveluator and by the deci si on-malcer. 

. 
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Table C.I   Expected Annual Profite under Conditions of Uncertainty 

(in diñare) 

Sales   ! i j 
volume 

(units) 

|   Salee 
revenue 

¡ Proba- 
¡bility 

1    Total 
j     cost 
1 

;  Proba- 
!  bllity Profit    , Proba- 

bility Profit  1 

Í 
1 2 3 ;      4 

T " "" ' 

|      5 6 7 
•••-- ' •' •- • H 

8         i r r (2 - 4) (3 15) (6x7)   ! 

40,000 72,000 0.06 64,000 0.075 8,000 0,005 40.0 
78,000 0,025 - 6,000 0.001 -     6.0 
66,000 0,525 6,000 0-032 I92.O 
80,000 0.175 - 8,000 O.OIO -   80.0 
71,000 0,150 1,000 O.OO9 9.0   ! 
85,000 0.050 -13,000 O.OO3 -   39.O   j 

40,000 80,000 0.24 64,000 0.075 16,000 0.018 283,0   j 
73,000 0.025 2,000 0.060 120.0   1 
66,000 0.525 14,000 0.126 1,764 0   ! 
80,000 0.175 - O.O42 i 
71,000 0.150 9,000 OO36 324-0 
85,000 0.050 - 5,000 0.012 -    60.0 

50,000 90,000 0.12 73,000 0.075 17,000 O.OO9 153.0 
90,500 0.0?5 -      500 O.OO3 -   1.5 
75,000 O.525 15,000 O0O63 945.0 
92,500 0.175 - 2,500 0,021 - 52.5 
80,000 0,150 10, 000 0.018 180.0 
97,500 O.050 - 7,500 0.006 - 45.0 

50,000 100,000 0,48 73,000 0,075 27,000 O.O36 972-0 
90,500 0,025 9,500 0.012 114.0 
75,000 ' 0-525-, 25,000 O.252 6,300.0 
92,500 0,175 7,500 O.O84 630.O 
80,000 0,150 20,000 O.O72 1,440.0 
97,500 O.050 2,500 0.024 60.O 

60,000 108,000 0.10 82,000 0.075 26,000 O.OO7 182.0 
103,000 O.025 5,000 0.002 10.0 

84,000 0525 24,000 O.O52 1,248.0 
105,000 0.175 3,000 0,017 5I.O 

89,000 0.150 19,000 jo. 015 285.O 
1 110,000 O.050 - 2,000 O.OO4 -    6.0 

Total probabilit y of al 1 possibl« ì profit j alternative« ll.OOO 

Expected value o f profi t in a noi -mal year i 15,015.0 

il 
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Step 7i At stated in Section A. Commercial Profitability, 
the expected pay-back period (p) is the number of 
years «hi oh makes 

where i    I total investment; 
.th Pt   -    annual net profits in the t      year. 

The expected pay-back periods when I    -    200,000 dinars 
and 230,000 dinars respectively are: 

200,000   .   15,015 dinars x 13.32 yeare^/ 
its probability   .   0.7O 

250,000   .   15,015 dinars x 16.65 year»» 
its probability   -   0.30 

Therefore, the expected pay-back period considerine* 
the uncertainties about the investment I ist 

p   .   13.32 x O.70 + 16.65 x O.30  .    14.32 years 

The sane result could be obtained by dividing expected 
investment by expeoted average annual profita 
(15,015 dinars) where expected investment is: 

I   -   200,000 x O.70 + 250,000 x 0.30   •   21^,000 dinars 

» • -srfroTr • -U-32J-»« 

In« nwt probable pay-back period is, therefore, 14.32 
years, plus the duration of the construction period, i.e. 
two years.   If the payback period is the preferrod 
indicator of 0owneroial profitability,  an investment 
decision with due regard to risk should be baaed on 
expected more than 16 years pay-baok pari od. 

A pay-baok period oaloulated this way is only an approximation since 
It atunes aa even annual flow of profits and does not take into con- 
sideration the construction and the running-in period».    Thia is an 
«rar-tiaplifloation and is being ussd here only for illustrativ« 
purposes.   Actually the approach suggested on pp.74-78 is to be followed. 

I 

L 
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In addition to the observation in the footnote on the preceding 

page,  concerning the procedure for calculating the pay-back period, 

it should also b« stated that tho expected pay-back period will be 

«ven longer than 14.32 years plus the construction period.    This ia 

so for the simple reason that the above calculations are based on 

annual profit before taxes equalling 15,015 dinars computed in 

Table C.3-    If taxes are to be subtracted (5,000 dinars in year 5, 

aee Table 8,  sub-row 4.1), the net profit will go as low as 10,015 

dinars and the expected pay-back period will be more than 21 yearst 

215,000 „.  G p " ~~i&,òh  " 2 5 yearB 

With the above being said,  the simple comparison beiweon the 

•xpeoted pay-back period under deterministic conditions (11.5 years) 

and the expected pay-back period under conditions of uncertainty 

(more than 21 years) indicates that the project will not be sound 

enough in terms of duration of the pay-back period.   It was not par- 

ticularly attractive even under deterministic conditions with a pay- 

back period equalling 11.5 years.    In reality it may become even worse, 

exceeding the optimistic expectation on the eoonomic life (20 years), 

if the assumptions of the probability analysis materialize. 

(h)    value added criterion (absolute efficiency test) 

Step 1:    The key elements which enter this cri tori on have 
to be scrutinized in order to determine the key 
variables which (a) are subjeot to pronounced un- 
certainty and (b)  the change in which would greatly 
affect the value added,    In the hypothetical project 
it was found that: 

- domestic demand; 
- prices of domestic and imported inputsj 
- investments; 
- the adjusted rate of foreign oxohange 

fall into this category with the latter affseting 
foreign components of both inputs and outputs as 
well as repatriated payments. 
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Step 2s    The sales revenue in a normal year of operation 
(year 5) &* market pricoB is expected to be 100,000 
dinars, comprising 70,000 dinars for the local 
market as import substitution, 20,000 dinars for 
export, and 10,000 dinars infrestructurai services. 
Sue to Borne uncertainties on the domestic markot 
the probability of selling goods worth 70,000 dinars 
is 0.60, the probability of selling goods for 60,000 
dinars is 0.30, and at the level of 53,000 dinars, 
0.10.    The export of goods for 20,000 dinars has been 
assured by long-term commercial agreements. 

The value of the infrastructure! services as well as 
the  subsidies is considered to be more certain.    The 
residual value is very uncertain, but psiao«;,   it 
is more than 20 years from now, cannot affect the 
soundness of the project and is therefore considered 
not to be a key variable, 

As stated above,  the adjusted rate of foreign exchange 
was computed at the level of 6.5 dinars « 31, i.e. 
30 per cent premium over and above the official oxohange 
rate 5.O dinars    -    $1.    The probability of having 
this adjusted rate is assessed to be O.7O.    However, 
it is considered likely that the premium may go up 
to 50 per cent over and above the official rate,  and 
the probability for that is 0,30. 

Step 3*    On the basis of the assumptions arrived at above,   com- 
pute different values of sales revenue together with 
the respective probabilities of oc cur rene o as shown 
in Table Co2.    Hence the most probable sales revenus 
in year 5 is equal to: 

(117,000 x O.42) + (104,000 x 0.21) + (97,500 x O.O7) +(135fOOO x 0.18) 

• (120,000 x 0.09) + (112,500 x 0.03)    -   115,110 dinars plus infrastructurol 

servi oes and subsidies worth 15,00C dinars, or total probable output 

-    130,110 dinars. 

Step 4s    The lifetime of the project is 21 years, including 
construction period.    Compute probable outputs for 
the rest of the eoonondo life in the tame manner as 
above.    This yields the probable annual outputs as 
shown in Table C3> 

Step 5s    Material inputs in year 5,  priced at actual markot 
prices, were estimated to be 40,000 dinars (ref. 
Table % Row 2.2).    There ore, however, uncertainties 
oonoorning the behaviour of both domestic market 
prioes and CIP prices for material inputs.    The 

1 
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probability of producing the above output with 
36,000 dinars domestically procured current material 
inputs (Table 9t Row 2.2.2) is 0.60,  the probability 
of paying for the same inpute 39,000 dinars is 0,30, 
and the probability of spending 41,000 dinars is 
0.10. 4 

The probability of obtaining the imported current 
material inputs for 12,000 diñara is O.7O,  and the 
probability of paying for the same quantity of 
imported materials 15,00C dinars ia 0.30, ' 

On this ground one may compute the most probable < 
value of current material inputs at actual market 
prices in the normal year as shown in Table C.4. 

The most probable value of current material inputs at 
actual market prices in year 5 is equal to: 

(48,000 x O.42) + (31,000 x 0 21) + (53,000 x 0.07)  + (51,000 x 0.18) 

+ (54|000 x O.O9) + (56,000 x 0,03)    -   50,300 dinars. 

The value  of the imported ourrent material inputs 
converted into local currency by the official rate 
of foreign exchange is: 

(12,000 x O.7O) + (15,000 x O.3O)    -    12,900 dinars 

Step 6:    The i 'ported component of the material inputs onterB 
the figure of current material inputs computed under 
Step 5,  above at CIP prices converted into domestic 
currency at the official rate of foreign exchange. 
To correct  this and comply with the pricing rules 
suggested earlier, compute the preamble annual value 
of imported current material inputs at adjusted rate 
of foreign  exchange ae shown in Table C.5. 

The most probable value of imported current material 
inputs converted into local currency at the adjusted 
rate of foreign exchange is: 

(15,600 x 0.49) • (19,500 x 0.21) + (18,000 x 0.21) + (22,500 x O.09) 

-    17,550 dinars. 

Hence, due to the impact of the adjusted rate of 
foreign exchange alone (with the two probable rates) fc 
the value of the imported materials is likely to 
increase by 4,650 dinars from 12,900 dinars, as 
oomputed under Stpe 5, to 17,550 dinars. 

L - 
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It was computed under Step 5-  above,  that the most 
probable value of current material inputs at actual 
market prices is 50,300 dinars.    The increase in 
the value of imported material inputs due to the 
application of adjusted rate of foreign exchange 
(4,650 dinars)  should be added to this figure. 
That makes the most probable current material inputs 
at adjusted prices in year 5 equal to 54,950 dinars- 

Step 7»    Host probable current material inputs at adjusted 
prices should be computed for each year of the 
economic lifo of the project,   following the approach 
presort.bed above as 3hown in Table C.6. 

Step 8t    It has been stated earlier on many occasions that 
material inputs comprise current material InputB 
and investment.    The most probable values of the 
former have been computed,  the most probable value 
of the latter ha3 to be computed next.    As stated 
before,   the investment is expected to vary from 
200,000 dinars (probability 0.70) to 250,000 (pro- 
bability OJO).    It follows from this that the 
most probable value of investment at market prices is: 

(200,000 x 0.70) + (250,000 x O.30)    »    215,000 dinars. 

The imported component,   converted into local curronoy 
at the official rate of foreign exchange amounts to 
150,000 dinars with probability 0 70,  and 187,500 
dinars with probability O.3O,    Consequently,  the most 
probable value of the imported investment oomponent is: 

(150,000 x O.70) + (187,500 x 0.30)    .    161,250 dinars. 

This oomponent,  in compliance with the pricing rules 
of the Manual,   should be converted at local currency by 
the adjusted rate of foreign exohange, taking into 
account the two probable rates, i,e. I.3 and 1.5| 
this is demonstrated in Table C-7. 

The most probable value of imported investment com- 
ponent converted into local currency at the adjusted 
rate of foreign exchange is: 

(195,000 x 0.49) + (243,750 x 0.21) + (225,000 x 0.21) + (281,250 x O.O9) 

-   219,300 dinars. 

It follows from the above that the value of the 
imported investment oomponent increases by 5'VO50 
dinars (219,300 - 161,250) on the account of the 

L ¿J 
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adjusted rate of foreign exchange alone.    This 
increase should be added to the most probable value 
of total investment (domestic and imported)  at 
market prices (215,000 dinars) to arrive at the moat 
likely value of the investment at adjusted prices! 

215,000 + 53,050   =    273,050 dinars 

distributed throughout tho construction period as 
follows: 

Year 0   .   136,000 dinars; 

Year 1    .   137,050 dinars. 

Step 9t    It has been assumed from the beginning that tho 
repatriated payments arc not a key variable (although 
in other cases thoy may very well bo).    Their magni- 
tude is, however, affected "by the probability of 
having two adjusted rates of foreign exchange, i.e. 
I.3 and 1.5.    Therefore,  the most probable value of 
the repatriated payments in a normal year, and then 
throughout the economic life of the project,   should 
be computed. 

As stated earlier,  the probability of having an 
adjusted rate of foreign exchange I.3 is 0.7O, and at 
the level of 1.5, 0,30.    Then the most probable 
adjusted rate of exchange i Sì 

(1.3 x 0,70) + (1.5 x O 30)    -    1,36. 

Under these circumstances the most probable value of 
tho repatriated Tayments in year 5 is expeoted to be: 

16,000x1.36    -    21,760 dinars, 

as oompared to 20,800 dinars at an adjusted rate of 
I.3 only (rcf.  Table 3-3, Row 4). 

Following the same procedure,   the most probable 
annual  repatriated payments throughout the projeot's 
life should be computed as ohown in Table C.8. 

Step lOi With all essential data compiled above one may now 
oompute the most probable present value of the value 
added under conditions of uncertainty,   por that 
purpose one may use the format of Table B-3 and 
compile the information such as is demonstrated in 
Table C>9. 

1 J 
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The discounted most probable value added under con- 
ditions of uncertainty equals 91,400 dinars,  as 
compared to 234,400 dinars under conditions of certainty 
(Table B.3, Row 7)      This is an indication of the 
expocted still positive contribution of the project 
to the national income even under uncertain conditions, 
i.e. uncertain domestic demand,  increasing prices 
for domestically procured and imported current material 
inputs, probability of exoeeding the investment re- 
quirements originally envisaged,  strong possibility 
of having even more unfavourable adjusted rate of 
foreign exchange (15)»  &3 compared to the one under 
conditions of certainty (1.3)•    Therefore,  the project 
passes the first part of the absolute efficiency test 
under conditions of uncertainty 

As stated earlier,  although this is of paramount importance,  it 

is not sufficient for recommending a decision on the project.    It is 

very important to find out how much of this considerably reduced value 

added will be used to pay the wages and salaries of the labourers and 

how much remains as a social surplus. 

By the application of formula B.12,  one find«: 

91,400 >  84,700 6,700 dinars 

of social surplus,  as compared to 153,900 dinars under conditions of 

oertainty (Table B.3t Row 7-2).    Hence the project generates enough 

value added to recover the wages and produces a negligible amount of 

social surplus.    Therefore, from t.e national point    f view under 

conditions of uncertainty, the pr'joct is marginally acceptable. 

The projeot évaluâtore should call to the designers* attention 

the need to carefully ro-examine and if possible to improve the basic 

parameters of the project in view of the expected uncertainties with 

regard to domestic demand, prices of domestic and imported current 

material inputs, investments and the rate of foreign exchange.    They 

should also bring the matter to the attention of the decision-maker 

to have it in mind when taking a decision and, if possible, to talee 

tne necessary action to prevent or at least limit the unfavourable 

effeot of the uncertain domestic demand, prices, rate of exchange,  etc 
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(i -i dinaro) 

Yarnr 
Probable 

•ala« reveauoo 
Infraatruotural 

serviCOB Subsidies 
R«at dual 

value 
Probable 
output 

0 - — .. — — 

1 - - - - - 

2 73,000 ,000 10,000 - 86,000 

3 106,000 10,000 10,000 - 126,000 

4 110,000 10,000 8,000 - 123,000 

5 ii'„ no 10,000 t>,000 - 130,110 

6 116,000 10,000 2,000 - 12a,000 

7 117,000 10,000 - 
- 

| 127,000 

3 11>,000 10,00*1 - _ 
12i>,000 

9 113,000 10,000 - - 123,000 

10 111,000 10,000 - - 121,000 

11 110,000 10,000 - - 120,000 

12 10 ,000 K,Uo0 - 113,000 

13 loa,ooo 10,000 - - 11U,000 

14 106,000 Io,u0o - - 116,000 

li» 1er. ,0uu 10,WOO - - 11',,000 

16 105,000 10,000 - - IIS,000 

17 104,000 30,000 - - 114,000 

IB 99,000 10,000 - - 109,000 

19 98,000 10,000 - - 108,000 

20 70,000 10,000 - 13,000 95,000 

L 
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Tabi« 0*6 Moat Probabl« Annual Currant Haterial Incut» at Adiuatad Prlo«« 

(in dinari) 

Y«ar 
Imported Mid Donaatle Currant 

Material Inputs 
Infraatruotusal 

Servio««!/ Total 

0 - - - 

1 - - - 

2 34,200 2,000 36,280 

3 53,790 3,000 56,790 

4 54,150 3,000 57,150 

5 54,950 3,000 57,950 

6 55.30ü 3,000 58,300 

7 55,420 3,000 58,420 

8 55,510 3,000 58,510 

9 55,670 3,000 58,670 

10 55,7*0 3,000 58,760 

11 55,840 3,000 58,840 

12 55.950 3,000 58,950 

13 56,030 3,000 59,030 

14 Ü6,lfl0 3,000 >9,180 

15 56,260 3,000 59,260 

16 56,340 3,000 59i340 

17 56,480 3,000 59,480 

18 56,660 3,000 59,660 

19 56,850 3,000 59i850 

SO 57,120 3,000 60,120 

I 

I/   Xnfraatruotural Mrviee«, «• in th« oaa« of output«, uro not a kajr 
variati« and thay ar« valuad at donMtle market prio«« or eoit, 
w«leh«v«r 1« hi«h«r.   fb«y ar« taken raadlly aval labi a fro« Tabi« 9, 
Raw 2*2*3. 
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Tabi« C.6   Moli Probable Animal Repatriated Payment« 
(in dinars) 

Taar 
Repatriated payments at . / 

effloial rat« of exchange»' 
Moot probable rat« 
of foreign exchange 

Moat probable 
repatriated pajaral 

0 - - - 

1 5,000 1.36 6,800 

2 15,000 1.36 20,400 

3 16,000 1.36 21,760 

4 16,000 •     1.36 21,760 

5 16,000 1.36 21,760 

6 15,000 1.36 20,400 

7 15,000 1.36 20,400 

8 14,000 1.36 19,040 

9 14,000 1.36 19,040 

10 14,000 1.36 19,040 

11 10,000 1.36 13,600 

12 13,000 1.36 13,600 

13 10,000 1.36 13,600 

14 10,000 1.36 13,600 

15 10,000 1.36 13,600 

16 10,000 1.36 13,600 

17 10,000 1.36 13,600 

18 10,000 1.36 13,600 

19 10,000 1.36 13,600 

•80 16,000 1.36 21,760 

I/   Tabla 9, Row 4. 
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5« '   Common operational steps of uncertainty analysis 

Uncertainty analysis of any e   -t eri on could be facilitated if the 

following common operational stcpe are followed: 

Step 1: Identify the koy variables, which are expected to have large 
magnitudes and high variabilities and, therefore, a sizeable 
impact on the soundness of a project; 

Step 2:    Identify the possible range  of variation of the key variables; 

Step 3: For each variable, vdth the established range of variation, 
estimate the different likely v:lues which have significant 
chances of occurrance; 

Step 4»    Assign probabilities of occurrence to oach value based on 
experience,   expectations as well as market and financial analysis; 

Step 5«    Combine the alternative values of relevant variables as well 
as their respective probabilities to get the probability of 
occurrence of each outcome at¡  outlined r.bove for each measure. 

Ç *     Data Requirements 

Project analysis under determini otic and uncertainty situations 

requires the same typo  of information.    The additional information 

required for sensitivity and probability analysis centres mainly around 

estimating several possible values for each relevant variable and 

assigning probabilities of occurrence to each of these values. 

'< "     Soope. Limitations, and Conditi one of Uncertainty Analysis 

The essence of introducing uncertainty to project evaluation is 

to introduce into project analysis as much ae possible the realities 

of life concerning future behaviour of relevant variables.    Realising 

that several values are likely and estimating them and their probabili* 

ties of occurence, using some value judgement, may be more accurate 

than completely ignoring them and imposing just one estimate for each 

variable as in the deterministic analysis. 

However, uncertainty analysis requires more elaborate computations 

as oompared to the deterministic case.    The computational work will 

vastly inorease as the number of possible values of each variable 

inoreases.   One could out down the volume of computations by concen- 
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trating only on the moat important variables, rlsk-wieo, judging fron 
their values and thoir probability distributions. 

The Additional effort required for uncertainty analysis has to 
be Justified by the additional benefits of introducing it.    The higher 
the uncertainties o oncoming some variables, and the larger their 
ranges,  the higher the benefit a and the more urgent it is to introduco 
this analysis to the evaluation of an investment project. 
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D.    Evaluation Summary 

Title of Project: _ 

Output in Value Terms: __^ 

Output in Physical Terms» 

I rive stment :  

Fumber of Peonie Employed: 

Implementation:    To start: 

To be completed: 

Criteri TT Evaluation Result W 
I.      Commercial Profitability 

1. Simple rate of return 

2. Net present value 

3- Financial aspects 

4     . 

Conerai conclusions -n 
'C*o'nmeroial Profitability: 

II.   Katjonal Profitability 

1.   Net national value added 
formati on: 

1.1    Absolute efficionoy test 

12   Relative efficiency tost 

1/ Under criteria the evaluator should list the criteria actually used 
for evaluating an investment project's commercial and national pro- 
fitability under conditions of both certainty and uncertainty. The 
listing of the criteria here is for illustrative purposes only. 

2/   The evaluator should briefly explain the most  essential evaluation 
results to give the decision-maker in a very condensed way an idea 
about the meritB and demerits of the project and a justification 
for its being recommended for selection,  modification or rejection. 
The Evaluation Summary should be an "identify oard" of the project. 
The presentation of the evaluation results should not be written using 
a very professional terminology.    It should be easily understandable 
to those who read it without having gone through the entire feasibility 
report.    It is up to the project evaluator to determine how long the 
Evaluation Summary should beat may vary from 3-5 pages for a small 
and simple project ot 10-15 pages fer a large, highly complicated one. 
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1 

2. Additional indicée: 

2.1 Employment effect 

2.2 Distribution effect 

2 3   Foreign exchange effect 

3. Supplementary consideration! 

3.1 Infraetruoture implications 

3.2 Environmental implications 

Penerai Conclusions on 
Watjonal Profitability! 

III. uncertainty Analysis 

1. Breakeven analysis 

2. Sensitivity analysis 

3     Risk analysis 

Ths project i» rscoamsnded for» 

because 

Selection 

Penerai Conclusions on 
¿njoerUintyt 

if modified as foil owe i 

Approval 
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because 
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Rejection 
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III.    ANNEXES 

ANNEX A. 

List of Symbols used in the Manuel 

t 

'H 

ACIP 

A2KP 

A70B 

at 
B 

BKP 

CI 

CO 

D 

IB* 

«P 
DB" 

BBr 

IR 

E 

o 

TI 

m 

h 

FC 

Fl 

FI 

FO 

Actual coet insurance and freight price 

Actual domestic market prioe 

Actual free on board price 

Discount factor in year t 

Value of visible and invisible receipts in the 
balance of payments 

Breakeven point 

Cash inflow 

Cash outflow 

Annual depreciation of fixed capital in a normal year 

Distribution index of the government 

Distribution indox of the profit earners 

Distribution index of the wage earners 

Regional distribution index 

Domestic resource Inputs 

Absoluto efficiency test for the whole economic life 
of a project 

Relative efficiency test under capital scarcity situation 

Relative effioioncy test under foreign exchange scarcity 
situation 

Relative efficiency test under skilled labour scarcity 
situation 

Absolute efficiency test for modernization project 

Absolute efficiency test for a normal year 

Relative efficiency of a modernization project with 
regard to respective scarce factor (capital, foreign 
exchange,  skilled labour) 

Net profit in a normal year after taxes, interest, 
depreciation 

Fixed oost 

Net foreign exchange flow 

Foreign exchange inflow 

Foreign exchange outflow 

-^V;«;>***3i#*i<*<#**'»«£ '- J 
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c 

d 

i 

T 

C 

min 

r 

1 

y M 
ir 

i m 
*° 

* 
m 

HC? 

NOTA 

(VJffà)0 

NNVA 

(NOTA)0 

HPV 

NPVR 
i m 

ì 
NVA 

n 
0 

0° 
P* 

P(F1) 

KD 

Investment,  comprising equity and loans 

Value of investment for an industrial complex 

Direct investment 

Indirect investment 

Total investment (direct and indirect) 

International competitiveness indicator 

Cut-off rate of return 

Internal rato of return 

Lower discount rato at which NFV is still positive 
but close to zero 

Higher discount rate at which NFV is already negative 
but close to zero 

Long-term loans 

Value of visible and invisible payments in the Balanoe 
of Payments 

Value of current material inputs 

Value of current material inputs used by an industrial 
oomplex 

Number of constituent projects in an industrial complex 

Net cash flow of a project 

Not domestic value added of a project 

Not domestic value added of an industrial complex 

Net national value added of a project 

Net national value added of an industrial complex 

Net present value 

Net prosent value ratio 

Negative value of NFV at tho higher discount rate in 
absolute terms 

Net value added 

Number of years 

Valuo of output of an investment project 

Value of output of an industrial complex 

Adjusted rate- of foreign oxchange 

Present value of the net foreign exchange flow 

Present value of investment 

ß 

fi 

ß 
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••    à 

I 
I 

HD0 

KL§) 

P(SF) 

PV 

KVA) 

P(VA)° 

KVA)0 

P(VA)1 

K») 
P(H)0 

KH)0 

P(H)1 

P 

P«i 

rro 

Q 

R 

R_ 

"de 

RF 

Rt 

(R)e 

Prosent value of investment before (without) 
modernization 

Prosent value of investment nfter (with) modernisation 

Present valuo of wages and fringe benefits paid to 
skilled labour 

Present value of wages and fringe benofits paid to 
skilled labour after (with) modernisation 

Prosent value of expected scarce factor (capital, 
foreign exchange,   skilled labour)  committed to.G 
modernization project 

Positive valuo of NPV at the lower discount rate 

Present value of value added produced by a project 

Present value of value added produced by an industrial 
oomplox 

Present value of value added before (without) 
modernization 

Present value of valuo added after (with) modernisation 

Presont value of wages for a project 

Present valuo   f wages for an industrial complex 

Present valuo of wr-ges beforo (without) modernization 

Prosont value of wages after (with) modernization 

Pay-baok period 

"Premium" for domestic projects 

"Premium" for an industry or a region 

Cut-off pay-back period 

Quantity in physical terms 

Simple rate of rctum on total capital 

Simple rate of return on equity capital 

Debt-equity ratio 

Official rate of foreign exchange 

Value of repatriations from a project in year t 

Value of repatriations from an industrial complex 

Special prosati onal SB) for an industry or a region 
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4 

f r 
W 

S 

SP 

,, 3RD 
SS 

1 !' (ss)0 

I VA 

1 (VA)° 

1 VA* 

VAJ 

VA1 

VA 
u 

VA" 

ve 
H 

00° 

o 

,1 

Actual rate of interest on the relevant world orni tal 
market 

Balance of payments surplus (residual) 
Selling price 

Sooial rato of discount 

Value of social surplue for a project 

Value of social surplus for an industrial complex 

Value added produced "by a projeot 

Value added produced by an industrial complex 

Value added received by the government 

Value added received by the profit earners 

Value added recoivod by a region 

Undistributed value added (¡vt the disposal of the firm) 

Value added received by the wage camera 

Variable cost per unit 

Value of salarios and wage e for a project 

Value of salaries and wages for an industrial compi ox 

Number of new direct job opportunities 

Number of new indirect job opportunities 

Total number of new job opportunities 

Number of new job opportunities for skilled workers 

Number of now job opportunities for unskilled workers 

Annual interest charges on loans in a normal year 

Direct employment effect per unit of investment 

Indirect employment effect por unit of investment 

z Total employment effect (fkillad plus unskilled) per 
unit of investment 

Employment effeot of unskilled labour per unit of 
investment 

jj 
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1 

ANNEX B. 

Present Value Table 

Ai stated earlier, the need to adopt the discounted oash flow 

technique arises on account of the widely accepted principle that 

on« dinar is more valuable if received today, instead of tomorrow: 

similarly, disutility of expenditure is more if it has to be inourred 

today than if it can be postponed for next year,    Since both receipt! 

«ad expenditures are spread over the whole life of the project, it 

becomes necessary to eliminate the influence of time differential 

•ad this is done through the use of rate of discount. 

Tho rate of discount reflects the preference for present over 

fttturet    if the rate of discount is 10 per oent, receipt of 100 dinar« 

this year would be valued as equivalent to 110 dinars in the following 

year.    The rake of discount may vary over time or be constant.    It is 

not recommended to use different rates of discount over different 

years.    Usually the same rate of discount is taken for the whole period. 

Th« rat« of discount is the rate of interest in reverse. 

Once the rate of discount ìB known, the next step is to work out 

the present worth of one unit of receipt (similarly disbursement) 

received at different periods of time.    The present worth of one unit 

of r«c«ipt (or expenditure) in different time periods is known as 

the di «count factor.   If the rate of discount is constant, the discount 

factor for the n     y«ar would be 

j&r 
wh«r« r is th« rate of disoount.    The discount factor is a decreasing 

function of both r (rat«   f disoount) and n (number of years).   Tibies 

flvlnf the values of 

1 

(l+r)n 
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for different values of r and n, which have been worked out,    A table, 

providing the value« of the discount factors at different values of 

the rate of discount (from 2 por cent to 30 per cent) and different 

number of years (from 1 to 30) is at the conclusion of this Annex. 

In this table,  discount factors corresp nding to different rates of 

discount for a particular year are shown,  row-wise.   Similarly, 

columns show the discount factors for different years corresponding f 

to different rates of discount.   For instance, if the rate of discount 

is 8 per cent, discount factors for the fifth and sixth year would be 

O.68I and 0.630, respectively;    similarly,  for the fifth year the 

discount factors corresponding to 8 and 8.5 per cent rato of discount 

would be O.68I and 0,6f'5 respectively. 

If net cash inflows are the same for several years,  they need not 

be discounted separately for es^h.^ear     The sum of discounted net 

cash inflows during this period can be arrived at by multiplying the 

yearly net oash inflow with the sum of discount factors for these 

years.    For instance, on page 116, Table 8.3, How 5, the net national 

value added is the same between the eleventh year and the ninteenth 

year.    If one multiplies the annual Value added of 62,400 dinars by 

2.53, which is the sum total of discount factors for these years at 

9 per cent discount rate (Row 6 of the same Table), one gets 157,870 

dinars, which is equal to the sum total of discounted values added 

for this period (Row 7 of the Table). 

7 
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